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Abstract

The leaves of many plants are superhydrophobic due to micro- and nano-scale

structures on their surfaces, a property that may have evolved to clean the leaves

by encouraging water droplets to bead up and roll off. Patterned superhydrophobic

surfaces can also exhibit reduced friction, and liquids flowing over such surfaces

have been found to slip in apparent violations of the classical no-slip bound-

ary condition. For liquid-infused patterned surfaces, and for surfaces with large

slip-lengths and anisotropic patterning, the leading theoretical model describing

spherical droplet motion on non-slip surfaces is insufficient. In this thesis, we

use Molecular Dynamics simulations to investigate the motion of droplets on low-

friction and liquid-infused patterned surfaces in three parts. Firstly, we simulate

droplets driven along the two primary axes of a low-friction, dry ridged surface.

We introduce slip into a model for rolling droplets on superhydrophobic surfaces,

and examine three limiting cases in which dissipation in the droplet is dominated

by viscous dissipation, surface friction, or contact-line dissipation. These cases

are compared with scaling relationships of the droplet velocity with droplet size,

driving force and fluid-surface interaction strength to identify the dominant dissi-

pation mechanisms. Secondly, we simulate droplet motion in arbitrary directions

across the ridged surface. We further modify the theory to introduce tensorial

descriptions of slip and contact line friction, and determine the validity of the ten-

sorial approach with reference to droplet motion data. Finally, we drive droplets

across dry and liquid-infused pillared surfaces to examine the influence of liquid

infusion on the shape and motion of the droplet and identify possible dissipation

mechanisms that might dictate droplet speeds.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Across a wide range of devices that interact with fluids, such as pipes, boats, wind-

screens and microfluidic ‘labs-on-a-chip’, device performance is often constrained

by the difficulty of driving fluid across their surfaces. The damping effects of

viscosity and friction can waste significant amounts of energy [5] and so ultimately

limit the speed of fluids relative to these devices. Careful design of the shape and

dimensions of the device itself, such as altering pipe diameters and boat hulls, can

mitigate these difficulties. In other cases, altering the chemical composition or the

structuring of the surface at (sub-)micrometer scales can be more effective [6, 7, 8].

Hydrophobic materials such as polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) and polydimethyl-

siloxane (PDMS) have been employed as surface films over the past century to

reduce liquid adhesion to coated surfaces [9, 10, 11]. More recently, more attention

has been paid towards the role of surface morphology in attracting or repelling

fluids. In particular, a wide range of ‘superhydrophobic’ surfaces have been identi-

fied with extreme hydrophobic properties due to patterning or surface structures

[12, 13]. Biological examples have motivated the study of surface structure to

promote hydrophobicity - the ‘lotus leaf effect’ [3] has inspired the production

of microstructured surfaces which not only repel water, but also enjoy the ensu-

ing anti-fouling/self-cleaning properties as biological contaminants and unwanted

matter are removed by the rolling motion of repelled liquid droplets [14, 15, 16].

In addition to low fluid drag and enhanced droplet mobility, the circumstances

of superhydrophobic effects are important considerations when exploiting pat-

terned surfaces for laboratory and medical purposes [17]. In particular, while

1
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Figure 1.1: (a) Scanning electron microscopy images of exemplar patterned sur-
faces. Three surfaces feature microscale cylindrical ‘pillars’, while the fourth
surface is covered in microscale square pillars [1]. (b) Two droplets sitting on a
superhydrophobic pillared surface. While the left sits on top of the pillars (in the
so-called ‘Cassie-Baxter’ state), the right-hand droplet penetrates and lies within
the gaps between the pillars, and is described as being in the ‘Wenzel’ state [2].

conventional fluid problems generally assume a ‘no-slip condition’ where fluid at

solid surfaces is expected to remain stationary relative to these surfaces, this

condition must be rejected for surfaces where the effects of non-negligible fluid

slip at the interface need to be taken into account [6, 18]. Bulk flows interacting

with patterned, slippery surfaces have been heavily investigated over the past few

decades [19, 20, 21, 22], and are well understood. However, interactions between

droplets and patterned surfaces have been explored to a lesser extent, due to

complications resulting from the presence of a contact line. As micro- and nano-

fluidic techniques become increasingly popular, they drive a growing demand for

high-droplet-mobility surfaces that promise greater efficiency and controllability

[23, 24], and, as a consequence, the growing importance of understanding how

droplets move on superhydrophobic surfaces [25].

When considering surface coating applications that take advantage of the

lotus effect, we must therefore ask how we can design and optimise surfaces to

promote droplet mobility. The commercial potential for such optimised surfaces, if

economical to produce, could be profound. For example, the impetus for this PhD

project was provided by work done at the University of Sydney by collaborators [26,

27, 28] who have investigated structured surfaces as cheap, low maintenance water-

harvesting devices. By dewetting a polymer film on an otherwise hydrophobic

surface, they produced a hydrophobic surface with a micropatterned network of
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hydrophillic ridges. Ideally, moisture in the air would adhere to the ridges, coalesce,

then roll off the surface when individual ridges became unable to pin and support

the weight of the droplet. Unfortunately, these structures were not optimised

for promoting droplet roll-off; sometimes the droplets would remain stuck to the

ridges much longer than was desired.

A separate area of interest is the recent creation of a variety of materials known

as SLIPS (Slippery Liquid-Infused Porous Surfaces) [29]. These demonstrate

similar anti-fouling and hydrophobic properties to dry structured surfaces [30],

with the additional benefit that the trapped fluid layer (usually an oil) prevents

potential wetting transitions from occurring, such as (in the case of a water droplet)

the transition from the structure-supported ‘Cassie-Baxter’ state [31] to the surface-

penetrating ‘Wenzel’ state [32] seen in figure 1.1b. While droplets in the ‘Cassie-

Baxter’ state are highly mobile due to the lack of interfacial area shared with the

surface, droplets in the Wenzel state suffer from a much larger interface and so are

inhibited by their strong interaction with the surface. The presence of a lubricant

in SLIPS maintains a stable Cassie-Baxter state and prevents transitions into

the Wenzel state, reinforcing the reliability of these surfaces for droplet transport

[33]. As a new technology, however, much is left to understand regarding how the

lubricant interacts with incident droplets and the effects it has on droplet mobility.

In short, while we know that surface features and lubricants significantly affect

the mobility of fluids on superhydrophobic surfaces, we currently lack the theory to

describe droplet motion on these surfaces. The role of surface features in governing

the ultimate motion of droplets needs to be understood, both to guide future

experimentation and ultimately to design surfaces with specific characteristics and

realise the possibilities of optimised surface coatings. In this thesis, we will focus

our attention on two key facets of this problem:

• What are the mechanisms that determine the motion of droplets on high-slip

surfaces?

• How are the motions of droplets influenced by the patterning and composition

of these surfaces?

This thesis approaches these questions by developing mathematical models

to describe the steady-state motion of droplets on both dry and liquid-infused

superhydrophobic patterned surfaces which exhibit particularly high slip. These
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models are compared with results from simulations of relevant droplet systems

created using Molecular Dynamics (MD) methods. The structure of this thesis is

as follows:

In Chapter 2, we will introduce the concepts and previous work relating to su-

perhydrophobic surfaces, the motion of droplets and the use of numerical methods

to investigate these topics. It will conclude by presenting the exact aim of the

thesis in more detail, and explain how the following chapters contribute to that

aim.

Chapter 3 will expand on the simulation and analysis methods employed in

this thesis. It will discuss important features common to MD simulations, such

as relevant potentials, integration schemes and thermostats, and their relevance

to the work completed in this thesis. The post-processing and analytic methods

performed during the course of the thesis are also explained in detail.

Chapter 4 presents introductory results detailing the properties of the droplets

and simulated systems. These results focus on important fluid properties such

as the viscosity and surface tension of the fluid being simulated, in addition to

explaining our choices of global attributes such as the simulation temperature and

surface structures that have been investigated.

Chapter 5 will present results for the steady-state motion of droplets on a

high-slip superhydrophobic ridged surface, where the droplet radius, gravitational

driving force and fluid-surface interaction strength are varied separately. These

results are compared with the predictions made by assuming different dissipation

mechanisms in the high-slip limit, with the importance of the three mechanisms

investigated being discussed.

Chapter 6 continues this line of thought by investigating the relationship be-

tween droplet motion, driving direction and the anisotropy of the ridged super-

hydrophobic surface. Droplet motion for a range of droplet sizes and driving

directions is compared with predictions formed by introducing a contact line fric-

tion tensor and analysing the resulting impact of this anisotropic dissipation on

the resulting velocities of the droplets.

Chapter 7 compares the steady-state motion of droplets on dry and liquid-

infused pillared surfaces to investigate the qualitative differences introduced by
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the inclusion of a lubricant into the surface patterning.

The results of these investigations will be summarised in chapter 8, which

concludes the thesis and discusses potential avenues for future research that builds

on the work demonstrated here.
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Chapter 2

Background

In this thesis, we are interested in investigating the motion of droplets on both

dry and liquid-infused patterned surfaces. Many of the details relevant to this

investigation will require further explanation. Aside from motivating our interest

in patterned surfaces, we will need to discuss the relevant theoretical and numerical

tools used to obtain the results presented in this thesis. In particular, we need to

focus on the introduction of slip and contact line effects, and how these factors

modify traditional approaches and results.

In this chapter, we will introduce the topic of patterned and high slip surfaces

through a brief review of relevant examples in the literature. We will then introduce

the theory for fluid flows on surfaces with slip, focusing specifically on the case of

droplets, before examining prior work by Mahadevan and Pomeau [34] handling

the motion of droplets without consideration of slip. Finally, we will motivate the

use of Molecular Dynamics (MD) for this thesis, before stating the aim of this

research in more detail.

2.1 Motivation

While fluid transport has been a major consideration for millennia, it has only

been in the past century that we have moved beyond relying on natural materials

and coatings to facilitate fluid collection and motion, and have developed the

capability to design surfaces that surpass their natural alternatives. Artificial

7
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Figure 2.1: (a) The contact angle, θc , measures the angle between the fluid-surface
interface and the fluid-air interface at the ‘contact line’ where the two interfaces
meet. (b) In case of moving droplets, the contact angles measured at the advancing
and receding edges of the droplet (θa and θr respectively) can differ - this difference
is known as ‘contact angle hysteresis’.

surfaces can be customised for specific applications that might involve (in the

case of fluids) suppressing or encouraging condensation, resisting chemical and

mechanical disruption or reducing drag and encouraging flow over a variety of

lengthscales.

The value of adding functions to surfaces has been demonstrated across a

wide range of applications [35]. Surface wettability is an important commercial

factor for consumer-targeted coatings, where multi-function surfaces have been

designed to both repel water and promote agreeable electrical [36] or thermal

properties [37]. Drag reduction and droplet shedding are important for fluid and

heat transport [38], with wider commercial avenues available for drag reduction

in marine environments where introducing a robust air layer at the surface-water

interface is seen as a potential method to lubricate boats to reduce observed drag

[39]. For condensation and heat transfer applications, droplet interactions with

these surfaces are of particular interest [38, 40, 41].

While hydrophobic surfaces are seen to ‘repel’ water due to their chemical com-

position as their constituent molecules, typically fluoropolymers, interact weakly

with polar fluids like water, superhydrophobic surfaces (such as the surfaces of

many plant leaves [42]) combine nano- and micro-scale surface roughness with

a hydrophobic surface coating to exploit the ‘lotus leaf effect’ [3], with contact

angles (defined as shown in figure 2.1a) reaching 160◦. As shown in figure 2.1b,

the presence of surface roughness can also lead to differences in the contact angles

at the advancing and receding sides of moving droplets, known as ‘contact angle

hysteresis’, with leading examples of superhydrophobic surfaces minimising this
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hysteresis. In general, a surface is considered superhydrophobic if the contact angle

of droplets placed on the surface exceeds 150◦ and the ‘contact angle hysteresis’

(measured as the difference in the advancing and receding contact angles) remains

below 5◦ [43]. As a consequence of their potential benefits, superhydrophobic sur-

faces that exhibit the lotus leaf effect [3] have been the subject of growing interest

over the past two decades, both for their role in biology [44] and for their potential

technological applications [45, 46]. The lotus effect is thought to benefit plants by

helping to keep leaves clean; droplets of moisture bead up and eventually roll down

leaves, entraining dirt and contaminants as they go [47]. Indeed, experiments have

found that rolling, rather than sliding, down superhydrophobic surfaces [48] makes

droplets more likely to remove contamination along the way.

In the pursuit of knowledge and surface optimisation, droplet motion on these

textured superhydrophobic surfaces is of interest both from a fundamental perspec-

tive, where challenges exist in describing the boundary conditions for the flow at

the solid-liquid interface [49, 50], as well as from a technological perspective [45, 51],

where the ability to control droplet motion would be useful for processes involving

drying, de-icing, or self-cleaning surfaces. In particular, flows over microstruc-

tured surfaces which exhibit superhydrophobicity have been shown to violate the

classical no-slip boundary condition [52] when the liquid is in the ‘Cassie-Baxter’

state seen in figure 1.1. In this state, the liquid is in partial contact with the

solid surface but can experience reduced friction as it moves over trapped pockets

of air. Unlike the common no-slip boundary condition, where liquid at the solid

interface is expected to remain stationary, liquid in the Cassie-Baxter state is able

to ‘slip’ along the surface, travelling with a non-zero velocity. A way to treat this

possibility is using the ‘Navier slip’ boundary condition, where the speed at which

this interfacial liquid moves, the slip velocity Us , is proportional to the local shear

rate γ of the fluid at the surface:

Us = bγ . (2.1)

The constant of proportionality b is known as the ‘slip length’, the hypothetical

distance below the surface at which an equivalent shear flow would be at rest.

Increasing interfacial slip, quantified for different surfaces by the ‘slip length’, is

directly associated with enhanced drag reduction [6]. While typical hydrophobic

surfaces exhibit slip lengths on the order of tens of nanometers, superhydrophobic

surfaces have been reported to exhibit slip lengths ranging from hundreds of

nanometers to values in excess of 10µm [6].
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However, much of the research in the area has focused on experimental in-

vestigations and bulk flows. Droplets can be trickier to handle analytically due

to the additional complications of the boundary shape and moving contact-line

singularity [53], and experimental access to some properties of interest (such as

the internal flow) can be difficult to measure depending on the scale involved [54].

Simulation appears to be a valuable tool for investigating droplet motion on these

surfaces [55]. In particular, for systems with complicated boundaries or systems

where contact line dynamics are important (with both features being essential to

droplet motion on patterned surfaces), computational techniques such as Molecu-

lar Dynamics (MD) are a valuable way to reproduce the relevant features in an

emergent way [56].

The following sections will expand on methods for approaching fluid flow on

complex surfaces analytically, specifically for droplets on complex surfaces, before

discussing numerical approaches to these problems and explaining the value offered

by molecular dynamics (MD). We will then describe the aims and structure of the

thesis before progressing into the follow chapters which describe our methods and

results in detail.

2.2 Surface Patterning

2.2.1 Interest in high-slip surfaces

While chemical approaches centered on fluorocarbons [57] (such as PTFE for ‘Gore-

Tex’ and ‘Teflon’) have been used commercially for years to produce hydrophobic

surfaces, the role of surface structure has come to the fore more recently as an

additional mechanism to improve surface hydrophobicity and slip. Significant

progress has been made towards engineering surfaces with micrometer-scale slip-

lengths over the past few decades through the use of surface patterning [58, 59].

High-slip surfaces, by virtue of the reduced interfacial drag experienced by fluids,

present a valuable opportunity to improve on droplet shedding and manipulation

for laboratory and commercial purposes [60], as well as the prospect of low-drag

surfaces for ships [6].

In particular, much of the effort has focused on investigating the effects of
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Figure 2.2: The hierarchy of structures on the lotus leaf [3]. Raised, micrometer-
sized epidermal cells are covered in sub-micrometer wax tubules to promote hy-
drophobicity at multiple length scales. Figure reproduced from [4].

surface roughness on fluid-surface interactions and fluid mobility on roughened

surfaces [61, 62, 63]. An important finding is that, given the right patterning,

fluids can experience significantly lower drag and higher slip lengths on patterned

‘superhydrophobic’ surfaces than on the equivalent smooth surfaces [6]. The key

idea behind surface patterning is that the patterning allows for the introduction

of a lubricant (either a gas, such as air, or a suitable liquid) in the recesses and

gaps of the roughened surface, reducing the fluid-surface interaction and increase

the ’slipperiness’ of the surface. The surface structure also supports the adhering

fluid, holding it in place to prevent dewetting or expulsion of the lubricant [64].

The lubrication and associated slip provided by the lubricant are key. The

focus of producing low-drag surfaces is to maximise the ‘slip’ experienced by fluids

by increasing the effective ‘slip length’ of the surface. The issue is that most

flat solid surfaces interact more strongly with the fluid, by virtue of the sheer

density of interacting particles and their relative immobility, and ‘appear’ stickier

than their patterned counterparts. The hope is that by introducing appropriate

roughness to the surface, the contact area (the total area where the fluid and

surface are in contact) can be minimised, with some lubricating substance (either

gas or fluid) filling the remaining gaps between the incident fluid and the surface [6].

Given that some degree of surface patterning can be achieved reasonably cheaply

and easily for a variety of materials, and that the ability to choose the pattern

geometry provides additional flexibility with regards to achieving and modifying

the desired surface functionality, surface patterning is an attractive choice for

creating superhydrophobic surfaces [35].
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2.2.2 Examples of patterned surfaces

Contemporary work on patterned surfaces has been inspired and, indeed, signif-

icantly aided by looking at biological examples in nature. While the Lotus leaf

and its hierarchical structures [3, 65] as seen in figure 2.2 are often cited as the

prototypical example of superhydrophobicity, other examples of superhydropho-

bic structures in nature abound for evolutionary reasons like water-capture for

hydration, self-cleaning of leaves or other related functions.

For example, Stenocara beetles [66], living in the Namibian Desert, have sur-

vived in the arid climate by collecting water vapour from morning fog on hydrophilic

bumps on their backs. Hydrophobic troughs separating the bumps prevent the

formation of a film, and once the droplets from the collected water grow large

enough, the weight of the water overcomes the adhesion to the hydrophilic bumps

and the droplets slide down the beetle’s back into its mouth. In another example,

the oily peristome of the carnivorous ‘Nepenthes Alata’ species of pitcher plant

can be spontaneously lubricated by the presence of water [64], encouraging the

possibility of insects literally sliding into the body of the plant to be consumed

[67]. These general principles of lubricant trapping and deliberate structuring of

hydrophillic and hydrophobic materials have been carried into superhydrophobic

material designs and experimental investigations.

In the lab, some of these natural designs are mimicked with common surface

patterns including pillared and ridged surfaces. These surfaces generally make use

of ambient air to fill the gaps in the surface patterning to maximise the mobility

of the fluid they support.

Most structured surfaces rely on surface tension to limit the ability of fluids to

penetrate the gaps between surface features. At the extreme end of this, examples

exist that use the overhangs associated with spherical voids [68] or mushroom-like

structures [69] to prevent fluid penetration.

Structures may also be selected to fulfil particular roles. For surfaces designed

to capture condensation for water harvesting, facilitating water capture and droplet

expulsion is the most important feature of a candidate structure. Hierarchical

structures have been designed for this purpose, with examples such as weaved

fibres [70] and porous, networked web-like structures [71]. Similarly, surfaces can

be designed to promote fluid motion in selected directions [72, 73].
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Surfaces relying on trapping an oil-based lubricant have been explored over the

past decade [51]. These lubricant-infused surfaces are more robust to penetration

of the fluid into the surface, at the expense of slightly reduced droplet mobility.

Open questions remain regarding the relationship between the surface patterning,

lubricant surface and droplet mobility in these cases. Examples of lubricant-

infused surfaces include ‘SLIPS’ (Slippery Liquid-Infused Porous Surfaces) [29]

and tethered liquid polymer surfaces [74], which utilise secure the lubricating layer

to the surface to great effect.

2.3 Fluids and Slip

2.3.1 Equations of motion for an incompressible fluid

The traditional approach to find the flow of a volume of liquid is to attempt to

solve the appropriate limit of the Navier-Stokes equations with suitable boundary

conditions. Sometimes this is possible analytically, but generally speaking most

cases must be approached numerically - the relevant numerical methods will be

covered in section 2.6.

In the case of incompressible fluids, the Navier-Stokes equations describe both

the acceleration of elements of the fluid (du
dt ) and the incompressibility of the fluid

(by asserting a constraint on the divergence of the velocity field ®u), and can be

expressed as [75]

d®u

dt
=
∂®u

∂t
+ (®u · ∇)®u =

−∇p

ρ
+
µ

ρ
∇2®u +

®fext
ρ

(2.2)

∇ · ®u = 0 (2.3)

where ®u is the velocity field associated with the fluid, ρ is the density of the fluid

(assumed to be uniform), p is the pressure field associated with the fluid, µ is the

viscosity of the fluid and ®fext represents an external force field applied to the fluid

- this force may or may not be due to a conservative potential.

With the introduction of viscosity and other sources of energy dissipation, it is

worth considering the energy lost by the fluid over time. Generally speaking, for

incompressible fluids, the energy lost per unit time by an infinitesimal volume of
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fluid, d ÛE
dV ≡ Ûe is related to the shear stress σ and shear rate ∇u by the expression

Ûe =
∑
i,j

σ ij
∂ui
∂xj
. (2.4)

Only the off-diagonal terms (i , j) are associated with viscous dissipation by the

relationship σ ij =
µ
2

(
∂ui
∂x j
+
∂uj
∂xi

)
, so that Ûe =

∑
i,j

µ
2

(
∂ui
∂x j
+
∂uj
∂xi

)
∂ui
∂x j
= µ(∇®u)2. As a

result, the total rate of energy loss ÛE to viscous dissipation in some volume Vd [75]

(also known as the dissipated power P) is given by

P ≡ ÛE ≡ −

∫
ÛedV = −µ

∫
Vd

(∇®u)2dV , (2.5)

where µ is the viscosity of the fluid and ®u is the velocity field associated with the

flow.

The most common set of boundary conditions for flow at solid-liquid interfaces

are the ‘impermeable boundary’ condition (i.e. the fluid can’t cross through the

solid layer):

®u(r ) · n̂
���
r∈Σ
= 0, (2.6)

where n̂ is the surface normal at the point of interest, in addition to the ‘no slip’

condition (i.e. the fluid can’t move/‘slip’ along, parallel to the solid layer):

®u(r ) × n̂
���
r∈Σ
= 0. (2.7)

Due to their small size, droplets have a higher ratio of surface area to vol-

ume than larger bulk flows, and consequently the motion of our droplets and the

resulting internal flow are heavily influenced by the droplet’s surfaces and the

associated surface tensions. It is important for us to consider interactions with the

surrounding atmosphere or other fluids, contact with the solid surface to which

the droplet adheres, in addition to the motion of the edges at which the various

interfaces meet.

2.3.2 Free surfaces and Laplace pressure

To handle droplets appropriately, we must first consider the free surface at the

liquid-gas interface. It is worth pointing out an additional contribution to the
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pressure at the fluid’s surface wherever there is non-zero curvature. The difference

in pressure on the fluid side of the interface (relative to the gas side) at such a

point is related to the gas-liquid surface tension γ and the two principal radii of

curvature, R1 and R2, describing the surface curvature like so:

∆P = γ

(
1

R1
+

1

R2

)
. (2.8)

This additional pressure, called the ‘Laplace pressure’, assists in driving the surface

towards a minimal-area equilibrium. It should be noted here that the Laplace

pressure can be related to the mean curvature κ using ∆P = 2γκ, where the mean

curvature κ has been defined as follows:

κ ≡
κ1 + κ2

2
=

1

2

(
1

R1
+

1

R2

)
(2.9)

In this sense, the reciprocal of the mean curvature, κ−1, corresponds to an average

effective radius of curvature for the surface at a particular point.

2.3.3 Beyond the no-slip boundary condition

While the no-slip condition is ubiquitous and considered standard for macroscopic

flows due to its widespread validity, it is not universally appropriate. The assump-

tion that the no-slip condition is an appropriate boundary condition for solid-liquid

interfaces breaks down at nanometer scales [76] where molecular ‘hopping’ along

the surface can no longer be ignored. Additionally, as we saw in section 2.2, chemi-

cal composition and surface structure can both be chosen to increase the relevance

of slip to larger scales, and are important tools for tuning the degree to which slip

determines fluid mechanics at the solid-liquid interface.

The introduction of slippery solid-liquid interfaces can be modelled via ap-

propriate boundary conditions. One of the simplest boundary conditions that

could be incorporated to introduce slip is the Navier slip condition[77]. While the

‘impermeability’ constraint is still used (so that ®u · n̂ = 0, where n̂ is the normal

unit vector to the surface), the flow parallel to the surface (denoted Us ≡ ®u − ®u · n̂)

is no longer 0, and is instead proportional to the shear rate at the surface (i.e. at

z = 0)[18]:

Us = b
∂®up(z)

∂z

���
z=0

(2.10)
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The constant of proportionality b is called the slip length, and represents the

distance below the surface at which a linear continuation of ®up(z) would equal 0.

This adjustment allows for another mechanism for dissipating energy, where shear

stress σ at the fluid-surface interface opposes the sliding of the droplet. The power

P f dissipated across the contact area Ad by interfacial friction is then given by:

P f = −

∫
Ad

σUsdA. (2.11)

Noting that the shear stress σ = µ
∂®up (z)

∂z [78] and so from equation 2.10 that

σ = µUs/b, we find that

P f = −

∫
Ad

µU 2
s

b
dA. (2.12)

The difference in fluid velocity resulting from a ‘no-slip’ condition and a Navier

slip condition is shown in figure 2.3, where the interpretation of the slip length b

is shown directly. Larger slip lengths (> 100nm) indicate a very ‘slippery’ surface

with little interfacial friction, while smaller slip lengths (< 10nm) suggest high

interfacial friction and low fluid speeds at the surface, potentially with little to

differentiate it from the ‘no slip’ case. For any situation where the length scales

of interest are significantly greater than the associated slip length, the ‘no slip’

condition is a suitable approximation. While fluids slip on all surfaces to some

extent, for the vast majority of common surfaces, the associated slip lengths are

related to the mean hopping distance of fluid particles on the relevant surface and

so are on the order of nanometers [6]. As a result, the effects of slip can be safely

ignored for most purposes not involving purpose-built materials.

While these slip lengths might be expected to retain a single constant value

(spatially and temporally) for perfectly uniform surfaces, this is not generally the

case for more complex surfaces. It is important here to draw a distinction between

‘intrinsic slip’, associated with the interaction between the fluid and a perfectly

uniform surface of a specific material, and ‘effective slip’, an emergent parameter

affected by the materials and structures used to construct the surface[79]. For

a uniform, flat surface, the ‘intrinsic’ slip-length is entirely determined by the

interaction between the fluid and the material. With patterned surfaces, slip

lengths are expected to vary in space with the same periodicity as the surface

pattern. When measuring slip at the material surface, we expect to measure a

value matching the intrinsic slip length of the material. When measuring slip in
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Figure 2.3: A sketch comparing the velocity as a function of height above the
surface u(z) for two different slip lengths. (a) presents a case where the ‘no-slip’
condition is appropriate and the fluid velocity at the surface u(0) = 0. In case (b),
the fluid flows over surface with intrinsic slip and demonstrates a non-zero fluid
velocity at the surface of the pattern. If the fluid velocity u(z) was ‘continued’
into the surface, the height at which u dropped to 0 would be at a distance b
below the pattern’s surface. This distance (denoted bint for clarity) is known as
the ‘intrinsic slip length’. An effective slip length be f f can be found in the same
way for patterned surfaces, as shown in case (c).

the gap between surface features, however, the fluid is separated from the surface

by a gaseous layer. The associated slip length (typically b ∼ O(10µm) for water at

room temperature) is instead determined by momentum transfer from the fluid

to the surface by interfacial fluid particles thermally ejected from the fluid [78].As

such, the ‘true’ slip length varies spatially such that it accommodates these very

different values. At scales much larger than the surface patterning, however, these

variations average out and can be replaced by a homogenous ‘effective’ slip length

parameter [79]. This effective slip length is the slip length of some hypothetical

homogeneous surface which accounts for the spatial variation and produces similar

fluid behaviour (such as matching the average fluid velocity and frictional shear

at the patterned surface) when averaged over a sufficiently large area.

Use of effective slip-lengths be f f in place of the spatially-varying b(®r ) is common

practice for patterned surfaces, although it is only justified for flows at much larger

scales than the surface patterning. Throughout this thesis, all of the slip lengths

we consider will be effective slip lengths, with no further mention of intrinsic slip.

As such, we will use the notation b ≡ be f f for simplicity.

As an added complication, not only can surface design can be exploited to

produce extremely high slip lengths on the order of micrometers[58, 59], the choice

of patterning can potentially produce anisotropic slip[19] where the scalar (effective)

slip length b is replaced with a ‘slip tensor’ b. The components bij describing how
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the component of the slip velocity in direction i is influenced by interfacial shear

stress in the j-th direction, where i and j are selected from in-plane directions are

the surface:

ui(z)
���
z=0
= bij

∂u j(z)

∂z

���
z=0
. (2.13)

The generality of this approach is valuable in cases where anisotropic slip is an

important feature of the surface. Otherwise, a scalar b is often assumed for

simplicity. It should be noted that while anisotropic slip has been investigated in

depth analytically and numerically for bulk flows [19, 20, 21, 22], they have not

been considered in significant detail for finite quantities of fluid such as droplets,

with a few individual studies focusing on droplet roll-off [80] or splashing [22]. It is

worth emphasising that for bulk flows, exact determinations of the appropriate slip

tensor for particular surface geometries have been developed. In the specific case

of ridged surfaces, the slip tensor can be diagonalised by a basis aligned with the

primary axes of the surface ridges (directed parallel, ‖, or perpendicular, ⊥, to the

ridges). For these surfaces, it can be shown that b‖ = 2b⊥ and so the appropriate

slip length tensor b is given by [21, 81]

b =

[
b⊥ 0

0 b‖

]
= b⊥

[
1 0

0 2

]
. (2.14)

2.4 Droplets on Patterned Surfaces

2.4.1 Contact lines

As a volume of fluid get smaller and smaller, the importance of the various interfaces

between the fluid and the adjacent media increases significantly [82]. As a classic

‘square-cube’ scaling problem, the volume of fluid decreases (and increases) more

quickly than the area of the relevant interfaces - below some length scale, the

interfaces between a droplet and adjacent materials dictate the motion and shape

of the drop, and the internal flow can no longer be considered independently.

In situations with multiple different fluids (liquid or gas) in contact with a solid,

the region where two different fluids meet at the solid surface (known as a ’contact

line’) is of particular importance. The contact line is significant in that, for small

quantities of fluid such as droplets, it can introduce considerable friction [83] and
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might dictate the eventual motion of the droplet, as stretching/distortion of the

contact line can be more important to the emergent dynamics than either the

individual interfaces alone or the inertia of the internal flow. For a given surface,

the apparent friction introduced by the distortion of the contact line is captured

by a ‘contact line friction’ parameter ζ . The corresponding power Pc dissipated

along the contact line C by contact line friction is consequently given by [84]:

Pc =

∫
C
ζU 2

s ds . (2.15)

Theory capable of handling the contact line well is lacking, with the contact line

causing considerable difficulty for analytic treatments of fluid transport problems

[85]. The fundamental issue, plaguing both analytic and numerical approaches, is

that divergences in the viscous stress and viscous dissipation occur at the contact

line if conventional fluid mechanical approaches are naively applied, and these

divergences need to be handled carefully (or negated entirely by the introduction

of suitable adjustments to the theory) in order to observe the correct resulting

dynamics [86].

2.4.2 Contact Angles

Descriptions of fluid droplets at the contact line are an important tool for classifying

and understanding both the droplets themselves and the surfaces they are placed

on. In particular, the ‘contact angle’ between the solid surface the droplet adheres

to and the fluid-air interface, located within the droplet at the contact line, is

commonly used to describe how well the droplet ‘wets’ the surface, and so can help

researchers distinguish between hydrophillic, hydrophobic and superhydrophobic

surfaces.

The contact angle of a droplet on a flat surface is given by Young’s equation,

which assumes that the angle at which the droplet-air interface meets the surface

is determined by a force balance between the three interfacial surface tensions

(solid-liquid, liquid-gas and solid-gas) at the contact line:

γSG =γSL + γLG cos (θc)

And so, cos (θc) =
γSG − γSL
γLG

. (2.16)
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Figure 2.4: The various categories of contact angles are presented. (a) represents a
non-wetting droplet on a superhydrophobic surface with a contact angle θc > 150◦.
(b) shows a droplet on the border of the hydrophobic regime with a contact angle
θc ≈ 90◦. Finally, (c) presents a droplet that wets the surface easily, demonstrating
a contact angle θc < 45◦, well within the hydrophillic regime.

Three examples of droplets wetting surfaces to various degrees are shown in figure

2.4, representing droplets lying on superhydrophobic, hydrophobic and hydrophillic

surfaces respectively. While both the hydrophillic and hydrophobic cases are of

some interest in their own right, this thesis will focus on surfaces well within the

superhydrophobic regime [43] where the relevant contact angles are in excess of

θc > 150◦.

2.4.3 The effects of patterning on droplets

On rough surfaces, the fluid impinging on the rough protrusions needs access to

enough energy to stretch its surface into the gaps between the protrusions to make

contact with the surface. In lieu of this, the droplet rests on the tops of the rough

protrusions and thus is only in contact with a small portion of the actual surface

area. This reduction in contact area decreases the overall attraction of the droplet

to the surface (although the regions of fluid in contact with the surface are still

attracted as strongly as they would be on a flat surface); this lack of attraction

presents itself as an increased contact angle. This state of sitting on top of the

surface features, rather than fully wetting the surface, is known as the ‘Cassie-

Baxter’ state [31]. The apparent contact angle seen in droplets in the Cassie state

is theoretically described using[87]:

cos (θCB) = r f f cos (θY ) + f − 1 (2.17)

where θCB is the apparent ‘Cassie-Baxter’ state angle, θY is the angle observed on

a flat surface of the same material, f is the wetting fraction (amount of available

surface area wetted divided by the total surface area available) and r f is the rough-
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ness ratio of the wetted area (total wetted surface area divided by the ‘projected’

wet surface area). Droplets in the ‘Cassie-Baxter’ state can be very mobile and

can ‘slip’ along the tops of the surface features.

Conversely, if the fluid is able to penetrate the gaps presented by the surface

features and manages to fully wet the surface, it is said to be in the ‘Wenzel’ state

[32]. In this context, the apparent contact angle can be calculated in a more simple

fashion[87]:

cos (θW ) = r cos (θY ) (2.18)

where θW is the apparent ‘Wenzel’ state contact angle, and r is the roughness

ratio (total wetted surface area/projected wet surface area). The Cassie-Baxter

angle becomes the Wenzel angle when r f = r and f = 1. Droplets in the Wenzel

state can experience significant ‘pinning’ (to be discussed shortly), where they

appear to be stuck in place due to fluid stuck in the surface features attracting

and ‘holding onto’ surrounding fluid - the attraction of the fluid to the surface

within these surface recessions can be enough to prevent dewetting of the surface

and a corresponding increase in mobility for the droplet [88]. We will generally

only be interested in droplets in the Cassie-Baxter state.

2.4.4 Hysteresis and Pinning

The possibility of ‘pinning’ of fluids on patterned surfaces, and the corresponding

problem of ‘contact angle hysteresis’, is of particular interest when describing

the motion of droplets on superhydrophobic surfaces. Contact angle hysteresis

describes the observation that when a droplet is moving, or on a tilted surface,

the contact angles at the leading and rear edges of the droplet can differ from each

other and from the static θc . These angles depend on the surfaces involved, the

fluid and whether the droplet is in the Cassie-Baxter or Wenzel states. For moving

droplets, these differing angles are referred to as the ‘advancing’ and ‘receding’

contact angles, respectively. The difference between these angles leads to a net

force opposing the motion of the droplet. This problem has been investigated

for ridged surfaces numerically [89] and experimentally [90], being of particular

importance in the field of water harvesting, as this contact angle difference leads

to a non-zero roll-off angle α when the surface is tilted from horizontal:

mд sin (α) = wγLG(cos (θR) − cos (θA)) (2.19)
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where m is droplet mass and w is the droplet width [91, 92]. Some have argued

that the receding contact angle θR is a better gauge of the superhydrophobicity

of a material than the usual Young’s contact angle [93]. More importantly, this

contact angle hysteresis is dependant on the geometry of the surface [94], implying

that surfaces can be designed explicitly to minimise this issue and provide low

roll-off angles.

2.4.5 Droplet lubrication

Interactions with the structure alone are generally not sufficient to describe all ob-

servations related to superhydrophobicity. Lubrication from the medium trapped

between the droplet/fluid and surface features is an essential component to de-

scribe the dynamics of both general flows [95] and phenomena such as droplet

impacts [96].

The trapped medium can both act as a lubricant to improve the mobility of

the enveloping fluid and as a barrier to prevent encroachment of the fluid into

the recesses of the surface patterning [64], which often leads to a transition of the

fluid into the Wenzel state. While superhydrophobic surfaces generally trap air to

lubricate fluids, it is possible to introduce other fluids, such as silicone oil [64, 97],

to provide robust resistance to Cassie-Baxter-to-Wenzel transitions, at the expense

of lower fluid mobility. With the introduction of more substantial water-repellent

lubricants, the effects of lubricant viscosity and flow through the patterning can

be significant. We will investigate these lubricated surface in Chapter 7.

2.5 Droplets

While many of the techniques and models used to analyse bulk flows retain their

value as we begin to focus more directly on droplets, the existence of the interface

and the potential for deformation requires us to consider our description of our

droplets more carefully. We begin by introducing relevant dimensionless numbers.

We then review the theory of motion for droplets on superhydrophobic surfaces

with no slip.
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2.5.1 Dimensionless Numbers

Dimensionless numbers are commonly used in the analysis of fluid flow to de-

termine the relative importance of various physical quantities which affect the

motion of the liquid. In particular, dimensionless numbers are often relied on for

scaling analyses, as flows that differ in scale and fluid properties but present the

same particular set of dimensionless numbers generally exhibit the same features.

Restricting dimensionless numbers (such as the Reynolds number explained below)

to particular regimes can ensure that different flows are comparable at different

scales.

Dimensionless numbers relevant to fluids tell us which forces are important.

The Reynolds number Re, the Weber number We and the Capillary number Ca

inform us of the magnitude of forces that introduce higher-order viscous dissipation

effects and droplet deformation, suggesting that these complications can be safely

ignored if Re, We and Ca � 1. A fourth dimensionless number, the Bond number

Bo, is also considered to determine whether the droplet should be expected to

deform due to hydrostatic pressure, and so acts as a constraint on droplet size.

Finally, the Knudsen number Kn is used to determine whether the no-slip condition

is justified for the problem at hand. The ‘characteristic length’ L involved in each

of the dimensionless numbers below generally depends on the problem of interest;

in our case, this length-scale is almost universally the droplet radius R.

The Reynolds number Re is arguably the most well-known dimensionless num-

ber in fluid mechanics and is often used to determine the onset of turbulence:

Re =
ρLU

µ
. (2.20)

Re, seen in equation 2.20, relates the inertial forces associated with the mo-

mentum of the fluid element ρU and the relevant length-scale L (in the context of

droplets, this is given by the droplet radius R), and the viscous forces associated

with the viscosity µ. Laminar flow can be safely assumed for fluids where Re� 1,

which means that viscous dissipation rapidly dampens the inertial effects that lead

to eddies and turbulence at higher Re. Reynolds numbers for the transition to

turbulence are typically orders of magnitude higher than this; for example, typical

transition values for Re in driven flows in pipes are on the order of Re ∼ 2000 [98].
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To put the Reynolds number in context, let us consider a large spherical water

droplet with a radius of R = 2mm, close to the capillary length κ−1 ∼ 2.71mm,

driven along a surface by gravity. As water has a density of ρ = 1000kg/m3 and a

viscosity of µ ∼ 1 × 10−3Pa·s at 25C◦, we would determine a droplet moving with

a center-of-mass velocity of 1mm/s to present a Reynolds number of Re= 2. Such

a slow speed suggests that in order to remain close to the viscous regime (where

Re. 1), we need to be sensitive to the speeds of travelling droplets to determine

whether inertial effects should be considered. This preference can greatly restrict

the available speeds for droplets for a given radius R, droplet viscosity µ and density

ρ.

The Weber number We,

We =
ρLU 2

γ
, (2.21)

relates the kinetic energy ρU 2 of the fluid elements at the characteristic length

scale L to the surface tension γ . It is often used in multi-phase problems such as

droplet splashing or transport through a fluid such as air or water, and compares

the relative magnitudes of inertial deformation of the droplet to the ability of

surface tension to maintain the droplet’s shape. If We� 1, we can assume the

dominance of surface tension and safely neglect inertial deformation of our droplets.

As an example, the rolling water droplet seen in the Reynolds number example

(with a surface tension of γ ∼ 7 × 10−2N/m) would be associated with a Weber

number of We= 2.8 × 10−5, suggesting to us that the shape of the droplet is easily

maintained by surface tension.

The Capillary number Ca,

Ca =
µU

γ
, (2.22)

compares the relative importance of viscous deformation associated with µU to the

ability of the surface tension γ to maintain the droplet’s shape. This is particularly

important near the capillary line, where viscous dissipation and contact line de-

formation begin to interact significantly. If Ca� 1, we avoid droplet deformation

at the contact surface. The droplet from the Reynolds number example would

exhibit a Capillary number of Ca= 1.4 × 10−5. It is worth noting, however, that

the three measures listed above are not independent, and are related by We=Re

Ca. As such, maintaining Re � 1 and Ca � 1 is sufficient to guarantee that We
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� 1 as a consequence.

The Bond number Bo, given by the equation [99]

Bo =
ρдL2

γ
, (2.23)

relates gravitational forces of magntitude ρд, acting to compress and deform the

droplet, to the surface tension γ which attempts to minimise the surface area of

the drop and the associated interfacial energy. Bo establishes the droplet radius at

which a transition from spherical, droplet-like behaviour to thin-film-like ‘puddling’

occurs, with the transition occurring at a droplet radius R = κ−1. When Bo� 1,

the droplet would be expected to have spherical curvature.

Finally, the Knudsen number Kn, given by the equation

Kn =
b

L
, (2.24)

relates the slip length b to the relevant length scale L to determine whether the

no-slip approximation is appropriate for the problem at hand. In the case of small

Kn where Kn� 1, interfacial slip is sufficiently small relative to the size of the

fluid system and the no-slip approximation remains appropriate. For Kn∼ 1 or

larger, however, the slip length is equal to or larger that the length scale of the

fluid, and it can no longer be ignored.

2.5.2 Characterising Droplet Shape

The Bond number Bo is an important dimensionless number for characterising

droplet deformation. For Bo � 1, surface tension dominates and the drop remains

roughly spherical, and for Bo � 1, gravity dominates and the drop deforms into

a ’puddle’. It should be noted that even for low Bo values, droplet deformation

exists, and increasing values of Bo are associated with decreasing contact angles

and higher probabilities of surface structure penetration [100]. For some critical

value of L, Bo = 1 - this critical length value defines the capillary length κ−1, where

κ−1 =
√

γ
ρд .

The capillary length also influences the scaling of the contact area with increas-

ing droplet radius. While this can be demonstrated using energetic arguments (as
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Figure 2.5: As the droplet volume increases, a droplet that starts with a radius R
approximately equal to the capillary length κ−1 as seen in panel (a) will lose its
spherical shape and flatten into a puddle like the one seen in panel (b) as more
fluid is added. The height h of the puddle can be found to scale directly with κ
by energetic arguments.

will be done in the following section discussing the Mahadevan and Pomeau[34]

approach to deriving droplet motion), it is not entirely necessary in the simplest

case. A simple argument for small droplets (where Laplace pressure dwarfs any

hydrostatic pressure) suggests that at equilibrium, the pressure at each point close

to the interior surface of the droplet should be the same. For the free surface of

the drop, this is determined by the Laplace pressure P '
2γ
R , while at the base of

the droplet where it contacts the surface, the surface must support the weight of

the drop, and so apply a pressure of P '
4ρдR3

3l2
(where ρ is the density of the fluid,

д is the acceleration due to gravity and l is the radius of the contact area) [47].

Setting these pressures equal to one another results in the following scaling

expression for the contact area radius l with droplet radius R and capillary length

κ−1:

l '
R2

κ−1
. (2.25)

For droplet radii R ∼ κ−1, where Bo ∼ 1, gravity begins to dominate the

droplet shape, and the droplet begins to deform more severely. This transition

from spherical cap to ‘puddling’ can be seen in figure 2.5. It can be demonstrated

that the thickness of the resulting puddle is proportional to the capillary length

by considering the scaling of the contact zone length l , thickness h and pressure P ,

obtained by extremising the energy functional associated with a spreading droplet

of initial radius R:

F [l ,h, P] ∼ γ (l2 + lh) − ρдR3h + P(R3 − l2h) (2.26)
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By extremising this with respect to l , h and P , the associated scaling relationships

for these parameters can be shown to be

P ∼
γ

h
, l ∼

(
γ

ρд

)−1/4

R3/2 =

√
R3

κ−1
, h ∼

(
γ

ρд

)1/2

= κ−1 (2.27)

Importantly, the thickness doesn’t scale with R - for perfectly hydrophobic surfaces,

it tends towards h = 2κ−1 [47].

2.5.3 Droplet Motion with Mahadevan and Pomeau

In this section we review the leading model for the steady-state motion of droplets

on a superhydrophobic surface. It is important to note that this model neglects

slip and contact line dissipation, considering only viscous dissipation in the droplet

interior. This is likely to be sufficient for Kn � 1 where b � R.

A fundamental paper approaching the steady-state motion of spherical droplets

driven across a plane is presented by Mahadevan and Pomeau (labelled ‘MP’ from

here) [34] who focus on the case of a spherical, non-wetting droplet travelling

down an inclined plane. The travelling droplet is confined to a size and velocity

regime where Bo � 1, Re � 1 and Ca � 1. An exact mechanism for the lack

of wetting isn’t specified, so any surface associated with a high contact angle

(θc > 150◦) could potentially be approached with this method. A schematic of a

typical droplet of interest in the MP approach is shown in figure 2.6, with relevant

quantities labelled.

MP consider the case where the surface is tilted slightly by an angle α . As-

suming that α is sufficiently small (i.e. α < 10◦) so that surface tension remains

sufficient to prevent deformation of the droplet as it moves (corresponding to

Ca � 1), the droplet begins to move down the plane and eventually reaches a

steady state velocity due to viscous dissipation within the droplet. Slip is not

considered, so the droplet is assumed to demonstrate a rolling motion in the steady

state to minimise viscous dissipation. For a perfect sphere in contact with the

surface only at a single point, dissipation-less motion could be accomplished by

a perfectly rigid rotation about the center of mass of the droplet. However, with

the gravity-induced deformation of the droplet, some viscous dissipation should be

expected in the vicinity of the contact area of radius `. By drawing a parallel to
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Figure 2.6: The moving droplet as envisioned by Mahadevan and Pomeau. A
droplet of radius R is driven into the surface by a gravitational force д, lowering
its center of mass by a distance δ and deforming at its base to create a circular
contact area of radius `. When this surface is subsequently tilted (by an angle α),
the droplet accelerates due to gravity until it reaches a steady state velocity U .

the Hertz contact problem in elasticity, MP suggest that the region of dissipation

should extend into the droplet to a height of ` as well. This suggests a volume

of dissipation Vd ∼ A` ∼ `3. They also conclude that the velocity gradient in this

region is |∇u | ∼ U /R, where U is the center-of-mass velocity of the droplet. Con-

sequently, the power dissipated by viscous dissipation PV , following from equation

2.5, is seen to be:

PV ∼ µ

∫
Vd

(∇u)2dV '
µU 2`3

R2
. (2.28)

This energy is supplied by the rate of change of gravitational potential energy as

the droplet moves down the surface. Travelling at a speed U , this ‘gravitational

power’ PE is given by

PE ∼ ρдUR3 sin (α). (2.29)

Equating PE to PV , under the assumption that all the energy supplied by gravity is

dissipated within the droplet via viscous friction at the steady state, this expression
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can be rearranged to find the steady-state velocity U to be

U ∼
R5ρд sin (α)

µ`3
=
γκ−1 sin (α)

µR
. (2.30)

This expression provides a simple scaling relationship for droplets meeting the

relevant size and speed constraints, suggesting that small droplets roll faster than

large droplets. While MP acknowledge that some viscous dissipation can occur

away from the `3 volume in the vicinity of the contact area, it is suggested that

any velocity perturbations present should vary with respect to the inverse distance

from the contact area. The expectation from this is that dissipation within the

bulk is on the order of µU 2`4/R3, which is exceeded by dissipation within the

contact area as long as ` � R (ie Bo � 1).

MP extends this model to puddles, where the initial droplet radius R > κ−1.

In this case, it is demonstrated that the puddle thickness is on the order of the

Capillary length κ−1 via extremisation of the free energy. As a result, the rolling

puddle dissipates energy across the bulk of the droplet, and the steady state

velocity can be found to be

U ∼
γ sin (α)

µ
. (2.31)

Contemporary research suggests that sliding and rolling can both contribute to

the motion of droplets on patterned surfaces [101], and that interactions between

the droplet and the pattern can result in ‘slip-stick’ motion [102]. Indeed, some

experiments have found that on highly engineered superhydrophobic surfaces,

rolling can be entirely suppressed [103, 104]. While generally appropriate for

large bodies of fluid, the no-slip boundary condition (Us = 0) that Mahadevan

and Pomeau have assumed can be a poor approximation for small droplets on

superhydrophobic surfaces where Kn > 1 and slip can no longer be neglected. This

research suggests that slip and/or pinning at the contact line may be important.

Droplet motion in the presence of slip has been studied previously by simulation,

but these studies have generally either not explicitly considered superhydrophobic

structures [105, 106], or were restricted to two dimensions [54, 107, 108], which

affects both droplet dynamics and the spectrum of available surface geometries. A

recent study [109] in three dimensions simulated droplet motion using a continuum

approach, but applied an effective slip boundary condition that only indirectly

includes the effects of surface microstructure. The introduction of anisotropic
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slip seen in section 2.3 compounds things, with anisotropic slip being included by

prior studies of droplets [80, 22] but without investigating steady-state motion or

relevant scaling relationships.

The influence of pinning-depinning events or contact line friction as the droplet

progresses across the surface may also be important. These approaches vary

from analysis with molecular kinetic theory [110, 111, 112] to phenomenological

models where, for example, the effect of pinning-depinning events is captured by

a ’sliding resistance’ tied to the droplet’s dynamic receding contact angle [113], or

to consideration of the energy losses involved in the rupturing of capillary bridges

found at the receding edge of the droplet [114]. In Chapter 5, we will develop an

extension of the MP model to include slip and contact line friction.

2.6 Numerical Approaches

2.6.1 Continuum Modelling of Droplet Motion

While computational efforts to understand bulk flows have been pursued for

decades, accurate modelling of free surfaces can cause difficulties. In particular,

investigation of droplets with these methods has been dampened by the problem of

modelling moving contact lines [115]. Näıve implementations of continuum numer-

ical methods result in a stress singularity at the contact line, applying arbitrarily

high forces and accelerations to fluid particles in the vicinity of the contact line

to conform to both the internal flow of the droplet and the usual demand for a

no-slip condition at the fluid-surface interface. These non-physical effects suggest

that conventional fluid models and algorithms require adjustment to handle the

motion of the contact line in a sensible fashion [116].

A number of ways [115] to modify conventional continuum numerical methods

such as finite element/volume methods have been proposed to solve this issue.

Only a small subset are well-suited to accurately handling surface tension, contact

line motion and complex surface geometries. ‘Lattice Boltzmann’ approaches [117,

118, 119], where the surface of the droplet is propagated forward probabilistically,

have been applied with reasonable success to investigations of droplet motion and

coalescence on superhydrophobic surfaces. A range of other potential solutions
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have been used in the literature, with ‘Arbitrary Lagrangian Eulerian’ (ALE)

techniques [120] applied to simulations of rolling droplets on no-slip surfaces and

‘Volume-of-fluid’ approaches [121] used to examine internal flow within droplets.

These approaches can still struggle with the mesh demands of multi-scale sce-

narios such as droplets on highly-structured patterned surfaces, which demand

detailed meshes near the surface pattern [122]. These issues are enhanced when

the surface structures or anisotropy require three-dimensional evaluation [116], re-

sulting in significantly increased computational demands. The additional demands

of introducing slip to these models can result in a lot of work being dedicated to

constructing these simulations in the first place, suggesting that other approaches

should also be considered. These issues are innate to continuum models, but are

solved quite naturally by atomistic models which handle these problems without

post-hoc modifications or philosophical concerns.

2.6.2 Molecular Dynamics Simulations of Droplet Motion

An appealing alternative to the continuum methods above, albeit restricted to

investigations on the order of ∼ 100 − 106 particles depending on the detail of

the model, is Molecular Dynamics (MD). MD either models molecules directly or

coarse-grains the fluid into discrete particles, and determines the motion of these

particles by computing the acceleration of each particle due to the total set of

inter-particle forces it experiences. These accelerations are subsequently integrated

to obtain the resulting velocities and positions of the system of particles. The

intrinsic benefit of MD for fluid modelling is that it handles contact lines and

fluid-surface interfaces naturally, as well as easily handling complex surfaces down

to the length-scales of the individual particles, although clearly the complexity

depends on the intricacy of surface particle placement.

The restriction to small quantities of fluid is not necessarily an issue. While

the abstraction of coarse-grained MD can make exact results difficult to obtain,

scaling arguments can be applied to great effect (as will be seen in Chapters 5 and

6 in particular) on the back of MD computations. Further still, quantity issues

can be much less relevant when investigating droplets. In contemporary literature,

MD methods have been successfully applied to droplet-surface interactions [123],

contact line motion [124] and spherical droplet motion [56], avoiding complications

which often undermine continuum efforts and suggesting MD as an ideal method
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for our interests.

One big issue with MD methods is that the majority of macroscopic fluid

and surface parameters are emergent, being fundamentally determined by choices

of energy and length scales for the incorporated interparticle interactions. As

a result, macroscopic parameters such as the surface tension and viscosity need

to be measured after-the-fact, rather than being parameters inserted into the

simulation a priori. Careful selection of ‘thermostats’ and integration methods are

also important to the integrity of the results. These features of the method will

be expanded on in chapter 3.

2.7 Aim

As we have seen, a wide range of experimental and theoretical efforts have been ded-

icated towards understanding the motion of fluids on superhydrophobic surfaces.

Unfortunately, due to the difficulty of producing surfaces with slip lengths exceed-

ing ∼ 100µm, most of these studies have focused specifically on sub-micrometer

slip length regime. In particular, while the steady-state motion of droplets on

superhydrophobic surfaces can be predicted using the Mahadevan and Pomeau

model in cases where slip is negligible and viscous dissipation is expected to domi-

nate, the fact that this model does not make allowances for interfacial slip or the

appearance of contact line friction suggests that it will need modification in cases

where these phenomena become significant.

Additionally, both slip and contact line friction allow for the possibility of

pattern designs that passively influence the resulting motion of contacting fluid.

While a few investigations of anisotropic slip have been completed in the litera-

ture, models capable of handling the effects of anisotropic contact line friction on

droplet motion have not been considered. Filling this knowledge gap might enable

production of surfaces with passive functions such as droplet sorting that make

use of surface anisotropy.

Finally, the development of liquid-infused patterned surfaces over the past

decade has attracted a significant amount of interest as a Wenzel transition-

inhibiting alternative to air-lubricated surfaces. While experimental investigations

are numerous, and two-dimensional computational approaches have been pursued,
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few investigations so far have considered applying three-dimensional computational

approaches to investigate the interfaces and motion of droplets on these surface.

The work presented in this thesis aims to tackle these three areas. We will

focus our attention on two surfaces of interest: high slip patterned surfaces and

liquid-infused patterned surfaces. Applying Molecular Dynamics (MD) approaches

and relevant scaling arguments, we will develop models capable of handling droplet

motion on high-slip and anisotropic patterned surfaces, in addition to presenting

computational results for droplets on liquid-infused patterned surfaces.

The structure of the following chapters is designed to explain the relevant

methods and supplementary information before presenting the models and results

which answer our key aims. Chapters 3 and 4 focus on our computational approach

and determination of values relevant to the results chapters. Chapter 3 will

describe and explain our computational methodology, covering both the relevant

MD information required to understand our simulations and the post-processing

applied to the produced data to obtain the relevant statistics and parameter values.

Chapter 4 will explain how the simulation and fluid parameters were determined.

Many of these required independent simulations or additional analysis to obtain,

and so the relevant methodology and theory is also discussed in this chapter. The

conclusion includes a table of the relevant values for future reference.

Chapters 5, 6 and 7 present the models and results associated with (5) determin-

ing the dominant dissipation mechanisms on high-slip surfaces, (6) investigating

the effects of surface anisotropy on droplet motion given these dissipation mech-

anisms, and (7) investigating the motion of droplets on liquid-infused surfaces

respectively. Chapters 5 presents the first set of results regarding the motion of

droplets on high-slip ridged surfaces. The slip length on these surfaces is designed

to be particularly high so that the dominant dissipation mechanism determining

the steady-state speeds of droplets is no longer expected to be droplet viscosity, as

is the case in the MP model. We modify the MP model to handle the introduction

of significant slip and the resulting emergence of interfacial friction and contact

line friction as genuine candidates for the dominant dissipation mechanism. The

results described in this chapter point to contact line friction as the key determi-

nant of steady-state droplet motion. Chapter 6 extends this result to investigate

steady-state droplet motion when driven at arbitrary angles on this ridged surface.

The ridges present an inherently anisotropic surface to the droplet and modify its

motion accordingly. By introducing a tensorial model of the contact line friction
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experienced by the droplet, we are able to produce models which accurately re-

produce the direction and speed of droplets on these surfaces. Finally, chapter

7 investigates droplet motion on liquid-infused pillared surfaces, comparing this

motion with comparable evacuated pillared surfaces. The interfacial surfaces are

examined to illustrate potential mechanisms for energy dissipation. The steady

state motion of these droplets scales in a comparable way to the results seen in

the preceding chapters, suggesting that this scaling is a generic feature of high-slip

surface and not necessarily specific to air-lubricated patterned surfaces.
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Simulation and Analysis

3.1 Approach

In this thesis, Molecular Dynamics (MD) methods are applied to simulate droplets

on the patterned and liquid-infused high-slip surfaces of interest. This involves

generating the particles representing system and droplets, equilibriating them with

the system, then applying a force to drive them onto and down the surface of

interest. Once they are at steady-state motion, we can measure any quantities of

interest and determine the characteristics of the droplet and its motion. We use

LAMMPS (‘Large-scale Atomic/Molecular Massively Parallel Simulator’) [125],

an open-source molecular dynamics program, to produce and run our simulations.

Post-processing the data to extract important quantities is handled using Julia

[126], a recently-developed high performance programming language. The general

principles and methods involved are detailed in the following sections, with the

results determined by these methods presented in subsequent chapters. Section

3.2 explains the molecular dynamics approach undertaken in LAMMPS, with

particular reference to the potentials, thermostats, integration schemes and simu-

lation strategy employed. Section 3.7 will discuss the post-processing approach as

constructed in Julia, which takes the raw particle data and extracts the desired

droplet information. The next chapter on drop characterisation (chapter 4) will

discuss the properties of the fluid being simulated in greater detail, in addition

to detailing various tests comparing the simulated drops with physically-realised

representatives.

35
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3.2 Molecular Dynamics

Molecular Dynamics (MD) is, at its most basic level, applying Newton’s laws

to calculate the motion of interacting particles in some space. The key idea is

that by calculating the net force acting on each particle in the system, due to its

interactions with the prevailing potential surface presented by its neighbouring

particles and any background potential, one can determine the acceleration of each

particle in turn at each point in time. The choice of potentials depends on the

physical interactions of interest. With a set of initial conditions, one can calculate

and integrate these accelerations over time to determine values for the velocities

and positions of the particles at all following times. Thus we must also choose a

numerical scheme to obtain future particle positions that limits inadvertent errors

while being computationally efficient. We also need to verify that our simulated

results are physically sensible and resemble the system of interest to a reasonable

degree of accuracy.

In the following subsections, we will discuss the major features of our simu-

lation process. For the simulations themselves, the relevant conceptual details

of the potentials, thermostats for controlling system temperature and integration

schemes in use will be introduced and their strengths discussed. Further details of

the implementation within LAMMPS (Large-scale Atomic/Molecular Massively

Parallel Simulator) will be elaborated on.

3.3 Interaction Potentials

To calculate the acceleration experienced by each of the particles in the simulation,

we need to find the net force acting on each particle due to its interaction with

the environment around it, as given by Newton’s second law. The observed net

force on each particle is a result of the particle interacting with the total potential

presented to it by the collection of surrounding particles, as it attempts to minimise

its potential energy:

Fi =mi Üxi = −∇U (ri) (3.1)

In principle, the resulting potential might also involve contributions involving pairs,

triplets or higher numbers of neighbouring particles, depending on their mutual

interactions. For the general case, the resulting force on a particle i is determined
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by the the gradient of the potential energy surface generated by the other particles

in its vicinity, in addition to any external potentials[127]:

®Fi = − ∇ (U (®r1, ®r2, ..., ®rN ) +Uext (®ri))

= − ∇
©«
∑
j

Uij(®ri , ®rj) +
∑
j,k

Uijk(®ri , ®rj , ®rk) + ... +Uext (®ri)
ª®¬ . (3.2)

The above describes pairwise interactions, where the potential energy of each pair

Uij is determined by the position of particle i (®ri) and its neighbour particle j,

in addition to three-body interactions (involving particles i, j and k) and higher.

These higher-order terms, which consider additional contributions (beyond pairwise

interactions) to the potential energy from groups of three or more particles, require

significant additional effort to compute. These terms are often either neglected or

replaced with some effective potential which approximately reproduces the result

of these more complicated terms for computational efficiency. This comes at the

expense of accuracy. As a result, selecting the form of the relevant potentials

requires that choices are made regarding both the possible particle interactions to

be considered within the simulation, and the accuracy with which these interactions

are described within the simulation.

In this thesis, all particles and their various interactions are modelled using

the Lennard-Jones (LJ) potential, a simple potential which is often used as an

inexpensive way to calculate interactions between pairs of neutral atoms, molecules

or more coarsely-grained units separated by some distance r . The magnitude of the

typical ‘12-6’ LJ potential U at a given distance r is governed by two parameters,

the depth of the potential well ϵ and the interaction lengthscale σ , and is given

by:

U (r ) = 4ϵ

((σ
r

)12
−

(σ
r

)6
)
. (3.3)

Importantly, complicated interactions can be absorbed (albeit only in a spherically

symmetric way) into the relevant LJ potential by modifying the values of ϵ and σ

to replicate the observed behaviour. Further details of this potential are discussed

in appendix B.

In the literature, Lennard-Jones potentials are used for full fluid systems [128,

129], or simply to govern the fluid-surface interaction [130, 131]. LJ fluids generally

behave like incompressible Newtonian fluids (meaning that the shear stress and

shear rate can be related by a single scalar parameter for the viscosity µ, as
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used in section 2.3) over a wide range of driving forces [132], and are often used

as substitutes for simple liquids [133]. While all fluids are non-Newtonian for

sufficiently large shear rates [134], a fluid can be considered Newtonian for shear

rates much smaller than 1
τe

, where τe is the stress relaxation time of the fluid.

Typical relaxation times for comparable LJ systems (albeit at higher temperatures)

are on the order of 0.1τ [135]. As such, it should be safe to treat our LJ fluid

as Newtonian for shear rates below 1τ−1. For the work presented in this thesis,

the LJ potential is sufficient to replicate and understand the general motion of

Newtonian fluids at the length scales we’re interested in.

One adjustment to the full Lennard-Jones potential to reduce computation

time, without significantly sacrificing accuracy, is to institute a cut-off distance

rcut . With a cut-off distance implemented, the interaction potential U (r ) is only

given by equation 3.3 for r < rcut , and becomes U (r ) = 0 for r > rcut so that

interactions between particles separated by a distance exceeding the cut-off are

not considered. This has two significant consequences. One is that, for systems

with fairly consistent densities, the number of particles considered within a distance

of rcut quickly reaches a saturation point, and so only particles within the local

‘neighbourhood’ determined by this critical radius need to be considered when

calculating the resulting forces. As a result, the number of force calculations

required ends up scaling like N for sufficiently large systems. Another consequence

is that relevant ‘neighbourhoods’ are often determined within the simulation loop

(as is the case with LAMMPS), and the neighbourhoods that might reasonably

interact can be issued individually to each calculation CPU without needing to

consider the system as a whole. This allows for the parallelisation of the most

time-consuming component of the simulation, resulting in significant speed-ups

when high performance computing resources are available.

3.4 Thermostats

Our simulations are not in thermodynamic equilibrium; energy is constantly in-

jected into the system by the application of external forces. In order for a steady

state to be reached, this energy must be removed. To constrain the statistics of

the system so that they reasonably reflect real systems, a ‘thermostat’ is gener-

ally chosen to ensure both that the system temperature (or total energy) doesn’t

vary wildly or diverge from the desired value.The chosen thermostat augments the
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version of Newton’s second law being solved by the integrator, adding additional

dissipative and ‘thermal kick’ terms to the sum of forces acting on each particle.

While simulations performed at constant temperature may make use of a

variety of different thermostatting procedures, the simulations presented in this

thesis make use of the Langevin thermostat [136, 137] and the Dissipative Particle

Dynamics (DPD) thermostat [138, 139]. The details of these thermostats are

presented in appendices C and D respectively. In both cases, additional thermal

and drag forces are introduced to augment the interactions between the particles

within the system in order to maintain the temperature. In the case of the

Langevin thermostat, these forces are applied to each particle individually. In

the case of the DPD thermostat, these forces are combined to determine the

magnitude and direction of the forces actually applied to pairs of particles - the

thermostat forces acting on each member of the pair are of the same magnitude but

act in opposing direction to conserve momentum. This is particularly important

in chapter 7, where the direction of motion of fluid within the simulation is not

known a priori and so it becomes difficult to apply a Langevin thermostat without

affecting transport properties. The nature of the applied forces for these two

thermostats is demonstrated in figure 3.1. It should be noted that the Langevin

thermostat is less computationally expensive and so has been used whenever it

has been appropriate.

3.5 Integrating positions

Before introducing the integration scheme used for this thesis, it is worth mention-

ing some principles which affect our choice. We previously discussed calculating

the forces acting on particles due to our choice of potentials and the introduction

of a thermostat to regulate the temperature of the system. Once accelerations are

computed for each particle via Üxi =
−∇Ui
mi

or the modified forms associated with

our choice of thermostat, we need to integrate these accelerations to determine

how our particle velocities and positions change over time. At the end of each

timestep, these particle positions can be used to find the the new set of forces and

resulting accelerations, allowing us to calculate velocities and positions at the next

timestep.

These values need to be calculated at each time step. Generally speaking, the
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Figure 3.1: Given two particles A and B with the velocities vA and vB (shown
on the left-hand side), (a) and (b) show the difference in the forces introduced
by the Langevin and DPD thermostats respectively. The conservative force FC
due to the prevailing potential remains unchanged in both cases. However, for
the Langevin thermostat, the additional thermostat forces treat both particles
independently, with a dissipative force FD opposing the direction of motion, and a
thermal kick FT pointing in a random direction about each particle. In the case of
the DPD thermostat shown in (b), though, the three forces are directed along the
line connecting the two particles to conserve momentum.

force calculation step will consume most of the time spent simulating the system

[127]. This time spent will scale directly with the length of time to be simulated

and, provided that the potential is short-ranged and pair-wise, the number of

particles involved. Given a particular system of particles and a simulation period

of interest, then, the most effective way to reduce simulation time and so increase

the size/number of systems examined is to increase the length of the timestep used

in order to reduce the number of force calculations required. However, the extreme
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increase in the Lennard-Jones potential at short distances (seen in equation B.1)

effectively limits the maximum ∆t that might still result in reasonable behaviour

for a system for a given temperature [127]. Further, the same behaviour of the LJ

potential at short distances limits realistic expectations of accuracy for the trajec-

tories of the particles, as even minute errors in particle position, when suitably

close to a neighbour, can result in dramatic differences in the accelerations experi-

enced (and thus the resulting paths taken). These differences between numerical

trajectories and ‘real’ trajectories increase exponentially over time, outstripping

local errors of any class of integrator [140].

However, generally we are less interested in the simulated trajectories of each

particle than in the resulting statistics of the system. More specifically, our

choice of integrator should be motivated by considerations of energy conservation

over long periods of time, in addition to the usual desires for speed and long

timesteps. The velocity-Verlet integration algorithm [141, 142] is used for all

simulations presented in this thesis, having established itself as one of the most

widely use integration algorithms in molecular dynamics by striking a reasonable

balance between minimising the accumulated error across the simulation for a

given timestep (particularly limiting long-term energy drift) and minimising the

computational resources required. This four-step algorithm, described in appendix

E, is implemented natively in LAMMPS.

3.6 Simulating with LAMMPS

3.6.1 Choosing LAMMPS

All simulations discussed within this thesis were performed using LAMMPS (Large-

scale Atomic/Molecular Massively Parallel Simulator)[143], a commonly-used molec-

ular dynamics program that is both free to use and open-source. The most signif-

icant reasons for using LAMMPS all stem from streamlining implementation of

our system, relevant particle interactions and the integration of particle positions.

In particular, a non-exhaustive list of features that motivate the use of LAMMPS

includes:
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• Particle data, including positions and velocities, can be imported and ex-

ported in a simple manner using appropriately-formatted text files

• Common thermostats, integration schemes and system property calculations

are built in, avoiding bugs and repeatability issues associated with self-

written code

• Many routine simulation initialisation steps, such as creating the simula-

tion environment, introducing boundary conditions, and adding, removing

and classifying particle groups, can be performed with single lines of code,

reducing code complexity and allowing for rapid development of simulations

• Implementation of neighbour-lists and potential cut-offs allows for time-

efficient and parallelisable simulation, allowing us to make use of the high per-

formance computing resources provided by New Zealand’s National eScience

Infrastructure (NeSI)

The standard approach towards the simulations performed for this thesis is ex-

plained below, with many of the valuable features mentioned above being discussed

in greater detail.

3.6.2 The Simulation Process

The process for simulating a droplet on a patterned surface applied here focuses on

integrating the droplet fluid particles positions, as well as those of the lubricating

film if it is present, while under the influence of the selected thermostat. The

surface particle positions are not integrated with time, meaning that they cannot

move. They only exist to provide the required interaction with the droplet and

lubricating film. As a consequences, some aspects of physical systems such as heat

transfer between the fluid and surface or mechanical distortions of the surface are

not considered. In addition, the surface must be designed and the fluid monitored

to avoid crystallisation of the droplet on the surface.

A generic simulation of a droplet on a dry or liquid-infused superhydrophobic

surface would be performed as follows [127]:
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Establishing simulation parameters - Any key parameters required for the

simulation are introduced as soon as possible as variables. These parameters

include:

• The simulation box’s dimensions

• Droplet parameters such as the radius R (typically between 8σ and 26σ ) and

initial center-of-mass position

• The vapor density (on the order of 0.04σ−3)

• Thermostat parameters such as the simulation temperatureTrun and damping

constant γ required by the Langevin and DPD thermostats

• Integration parameters such as the timestep δtrun = 0.01τ and production

run time ∆trun for each of the simulation runs

The exact values for many of the relevant initialisation parameters used are listed

in chapter 4.

Constructing the box - Lennard-Jones (LJ) units are introduced, providing

the length units required to construct the simulation box and establish its shape

and dimensions. All further values will be stated in terms of these LJ units,

particularly with regards to distances (measured in σ), masses (measured in m),

energies (measured in ϵ) and times (measured in τ =
√

mσ2

ϵ ). In our case, each

simulation is performed in a rectangular box, so the box’s height H , width W and

length L = W are all specified. The dimensions of the box must be enough to

allow for the introduction of the pattern, lubricating film and droplet without any

overlap. As such, the box height must be at least H > 2R + d + h, where d is the

initial thickness of the lubricating film and h is the desired pattern height. The

underlying lattice used for placing particles is also specified. For us, this is simply

a cubic lattice of side-length 1σ . Boundary conditions are stipulated for each wall

of the simulation box. In our case, the horizontal walls (perpendicular to the x

and y axes) are periodic so that particles exiting through one wall are remapped

into the simulation box as if entering from the opposing wall, while a reflective

wall is placed at both the box floor and ceiling to avoid loss of particles.
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Introducing the particles - The particles required to produce the system

of interest are introduced in four to five steps. Firstly, the particle positions

required to form the underlying surface patterning, whether describing posts or

ridges, are imported from a text file constructed in MATLAB, which designates the

particle labels and positions required to produce the desired pattern. Of particular

importance is the height h of the pattern, which determines the lowest height

at which other particles can be placed without running the risk of unintentional

overlaps.

Secondly, the particles forming the substrate are placed within LAMMPS by

defining a region to include only the lowest plane of the cubic particle-placement

lattice, then adding the substrate particles to this plane. The pattern and substrate

particles are given the same particle type as each other, and are addressed from

here on simply as the pattern.

Thirdly, the particle vapor is introduced to the entire volume sitting above the

imported surface pattern layer. The particles are placed randomly, rather than

being confined to the placement lattice, to avoid accidental overlaps of particles.

The exact density of particles to be placed in the vapor is determined for a given

temperature by running a separate simulation with a large droplet in an empty

box and observing the eventual equilibrium vapor density that results from the

evaporation of the droplet; the determination of the appropriate vapor density is

discussed in more detail in section 4.3. The particles are also given random veloc-

ities selected from a three-dimensional gaussian distribution selected to produce

a low average system temperature, where ‘low’ corresponds to a small fraction of

the final run temperature (such as Tvap = Trun × 10−3).

To introduce the droplet itself, vapour is removed from a spherical region in

the center of the system, and fluid particles are added to the lattice positions in

this region.

Finally, if a lubricating film is required, as is the case with the liquid infused

surfaces investigated in Chapter 7, any particles located within a 2− 3σ horizontal

slice immediately above the surface patterning are removed, and the lubricating

film particles are added to the cubic lattice positions in this slice. The lubricating

film particles are given their own type, distinct from the fluid particles, allowing

interactions between lubricant and fluid particles to be handled separately from

lubricant-lubricant or fluid-fluid interactions. The resulting initial system set-up
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Figure 3.2: The initial state of the system consists of a central droplet (in blue),
with particles initially arranged on a cubic lattice, surrounded by a vapor of droplet
particles and lubricating film particles (in light yellow). The lubricating film, two
particles thick, is seen immediately above the pillars (in dark grey) forming the
surface at the bottom of the system.

is shown in figure 3.2.

Following this, all particles masses are set equal to 1m and the interaction

potentials for each pair of the various particle types are established. As pattern

particles aren’t allowed to move, pattern-pattern interactions don’t need to be

considered. As a result, up to five different interaction potentials need to be

considered: pattern-droplet, pattern-lubricant, droplet-lubricant, droplet-droplet

and lubricant-lubricant. Clearly, without the lubricant, only two potentials need to

be introduced. All of the potentials introduced follow the Lennard-Jones potential

described in equation B.1. The length parameter involved is set equal to 1σ and

is kept the same for all five cases. The energy parameter, measured relative to the

unit energy ϵ , is different for each case. The specific values used will be described

in each subsequent chapter as needed. The cutoff distance rcut is set equal to 2.5σ

for all interactions.
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Recording thermodynamic data - In order to monitor the system effectively,

it is sensible to maintain a running record of thermodynamic properties, such as

the average per-particle potential and kinetic energy of the fluid particles in the

system, in addition to the average temperature (as calculated from the kinetic

energies), for each particle type of interest at each timestep. The calculations for

each of these properties is established, and the resulting calculated quantities are

printed to a text file at a designated frequency. In principle, we can also calculate

and record many measurable system-wide quantities from within LAMMPS in the

same way, such as the various components of the fluid stress tensor. The fluid

viscosity can also be calculated for bulk systems like this, as we’ve done in chapter

4, without resorting to other methods during post-processing.

Initial low-temperature time evolution - A short NVE integration run is

performed with a short timestep (using δt ′ = 0.1δtrun), with particle velocities

forcibly constraint to lie below a maximum speed such that for any particle i,

viδt
′ ≤ ∆xmax . This allows for the particles to move out of artificially-high poten-

tial energy states from a poorly chosen initial configuration, such as when two

particles are randomly placed too close together during the particle introduction

stage. We aren’t interested in conserving energy at these initial stages, as we only

plan to assert the correct temperature and ensemble statistics during the later

equilibriation stage, so the fact that this constrained-motion approach reduces

system energy is of no consequence.

Temperature rescaling to Trun - The next stage is to prepare the system

for the full equilibriation stage. The component of the ‘gravitational’ body force

д directed along the surface’s normal is applied to all fluid particles, in order to

drive the droplet (and the lubricating film, if it exists) towards the surface. The

integration of particle positions is then continued with the same short timestep as

before. During this stage, particle velocities are no longer constrained. Instead,

the system temperature is increased linearly from the initial temperature T0 to

the final run temperature Trun such that T (t) = T0 +
Trun−T0
tf −t0

(t − t0), where t f is

the final time value associated with the rescaling run. To bring the system up to

temperature, the velocities of all system particles at time t are forcibly rescaled

to produce an average system temperature equal to T (t). This is achieved by

multiplying all velocities by the constant required to maintain this equality.
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Droplet Equilibriation - The final equilibriation stage introduces the same

conditions as the data-production stage. The ‘gravitational’ body force is adjusted,

with the x and y components (that is, the components parallel with the surface)

inserted to accelerate the droplet along the surface. With the drop now at the

correct temperature, the timestep is extended from 0.001τ to 0.01τ to reduce the

amount of wall-time required for the drop to accelerate to its steady-state veloc-

ity. The temperature rescaling thermostat is replaced by the Langevin or DPD

thermostat to assert the correct thermodynamic statistics on the system. This

stage is designed to be long to ensure that the drop and vapor are all equilibri-

ated. Equilibriation here means that the system statistics match expectations,

the droplet center-of-mass velocity has reached steady-state (typically varying by

±5% from its average value), and the droplet mass has also reached a constant

value. For dry surface, 106 timesteps (equivalent to 104τ ) is sufficient to equilibri-

ate all droplet sizes investigated during the course of this thesis. Liquid-infused

surfaces (LIS) took longer to reach equilibrium for various reasons, as is discussed

in chapter 7. These LIS surfaces were given 0.5 − 1 × 107 timesteps (equivalent to

50, 000 − 100, 000τ ) to equilibriate.

Production runs - During the final stage where droplet and system data is

recorded for future analysis, all simulation settings from the equilibriation run are

maintained. As the droplet moves, the three-dimensional position and velocity

data of every fluid particle in the system are recorded. Data recording occurs

every 200 timesteps, the equivalent of every 2τ . These production runs are run

for a minimum of 106 timesteps. In the case of liquid infused surfaces, due to the

low velocities of the droplets, much longer data-collection runs are required, on

the order of 107 timesteps. From here, the recorded data can be analysed by an

external ‘post-processing’ script to determine additional information that can be

gathered from the particle position and velocity data.

3.7 Post-processing

The post-processing of simulated droplet data is completed in a Julia script, which

determines which particles belong to droplets using a distance-thresholding algo-

rithm and collected various statistics for the droplets once isolated. The basic

algorithm, in addition to the rationale for choosing Julia as a language for im-
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plementation, is shown in appendix F. The method by which droplet particles

are identified and isolated is appendix G. This includes some justification for the

choice of distance threshold for the droplets presented in this thesis. The various

statistics collected for the droplets and the methods by which they are obtained,

given the set of positions and velocities of the droplet particles, is discussed in

appendix H.

3.8 Practical Usage and Limitations

As discussed in 2.6.2, molecular dynamics provides some significant benefits that

promote its use in this thesis. In particular, it sidesteps the additional compu-

tational complexity of the mesh quality required for nano-/micro-scale surface

structures [144], avoids the obstacle of the contact line [145] and allows us to

determine the relevance of dissipation mechanisms without determining their im-

portance a priori by our selection of model and parameters [146]. Having said

that, it is worth emphasising that MD isn’t a silver bullet. Force calculations

are demanding. While we’ve mentioned that simple potentials like the Lennard-

Jones potential and calculation-saving techniques such as cut-off distances and

neighbour-lists can relieve some of the burden, MD is still costly. For example,

the simulation of 200nm3 of water over 1ns of simulation time (using an accurate

potential like TIP3P) can take two days of computation on a typical desktop

computer [147]. In our case, we downplay this limitation by focusing on examin-

ing scaling relationships with sufficient numbers of particles that our conclusions

should continue to apply at larger scales.

The simulations within this thesis were completed using both local desktop

computers and National e-Science Infrastructure (NeSI) high-performance com-

puting resources. With these simulations consisting of a consistent set of surface

atoms (O(103 − 104) atoms depending on structure and box size) in addition to

the droplet (from 2 × 103 to 1.4 × 105 atoms depending on droplet size) and vapor

atoms (103 to 6 × 103 atoms). Simulating with an equilibriation period of 105 to

106 timesteps, then collecting data for 106 timesteps, these simulations would take

as little as 30 minutes for our smallest R = 8σ droplets, scaling to 48 hours for

our largest R = 32σ droplets. With an added lubricant, the total particle numbers

were increased (as the lubricant film adds 8 × 103 to 3 × 104 particles, depending

on box size) and the required equilibriation/data gathering times were extended -
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equilibriation required 107 to 2 × 107 timesteps to achieve, with a further 5 × 106

to 107 timesteps used for data collection. As a consequence, R = 8σ droplets took

∼ 5 hours, while the largest R = 26σ droplets took over 7 full days.

3.9 Concluding Remarks

With the Molecular Dynamics methods used in this thesis now described, we have

the context to fully present the results for the characteristics of the simulated

droplets, and the results for their steady-state motion on a variety of surfaces.

The following chapter, chapter 4, will present results for the properties of the

droplets and systems that are relevant for the major results chapters. Important

quantities such as the values of droplet radius, interaction potential energy and

choice of system temperature are presented, in addition to the determination of

the fluid viscosity and surface tension.

We will then consider the case of droplets rolling on dry ridged and pillared

surfaces in Chapter 5 for a range of droplet radii, gravitational body forces and

fluid-surface interaction strengths. The simulation approach and ensuing results

will be discussed through the lens of a theoretical extension of previous work by

Mahadevan and Pomeau [34]. Arbitrary rotations of these surfaces are then covered

in chapter 6, with a slight change in approach for the theoretical examination in

order to deal to the anisotropy of these surfaces. Finally, we will look at the

case of a lubricated pillared surface in Chapter 7, where interactions with the

lubricating film moderate the motion of the drop to a greater degree than the

surface interaction itself.
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Chapter 4

Droplet Characterisation

This chapter concerns itself with simulation parameters and the characteristics

of the droplets being studied within this thesis. Much of the theory and analysis

applied to predict and determine droplet motion rests on a set of independently-

determined parameters that describe the characteristics of the fluid at a microscopic

scale, in addition to macroscopic measures describing the droplet and the surfaces

involved.

The independent parameters, selected beforehand for our simulations, and the

surfaces to be tested are presented in the next two sections. The subsequent

sections detail the various approaches for: selecting a valid temperature and iden-

tifying the resulting density; calculating the viscosity of our fluid; and determining

the droplet’s surface tension. Finally, any remaining derived or outstanding quan-

tities are discussed, and a table of parameters and their full (and reduced) values

is presented.

4.1 Independent Parameters

LJ interaction strengths ϵ and distances σ

Simulations involving Lennard-Jones (LJ) potentials are often conducted in re-

duced units (or ’Lennard-Jones units’, abbreviated to LJU). Input and output

quantities are handled in terms of a fundamental set of distance (σ), energy (ϵ),

51
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time (τ ) and mass (m) units and their derivatives, which can be converted to other

desired unit systems after the fact.

All LJ interactions within our system assumed an characteristic interaction

distance σ defined to be 1 LJ distance unit, with a cut-off distance rcut = 3σ .

The droplet fluid self-interaction was governed by an interaction energy ϵll =

1.75ϵ which was kept constant for all simulations. This choice supresses vapor and

raises the surface tension makes comparison with literature values a bit awkward,

as most investigations either use the equivalent of ϵll = 1ϵ for their investigations,

or state results in terms of dimensionless quantities to remove the dependence on

this value. As such, it sometimes makes sense for us to quote values in terms of the

non-dimensional ‘reduced’ value, relative to ϵll . For temperature, then, we divide

all temperatures by Tll = 1ϵll/kB to produce a reduced temperature of T ∗ = T /Tll .

Similar, energies might be quoted in terms of E∗ = E/ϵll , and velocities in terms

of v∗ = v
√

m
ϵl l

. The reduced values of any relevant quantities will be stated in the

conclusion of this chapter.

The surface-droplet interaction strength ϵsl was set equal to 0.125ϵ for the

majority of simulations. The low interaction energy between fluid and surface

relative to ϵll raises the energetic cost of increasing the contact area, resulting in

a qualitatively hydrophobic surface material. A range of values from 0.0625 to

0.25 was considered to examine the effect on droplet velocity. This relationship is

examined in chapter 5.

With the addition of a lubricating film, the interactions of the film with the

surface and droplet also need to be considered. While Lorentz-Berthelot mixing

rules [148] would suggest using the geometric mean of the self-interaction energies,

so that

ϵij =
√
ϵiiϵjj

this assumes that the interactions are mediated by instantaneous dipoles - a

reasonable argument for our droplet fluid, but not necessarily for the potentially-

more-complex fluid our lubricating film represents. As a result, the interactions

were selected more liberally to produce the desired interactions and mutual im-

miscibility of the two fluids in a similar way to other explorations found in the

literature [149, 150].

Interactions between film particles were given an interaction energy of ϵ f f = ϵll .
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The interaction energy between the film and the surface pattern was set to a

similar level with ϵ f s = 0.9ϵll to ensure adhesion. The film-droplet interaction,

however, was made comparable to the surface-droplet interaction to retain the

desired hydrophobic properties. This interaction strength was also set equal to

ϵ f l = 0.125ϵ , to produce a similar hydrophobic repulsion to the ϵsl case.

Droplet Radii R

We used radii from 8 to 26σ for our droplet sizes, in increments of 2σ . With the

correct initial choice of vapor density for a given temperature, limited evaporation

or condensation occurs and the equilibrium radii of the drops remain close to the

initial values.

The gravitational body force д

The selected value of ®д affects both the driving force for the droplets and the

associated capillary length indicating the length-scale at which droplet deformation

becomes important. Our standard value for the magnitude of ®д was 10−3στ−2.

Values from 10−4 to 4 × 102στ−2 were investigated to examine their influence

on droplet velocities and on the deformation of the droplet. Capillary length is

calculated in section 4.6.

Surface tilt angle α

The angle α determines the tilt of the surface, and so determines the proportion

of the gravitational body force ®д that propels the droplet down the surface, and

the proportion that forces it into the surface. The tilting angle was kept constant

at 10◦ from horizontal for all simulations where the droplet was driven along the

surface. This value is sufficient for our needs, and avoids driving the Reynolds

and Weber numbers associated with the motion of the droplet too high. For our

largest droplets, Re < 0.5 and We < 0.8 for droplets travelling perpendicular to

our ridged surfaces, and Re < 1.3 and We < 3.6 for droplets travelling parallel to

our ridged surfaces.
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4.2 Surfaces

4.2.1 Structural dimensions

Two general structures were used: a ridged surface, where ridges of uniform height

h, separated by a constant pitch p (where the pitch is the periodic distance between

repeating features), were aligned with the y-axis, and a pillared surface featuring

pillars arranged on a square lattice, separated from their neighbours along the

x and y axes by a constant pitch p. These pillars consisting of four layers of

diagonally opposed pairs of particles, with a resulting height h and width w for

each pair.

Figure 4.1: The dimensions of the ridged surface are shown, with the height h
of the ridges and the pitch p between successive ridges being highlighted. The
particles are shown with diameters of 1σ for illustrative purposes.

More specifically, as seen in figure 4.1, our ridges had particles located 1 and

2σ above the flat surface, vertically aligned with one another for a total height

between the surface and top layer of h = 2σ . They were a single particle wide,

with a pitch of p = 3σ between the particle centers of successive ridges. The ridges

were aligned parallel to one another along the y−axis, with particles within the

same ridge separated by a horizontal distance of 1σ . The width of the simulation

box was subsequently adjusted to ensure that it was equal an integer multiple of

the inter-ridge pitch close to originally stipulated width.

Similarly the pillared surface can be seen in figure 4.2. Our pillars include

four layers of diagonally-opposed particles, with the pairs in each layer alternating
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Figure 4.2: The dimensions of the pillared surface are shown, with the height h
and width w of the pillars, along with the pitch p between successive pillars, being
highlighted. The diagonal opposition of the particles forming each pillar, both
between layers and within layers, can be observed. The particles are shown with
diameters of 1σ for illustrative purposes.

between being aligned with (î, ĵ) and (−î, ĵ). As such, the particles are separated by

distances of 1σ from all of their diagonally-opposite nearest neighbours, and the

layers of particle pairs are separated by vertical distances of 1√
2
σ , with particles

within the same layer also being separated in the x and y directions by a distance

of 1√
2
σ respectively. As such, the height h of the highest particle center above

the surface is 2
√

2σ , and the width of each pillar is
√

2/2σ in both the x and y

directions. The pitch is 4σ , with the pillared arranged on a square lattice. As a

result, the aspect ratio of the pillar ‘unit cell’ is 1.

Height, h Width, w Pitch, p Area Fraction, ϕ
Ridges 2σ 1σ 3σ 0.33
Pillars 3.328σ 1.707σ 4σ 0.18

Table 4.1: The dimensions of the ridged and pillared surfaces used (see figures 4.1
and 4.2), approximating the effective surface particle diameter as 1σ . The period
L of the pattern was 3σ for the ridged surface and 4σ for the pillars.
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4.3 Simulation Temperature and Density

4.3.1 Droplet Phase

Rationale

We need to determine a suitable simulation temperature that keeps our Lennard-

Jones droplets in a liquid state. Unfortunately, while the phase diagram of bulk

Lennard-Jones systems is well known [151], the liquid temperature ranges for these

bulk LJ systems cannot be assumed to hold for clusters and droplets. We expect

the melting and evaporative transition temperatures of LJ droplets to sit below

their bulk counterparts, with a depressed transition temperature T ∗c that deviates

from the bulk transition temperature by an amount related to the number N of

particles in the droplet or cluster given by the expression[152, 153]

T c
m =Tm −AN

−1/3

=Tm −
B

R

where R = 3

√
3N
4πρ is the ‘effective’ radius of the cluster, and A = B 3

√
4πρ

3 is a positive

constant associated with the material. It should be emphasised that while this

expression captures the depression of the melting temperature for the droplets

considered in this thesis, it has been observed to become less accurate for small

numbers (N / 500) of Lennard-Jones particles[153].

The classic feature of a first order phase transition like a melting transition is a

spike in the heat capacity of the material. Given an approximately isochoric

process, the constant-volume heat capacity CV =
dU
dT → ∞ at the transition

temperature for bulk systems. However, for more limited quantities of material,

the nature of this transition is more size dependent. Namely, for small droplets

and clusters, the heat capacity no longer tends to infinity, and the peak associated

with the transition broadens from a single distinct temperature Tc [152, 154], so

that aspects of a phase transition can be detected on either side of the theoretical

transition temperature.

In order to ensure that our droplets are sufficiently liquid over the range of

droplet radii we look to investigate, we simulate stationary droplets of a pair of sizes
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(R = 13σ and 20σ ) while increasing the temperature T and measuring the internal

energy U of the system. These U −T curves are called ‘caloric curves’. Using this

information, we can look for phase transitions via the distinctive discontinuity in

the heat capacity to determine when droplet is solid, liquid or fully evaporated. By

looking at these small and big droplets, we can observe both the effect of droplet

size on transition temperatures.

The ideal simulation temperature T will be one that results in liquid droplets

from R ∼ 8σ until the droplets begin to appreciably deform around R ∼ 25σ . We

are also interesting in selecting a temperature that minimises the vapor density,

and the influence of vapor on the motion of our droplets. As such, we’re looking

for low temperatures that suppress the vapor density as much as possible without

resulting in frozen or ‘glassy’ drops.

Method

Caloric curves were generated for two droplet sizes, R = 13σ and 20σ . Due to

the time required for equilibriation at each temperature value tested during the

ramp, these simulations were used to build a qualitative understanding of the

stability of the transition temperatures associated with melting and vaporisation

with increasing droplet size.

Importantly, the two chosen radius values span the majority of radii we look

to investigate. Our key concern is whether our droplets are freezing, which is

difficult to detect for individual frames of data without using either potential energy

methods or order/structure parameters, which are time intensive. Evaporation, on

the other hand, can be detected simply by counting the number of particles in the

droplet and determining changes over time or comparing the ‘calculated’ radius to

the initial radius of the drop. As such, we don’t need to worry too much about the

smallest droplets, which are likely to either be liquid or evaporating at temperature

that sustain a liquid state for larger droplets. In this sense, simulating an R = 13σ

drop is sufficient to indicate the likelihood of freezing for smaller droplets.

Larger droplets, on the other hand, have a greater possibility of freezing either

partially or wholly. However, our selected value of gravitational acceleration д =

1×10−3στ−2, in addition to the measured surface tension γ = 1.78ϵσ−2 and density

ρ = 1.095mσ−3 (the measurement of these values is discussed in the following
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sections), indicate a capillary length of λ =
√

γ
ρд ≈ 40σ . Given the expectation

that the motion of our droplets will change as the droplets approach the capillary

length and begin to deform, we are content to confirm that the droplet remains

liquid up to R = 20σ ≈ λ/2. We are measuring droplet motion for droplets up to

R = 26σ ≈ 2λ
3 , albeit under the expectation that droplet motion may be affected

by either core freezing or droplet deformation.

The approach begins with the creation of a droplet of the desired radius, along

with the surrounding vapor. A ridged surface is introduced so that if the presence of

the surface patterning facilitates the growth and presence of droplet crystallisation,

it can hopefully be detected by analysis of the caloric curve. The droplet is lowered

onto the surface under gravity. From here, the temperature of the system was

raised from Ti = 0.1ϵ/kB to Tf = 1.9ϵ/kB in steps of ∆T =
Tf −Ti
101 = 0.018ϵ/kB,

using the Langevin thermostat to promote equilibriation. The temperature was

increased slowly between successive temperature steps over 104 timesteps, with

an equal amount of timesteps simulated at the top of each step to generate the

thermodynamic data to be saved for the caloric curve. The thermodynamic data

was recorded to a text file every 100 timesteps, resulting in 100 points of data at

each temperature.

The potential energy and average system temperature can be extracted from

the thermodynamic data and averaged to determine the average potential energy

U of the system at each temperature T . As the droplet constitutes the majority

of the particles in the system, in addition to having a significantly higher density

than the vapour, the system’s potential energy is overwhelmingly stored in the

droplet itself, and so the caloric curve results can be directly related to those of

the droplet.

Results

The resulting caloric curves can be seen in figures 4.3 and 4.4. In both cases, the

temperatures consistent with a change in state are indicated by black vertical lines.

In particular, both droplets present with peaks in the heat capacity ∂U∂T (observed

as rapid changes in the gradient of the U − T curve) consistent with a solid-to-

liquid transition occurring at T = 1 ± 0.05ϵ/kB. This temperature, corresponding

to a reduced temperature of T ∗ = kBT
ϵLL
= 0.57 ± 0.03, is well below the transition

temperature of bulk Lennard-Jones systems with comparable densities, which
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Figure 4.3: The potential energy of a droplet of radius R = 13σ , placed on a ridged
surface, as the temperature is raised from 0.1 to 2ϵ/kB. The temperature region
between 1.05−1.65ϵ/kB appears to be consistent with a liquid regime, with changes
in slope prior to/following this region being consistent with phase transitions from
solid to liquid and from liquid to gaseous respectively.

would exhibit transition temperatures T ∗ > 2 [151].

It was noted while looking at visualisations of the droplet that at the lower

end of this temperature range, a stable frozen core remained at the center of the

droplet, coexisting with a liquid surface. The thickness of the liquid layer increased

as the temperature increased, until the temperature reached T ≥ 1.05ϵ/kB, where

the entirety of the droplet was consistently liquid. The melting of the frozen core

was likely suppressed by the pressure of the outer liquid layers over the small range

of temperatures about the transition temperature. With this ‘surface melting’

transition in mind, the broad transition range should be expected. We would also

expect the transition temperature to increase slightly with droplet size, due to the

larger proportion of fluid in the bulk of the droplet when compared to the surface,

but the data is examined for such an increase, the effect is minor at best (on the

order of 0.05ϵ/kB).

While evaporation temperatures can also be determined here, a number of

compounding effects might result in these values not being of particular use for

these simulation boxes. As particle count is conserved, evaporating particles raise

the vapor density and pressure of the surrounding atmosphere, inhibiting further
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Figure 4.4: The potential energy of a droplet of radius R = 20σ as the temperature
T is raised from 0.1 to 2ϵ/kB. A similar liquid regime to Fig. 4.3 is observed,
albeit with an extended temperature window near T = 1ϵ/kB corresponding to
the solid-to-liquid phase transition. The onset of evaporation is also appreciably
higher when compared with the R = 13σ case.

evaporation. As a result, full evaporation of the larger droplets requires much

higher temperatures than for small drops due to the sheer number particles the

larger droplets are contributing to the same spatial volume. From the data, we

can observe a shift of ∼ 0.2ϵ/kB between the two trial droplets is observed for the

evaporative transition, as drop size increases from 13σ to 20σ .

Given the consistency of the observed melting temperature between the two

selected droplet sizes, where both appear to indicate transitions occurring in

the range of T = 1.00 ± 0.05ϵ/kB, it appears that we may be free to select any

temperature above this for our simulations. Evaporation temperatures appear to

be more sensitive to droplet size, with the smallest droplets being more likely to

evaporate at a given temperature. With this in mind, the evaporation temperatures

of the smallest droplets appear to provide an upper bound to the suitable choices

of simulation temperature. The R = 13σ simulation would suggest an upper bound

of T = 1.7ϵ/kB for our chosen vapor density, although considering our intention to

simulation droplets with radii as small as 8σ , the real bound should be even lower.

The deciding factor is our intention to minimise the vapor density to reduce

the influence of the vapor on droplet motion, while maintaining liquid droplets.
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This intention suggests selecting the lowest temperature that lies firmly in the

liquid phase for the two drops we analysed. A temperature of T = 1.1ϵ/kB (equal

to a reduced temperature of T ∗ = 0.63) stands out as an appropriate selection

with this in mind. This temperature results in a equilibrium vapor density of

ρvapor = 0.00495σ−3.

This temperature, it should be pointed out, is well below the expected melting

temperature for a bulk Lennard-Jones fluid. The reduced bulk melting temperature

is expected to be T ∗m = 1.6 to 1.8 for the densities of 1.096σ−3 observed for our

droplets[151], compared with our reduced temperature of T ∗ = 0.63. Our droplets

only remain liquid by virtue of the finite size of the droplet depressing the melting

temperature.

4.3.2 Droplet Density

With the desired temperature of T = 1.1ϵ/kB selected, we look to determine

the resulting density of the droplet fluid at this temperature. The density is a

valuable property to know well when discussing both the motion of and forces

acting on the droplet, and when analysing droplet deformation under gravity. In

principle, the density of the droplets might be weakly dependent on droplet size

as the core layers of fluid are compressed by the outer layers. More importantly,

however, it is difficult to determine the volume of our droplet exactly given the

diffuse nature of the interface. This necessitates approximations which might

introduce an additional level of radius-dependence of the density. As a result, it

is worth considering droplet densities over a range of droplet radii to examine any

dependence that might exist.

Densities were calculated for a range of droplet sizes to establish the expected

bulk density. The droplets were generated for radii between R = 8σ and R = 24σ in

steps of ∆R = 2σ . They were allowed to equilibriate at the selected temperature of

T = 1.1ϵ/kB for 10,000 timesteps (equivalent to a time of 100τ ) in the center of the

simulation box before being driven into a ridged surface under gravity, where they

were allowed to equilibriate for another 10,000 timesteps. During equilibriation,

some slight evaporation occurred. Following this, the particle positions of the

fluid particles were collected for 50,000 timesteps (500τ ) with the droplet sitting

on the ridged surface at T = 1.1ϵ/kB. This data was then processed to determine

the droplet, and calculate the density of the droplet members in addition to the
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average radius of the droplet during the data collection period.

The density for our drops is calculated (as per chapter 3) by counting the

number nv of unique 1σ3 volumes that contain droplet particles, and dividing total

number of droplet members Nd by V = nv ∗ 1σ3. This is merely an approximate

density; the issue is that it isn’t sophisticated enough to determine the real surface

of the droplet. It approximates the droplet volume as a set of cubes, and so

overestimates the true volume. As a result, we are forced to deal with the fact that

this approach treats each cube as being uniformly filled with particles, resulting

in the density of the surface of the droplet being treated the same as the bulk,

while the true density of these surface volumes may differ from the bulk due to

not being entirely filled by the fluid.

Assuming a spherical droplet of radius R, we can model the approximate density

ρapprox as a weighted combination of the average density ρS of the surface volumes,

which we expect to be only partially filled with fluid on average, and the bulk

density ρav(≥ ρS ) of the interior, where we expect all bulk volumes to be completely

filled. Assuming the surface density extends a distance δ (of order O(1σ )) from

the surface into the interior on average, we can relate the total mass of the droplet

to the sum of the masses in the surface layer and the bulk by the expression

4π

3
ρapproxR

3 = 4πρSR
2δ +

4π

3
ρav(R − δ )

3 (4.1)

which can be rearranged to produce an equation for the expected dependence of

our measured density based on the cubed-droplet approximation ρapprox on the

radius R of the droplet:

ρapprox = ρav

(
1 −

δ

R

)3

+ 3ρS

(
δ

R

)
(4.2)

This suggests that, as the radius of the droplet R → ∞, our approximated

density will tend towards matching the bulk density as we should expect. For

progressively smaller values of R, however, we expect corrections of order δ
R . The

first linear correction gives

ρapprox ≈ ρav − 3(ρav − ρS )
δ

R
(4.3)

In this sense, the ‘true’ density of the droplet is assumed to match the average
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bulk density ρav of the interior of the droplet.

Figure 4.5: Droplet density as a function of droplet radius R is shown. The lower
densities at small radii are artificially depressed as a result of the method by which
surface volumes are considered ‘filled’. The results can be projected to find a
comparable bulk density as R →∞.

The calculated densities and calculated radii of the simulated droplets are

presented in figure 4.5. The data is shown as red circles, with a black line demon-

strating the simple fit determined by equation 4.3. In this case, the best fit was

produced by assuming the parameter values ρav = 1.096 ± 0.001σ−3, ρS = 0.88σ−3

and δ = 0.65. It should be noted, however, that ρS and δ are dependent param-

eters due to the way the ’surface layer’ is determined by the underfilled volumes

on the outer surface of the droplet - mostly-filled surface volumes correspond to

ρS ∼ ρav and small δ , while poorly-filled surface volumes correspond to low ρS

and δ ∼ 1σ . As a result, ρS and δ can be adjusted together across a range of

values that result in equivalently effective fits. The associated uncertainty in these

correlated parameters is consequently quite large. Fortunately, for our purpose,

they aren’t relevant. The important result is the value of ρav , which is consistent

regardless of the selected ρS and δ values, and is accurate to 3 decimal places.

Density values for R > 17σ are extremely well described by the fitted line,

while the variability of density values below R = 17σ is on the order of 0.1 − 0.3%.
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Both geometric considerations, such as exactly which set of 1σ3 volumes the true

surface passes through, and the fact that the number of volumes considered for

the approximate density scales like nv ∝ R3, may lead to the variability seen here.

Nevertheless, the variability of these points doesn’t affect the determination of ρav ,

the calculated bulk density, which demonstrated little sensitivity to the variability

of these points during fitting. The calculated value of ρav = 1.096 ± 0.001σ−3

demonstrates an relative uncertainty of less than 0.1%. This value can safely be

considered to remain constant over the range of droplet radii investigated in this

thesis.

4.3.3 Determining radial distribution functions to verify

droplets are liquid

Rationale

While the caloric curves certainly suggest that our droplets will remain liquid at

T = 1.1ϵ/kB, we compute the radial distribution function for droplets to determine

whether our drops are sufficiently liquid-like, as expected from the results of the

earlier caloric curve investigations. This approach has the advantage that it can be

calculated in a dynamic simulation. The radial distribution function д(r ) tracks the

ratio of the expected density of particles 〈ρ(r )〉 (at a distance r about a randomly

selected particle) and the bulk density ρav . At small distances, it qualitatively

describes the structure of the droplet through the ‘jaggedness’ of д(r ); as solid

structures have well-defined interatomic arrangements and distances, д(r ) will look

like a series of sharp gaussian peaks for realistic non-ideal solids, which begin to

blend into each other for increasing r - for an ideal crystalline solid at T = 0, these

peaks would instead be Dirac deltas at specific interatomic distances. For liquids,

where the atoms are significantly more mobile, д(r ) is instead expected to oscillate

smoothly about the expected bulk density ρav .

Theory

Radial distribution functions are most commonly used to assess the structure of

bulk systems. In the case of isotropic bulk materials, the RDF д(r ) gives the factor

difference between the observed density of particles ρ(r ) at some distance r from
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any selected particle and the average density expected of an uncorrelated ideal

gas ρav (which also corresponds to the long-range limit for a bulk system). An

incompressible continuum fluid would possess a density of ρ(r ) = ρav , resulting

in an RDF д(r ) = 1 for all distances. For discrete fluids comprised of individual

particles, this is no longer the case, particularly close to individual particles. For

example, the strong interparticle repulsion at short ranges about the atoms in

a Lennard-Jones fluid results in д(r ) spiking to account for the ‘high density’ of

r−values corresponding to common interparticle distances. While in principle the

observed density might also change with the direction of observation (with the

area segments being parameterised here by A), as is the case with a solid crystal,

it is sufficient for us to consider only the average dependence on distance r .

A complication to this is that with a finite quantity of fluid, all particles lie

within the finite boundary of the fluid’s surface, resulting in particles not being

counted beyond some distance rmax . This results in a finite-size effect which

alters the way д(r ) changes with increasing r . These points are discussed further in

appendix L. In practice, with the information available to us within the simulation,

the radial distribution function д(r ) is calculated by counting the number N r+∆r
r

of particles[155]

д(r )∆r =

∫
A

∫ r+∆r

r
ρ(r ,A)drdA

4πr2ρav

=

N
���r+∆r
r

4πr2ρav
. (4.4)

For our purposes, it is useful to compare calculated RDFs with that expected of

a sphere. The radial distribution function д(r ) for the case of a sphere of uniform

density is given by:

д(r )∆r =

(
1

16

( r
R

)3
−

3r

4R
+ 1

)
∆r (4.5)

While the relevant result can be discovered in the literature [156], it is also

included in appendix L for posterity. Other confinement geometries can also be

approached by similar means, with contemporary investigations considering the
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radial distribution functions of fluids confined to cylindrical geometries [155, 157].

The radial distribution function was computed for an R = 16σ , adhering to

a ridged surface. The droplet was equilibriated in free space at the simulation

temperature of T = 1.1ϵ/kB (equivalent to a reduced temperature of T ∗ = 0.629,

then lowered onto the surface under gravity. Five frames were selected at intervals

of 10,000 timesteps (100τ in LJ units). Particle members and positions were

determined within these five frames, with radial distribution functions (RDFs)

being determined for each of the five frames.

The method of calculating RDFs used for this thesis is described in Appendix

K. Once the droplet member particles were determined, the radial distribution

function was computed by looking exclusively at interparticle distances between

droplet members, so that comparisons with vapor particles were entirely neglected.

The sets of interparticle distances were binned between r = 0σ and 40σ using bin

widths of ∆r = 0.1σ . The resulting histograms associated with the five frames

of data used were combined by directly averaging each of the bin entries. These

histogram bins describe 〈N (r )〉
���r+∆r
r

. We then divide this by the expected number

of particles (given a bulk density of particles ρav at the specified distance r , given

by 4πρavr
2∆r , to determine д(r ).

A separate simulation and determination of д(r ) was performed for a droplet at

a much lower temperature of T = 0.5ϵ/kb (equivalent to a reduced temperature of

T ∗ = 0.286 where the droplet was known to be frozen. This additional simulation

provided a suitable RDF for a frozen droplet to be used as a comparison.

Results

The RDFs for the frozen droplet and the simulation-temperature droplet can be

seen in figures 4.6 and 4.7 respectively.

To illustrate the features of a solid structure, the radial distribution function

of the droplet at T = 0.5ϵ/kB (T∗ = 0.286) is seen in figure 4.6. The RDF

demonstrates sharp and sudden variations between dramatic peaks and troughs,

indicating the solid structure of this frozen droplet. The largest of these peaks lie

at multiples of 〈r0〉, but a lot of additional variation can be seen in between. The

sharp peaks and troughs only collapse into the continuum expectation given by
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Figure 4.6: The radial distribution function of the droplet at T = 0.5ϵ/kB (T∗ =
0.286). The RDF demonstrates sharp and sudden variations between dramatic
peaks and troughs, indicating the solid structure of this frozen droplet.

equation 4.5 at long distances beyond r = 10 − 12σ .

By contrast, the radial distribution function of the droplet at the higher tem-

perature of T = 1.1ϵ/kB (T∗ = 0.629) is shown in 4.7. The RDF oscillates smoothly

between peaks located at multiples of the mean separation 〈r0〉 and troughs halfway

between these peaks. When compared to the frozen droplet, the variation of д(r )

is significantly smoother, and with far less structure between peaks, indicating a

liquid droplet. These peaks and troughs die out and tend towards the continuum

expectation given by equation 4.5 at distances beyond r = 5σ , well before the

frozen case.

These RDFs provide further evidence that for a typical, mid-range R droplet,

a simulation temperature of T = 1.1ϵ/kB is sufficient to maintain a liquid droplet.

Given the caloric curve data from earlier in the section, where the melting tem-

perature appeared to mostly insensitive to the size of the droplet, we might safely

conclude from these radial distribution functions that the selected simulation tem-

perature is sufficient to maintain liquid droplets, and this is unlikely to change for

the size of droplets being considered within this thesis.
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Figure 4.7: The radial distribution function of the droplet at T = 1.1ϵ/kB (T∗ =
0.629). The RDF oscillates smoothly between peaks located at integer multiples
of 〈r0〉. The lack of structure indicates a liquid droplet.

Nevertheless, the possibility of droplet freezing for large radii was considered for

all simulations, and an examination of both visualised frames and droplet statistics

for potential evidence of freezing was conducted following the simulations presented

here. No evidence of freezing was found at T = 1.1ϵ/kB for the range of droplet

radii R = 8 to 26σ investigated for this thesis.

4.4 Viscosity

Shear viscosity is an important parameter for describing fluid flow, given its de-

scription of the friction occurring between adjacent fluids layers sliding across each

other and the associated dissipation of energy. For simple fluids, viscosity can be

described by a single value relating the shear stress tensor σij to the shear rate ∂Ui
∂x j

.

This relationship is given by[75]

σij = µ

(
∂Ui

∂xj
+
∂Uj

∂xi

)
(4.6)
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This viscosity can then be used to find the rate of energy dissipation P by

viscous forces for a volume V within a flow using equation 2.5.

Within droplets on superhydrophobic surfaces, the effects of viscosity are most

prominent in the vicinity of the contact zone, where the deformation of the droplet

from an ideal, perfectly-spherical shape forces fluid flow away from a dissipationless

rigidly-rotating flow, resulting in energy loss within the volume of fluid adjacent

to the contact zone. Even in the case of interfacial friction, the ‘slip velocity’ of

the fluid at the interface is directly driven by the velocity gradient of the fluid at

the surface, and so the energy dissipated by this mechanism is still determined in

part by the viscosity of the fluid in addition to the interfacial friction presented

by the surface (characterised by the ‘slip length’ b).

Traditional bulk numerical methods for determining viscosity, such as measur-

ing stress tensor fluctuations for Green-Kubo relations, mean-squared displacement

(MSD) measurements [158] or measuring Poiseuille flows [159], are difficult to use

for small droplets. Bulk Lennard-Jones fluids with a density of 1.096σ−3 (as pre-

sented in this thesis) freeze quickly once quenched to the simulation temperature

of 1.1ϵ/kB. We can still apply these methods, albeit with less precision, by rapidly

cooling a bulk system to the simulation temperature and measuring the relevant

quantities during the phase transition.

We construct a simulation box of sidelength 75σ and populate it with particles

to produce an average density across the system of 1.096σ−3. Rather than placing

these particles on the lattice (which makes reproducing the density difficult), these

particles are placed randomly within the system box. A short window of 25, 000

timesteps is provided with particle motion constrained and velocities rescaled to

a low temperature of 0.1ϵ/kB to allow for the system to move out of its possibly-

high potential configuration (if particles have been poorly placed). The system

is then heated to a temperature of T = 3.5ϵ/kB (equal to a reduced temperature

of T ∗ = 2ϵ/kB), well beyond the typical simulation temperature, by a Langevin

thermostat over the course of 125, 000 timesteps, where it is allowed to equilibriate

for 100, 000 timesteps.

We then rapidly quench the system. The Langevin thermostat is temporarily

deactivated, and the particle velocities are instead quickly rescaled to match the

usual simulation temperature of T = 1.1ϵ/kB (equivalent to T ∗ = 0.63) over only 10

timesteps, before the Langevin thermostat is reintroduced at this new temperature.
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The simulation is allowed to run at this temperature for an additional 500, 000

timesteps to freeze and equilibriate. Thermodynamic data is recorded every 1, 000

timesteps for the full duration of the simulation, while position data for the fluid

is recorded every 200 timesteps following the quench to allow us to compute the

mean squared-displacement.

The principle of this is that, following the rapid quench, the system will take

time to undergo a glass transition and fully crystallise. In the short window

where the system is sufficiently liquid-like post-quench, we may be able to collect

data for the Green-Kubo integral and mean squared-displacement methods. The

approach used to calculate this is discussed in appendix J. With this data, we

look to project the Green-Kubo viscosity results towards the possible ‘steady

state’ result, and identify the same window in the MSD data to determine the

related diffusion constant, prior to the glass transition associated with a leap in

the predicted viscosity. Unfortunately the window is particularly short, so only a

small amount of data is available over this period, resulting in a large uncertainty.

The subsequent transition from liquid to a glass-like/amorphous structure to a

crystalline lattice is consistent with other investigations of Lennard-Jones phase

transitions [160].

The simulation potential energy-per-particle is presented alongside the viscosity

as calculated by the Green-Kubo relation from the time of the quench is shown

in figure 4.8. The two major potential energy plateaus, associated with the glass-

like and then crystalline states can be seen, in addition to the slowly-adjusting

calculation of the viscosity, where the observed discontinuities are associated with

shifts in the internal structure of the system.

The Green-Kubo estimate of the viscosity only tends towards the actual vis-

cosity at long times. However, in the short term, these values are expected to

converge towards the true value, and so potentially they can be extrapolated to

estimate the true result. Visual inspection of the visualised particle position data

following the quench shows a short window of time of 5, 000 timesteps following

the quench where the mechanics of the bulk fluid continues to look liquid-like.

While the viable window is particularly short, and only yields 5 data points for

the calculated viscosity, it is possible to produce a tentative fit if one assumes that

the state of the system remains fairly consistent through this window. Such a fit,

assumed to match an exponential decaying to a constant value, is demonstrated in
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Figure 4.8: The per-particle potential energy of the system is shown (with symbol
+) progressing with time, alongside the fluid viscosity as it is integrated for the
Green-Kubo relation. Both values are in LJ units. Following the quench from
T ∗ = 2 to T ∗ = 0.63, the potential energy is dramatically reduced, first plateauing
as the system assumes a glass-like configuration, before the system fully freezes
and the potential energy bottoms out. These shifts in structure can be seen as
the large jumps in the calculated viscosity.

figure 4.9, where the times have been shifted so that they are relative to the first

data-point in the window. Given the fit of µ(t) = A exp{(−t/t0)} + µ, the best fit

found produced a value of µ = 25ϵτσ−3. Adequate fits were produced suggesting

values between 10 and 35ϵτσ−3, suggesting a wide window of plausible results

using this method.

The mean squared-displacement data as measured along the y axis for the

initial 40,000 timesteps following the quench is shown in figure 4.10. While the

MSD increases quickly over the first four to five thousand timesteps (equivalent

to 40 to 50τ ), a rapid transition occurs after this. The MSD data following this

initial 50τ window can be identified with the glass-like state associated with the

first plateau in the per-particle potential energy and the first major step up in the

viscosity seen in figure 4.8.

Concentrating on the first few thousand timesteps again, we examine this data

more closely in figure 4.11. Within the same pre-transition window, the diffusion
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Figure 4.9: A decaying exponential, tending towards a constant value, is fitted to
the values of the Green-Kubo estimate for the viscosity associated with the first
4, 000 timesteps immediately following quenching. An example fit is shown with
an associated fitting equation of the form µ = Ae(−t/t0), with t equal to the number
of the timesteps following quenching.

constant D can be calculated using the relation D =
〈

(
®x(t)−®x(0)

)2
〉

2Nt to be in the range

of 0.006 to 0.009σ2τ−1. This diffusion coefficient suggests a viscosity in the range

of µ = 8 ± 1.5ϵτσ−3, as per the Stokes-Einstein relation µ = kBT
6πDr .

This result is similar in magnitude to the Green-Kubo result, and is arguably

known with greater certainty. Neither value, however, is particularly well-known,

given our inability to perform these simulations with the correct parameters and

reach a liquid-like equilibrium. Nevertheless, as an order of magnitude estimate,

these results suggest that the true value of the viscosity would most likely lie

somewhere between the lower bound of 6.5− 8ϵτσ−3 obtained from our MSD data

and the Green-Kubo upper bound of 25ϵτσ−3.
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Figure 4.10: The mean-squared displacements of particles in bulk system as mea-
sured from the moment when the system is quenched. While initially droplet
motion is still reasonably liquid-like, a clear transition into a glassy regime oc-
curs within a time of 40τ , following which the jerky motion of ordered crystalline
clusters dominates the observed results.

Figure 4.11: By focusing on the initial portion of the mean-squared-displacement
graph shown in figure 4.10, we can fit gradients to the liquid-like regime to extract
possible values for the viscosity µ.
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4.5 Surface Tension

The surface tension γ can be related to the ‘energy cost’ of creating more interfacial

area A between two materials by the expression

γ =
dU

dA
(4.7)

A common method of determining the surface tension within MD simulations is to

examine the change in potential energy of the system as the surface area presented

by the fluid to its atmosphere increases.

This can be achieved by suspending droplets in a simulation box, equilibriated

with a vapor, and measuring the mean potential energy of the system for a range

of different droplet sizes. Within this set-up, there are a range of contributions

to the total potential energy stored within the system that scale differently with

droplet radius. For a general droplet of effective radius R (the radius of a perfectly

spherical droplet with equivalent volume) suspended in space, the total stored

energy U is expected to be described by an equation of the form:

U = −(AR3 + BR2 +CR + D) (4.8)

For a perfectly spherical droplet, there is a R3 contribution from the energy

density of the fluid within the bulk of the droplet. Similarly, any space not filled

by the droplet is filled by the vapor, which contributes a total energy related to the

(lower) energy density of the vapor and the volume it occupies (Vvapor = L3 −Vdrop).

Potentially, if the droplet is not perfectly spherical, there can be lower-order

contributions due to the distortions of the droplet from its ideal spherical shape.

For the purposes of this thesis and our simulation design (where no forces act on

the droplet to deform it), we will neglect these contributions. Finally, there is an

R2 term directly related to the interfacial area separating the droplet from the

vapor. The associated ‘interfacial energy density’ is the surface tension γ .

To obtain the surface tension, we measure the total potential energy stored in

the simulated system for a range of different droplet radii, and compare the data

with theoretical curves to obtain the R2 coefficient which we relate to the desired

surface tension.
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Given the simulation box of side-length L holding a spherical liquid droplet

with a bulk energy density ul surrounded by a vapor of mean energy density uv ,

we can expect the total potential energy of the box to be

U = −
4π (ul − uv)

3
R3 − 4πγR2 − uvL

3 (4.9)

With all particles interacting exclusively through our choice of LJ potential,

the mean separation distance between vapor particles results in uv being extremely

tiny, so it can be safely neglected. In the end, to extract a value for the surface

tension from our data, we apply the fitting equation:

U = −4πR2(
ulR

3
+ γ ) (4.10)

Once the simulation box was established, periodic in all three directions and

with a sidelength of L = 75σ , vapor of the correct density (ρv = 0.00495σ−3)

was introduced and equilibriated under a Langevin thermostat at the simulation

temperature of T = 1.1ϵ/kB for 20,000 timesteps at 0.01τ per timestep. The

remainder of the simulation was performed in a loop, beginning with the smallest

droplet of R = 8σ and proceeding towards R = 24σ in steps of ∆R = 1σ as follows:

1. For each droplet size, the sphere of radius R required to place the droplet is

emptied of particles

2. The droplet particles are placed inside the sphere at the lattice points

3. The droplet particles are given random velocities consistent with the simu-

lation temperature

4. The system is equilibriated for 20,000 timesteps

5. The droplet is allowed to sit for another 20, 000 timesteps while thermody-

namic data for the system is collected. This thermodynamic data includes

the system temperature, average per-particle kinetic energy and average

per-particle potential energy

6. The process is repeated for the next droplet size
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Figure 4.12: The potential energy of droplets of radii 8σ to 24σ , coexisting with
vapor in a box of sidelength 75σ , is shown here. It is accompanied by a fit
calculating using equation 4.10.

The potential energy of the droplets in the vapor atmosphere as a function

of droplet radius, and the associated fit derived from equation 4.10, is presented

in figure 4.12. Our simplified fitting equation , ignoring the possibility of droplet

deformation, does an admirable job of matching the produced data. Curve-fitting

was also attempted with the additional vapor terms present, and it was not seen

to influence results.

Our value of ul is taken from the bulk system used for the viscosity calcu-

lations, at same temperature and density, prior to freezing. This value of ul is

about 9.8 ± 0.1ϵσ−3. Substituting this in, we obtain an estimate of γ = 1.78ϵσ−2.

Unfortunately, there is a lot of room available to adjust our determination of ul ,

with severe effects on the value of surface tension we determine. Given our lack of

knowledge of the exact ul due to the difficulty of producing equivalent data inde-

pendently, the value of γ should be seen as an estimate. For example, within the

error window associated with ul , we obtained γ = 2.44 for ul = 9.7 and γ = 1.122

for ul = 9.9. The expected value for this system, at a reduced temperature of

T ∗ = 0.63, is γ ∼ 1.25ϵσ -2 when compared with argon data in the literature [161].
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4.6 Derived and Unknown Quantities

The capillary length κ−1 characterises the length-scale at which the surface tension

and gravitational forces acting on the surface of our droplets balance out. At

length-scales above this, gravitational forces force the droplet to deform, as surface

tension is insufficient to counteract this. At length-scales below the capillary length,

surface tension is sufficient to maintain a quasi-spherical shape.

The capillary length relates the magnitude of the gravitational force д acting

on a droplet of density ρ possessing a surface tension equal to γ as follows:

κ−1 =

√
γ

ρд
(4.11)

Given the values determined earlier in this chapter, where it was found that

γ = 1.7ϵσ−2, ρ = 1.096σ−3 and д = 10−3στ−2 for our fluid, the resulting capillary

length is equal to 39.38σ . While we expect gravitational forces to overwhelm

surface tension when the droplet radius grows to this lengthscale, significant

deformation was observed for radii above 20σ .

4.7 Conclusion and Table of Results

The various parameters established in this chapter, regarding both independently

chosen values such as the droplet radii and simulation temperature, and emergent

values determined by these inputs such as the droplet density and surface tension,

set the groundwork for the upcoming chapters where the motion of droplets is

characterised on a variety of patterned and lubricated surfaces.

The Lennard-Jones energy parameters used for the LJ potentials during sim-

ulation are supplied in table 4.7. These values are given both in terms of the

LJ energy unit ϵ and in reduced units relative to ϵll . While the Droplet-Surface

interaction strength ϵls is generally set equal to 0.125ϵ, the range of values used

to investigate the dependence of drop velocity on surface interaction strength is

provided in brackets.

Reduced values in the text will be signified by an asterisk (∗, such as T ∗ =

kBT /ϵll) and are non-dimensionalised using both the standard LJ length σ and
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mass m, and the fluid-fluid interaction energy ϵll = 1.75ϵ, which replaces the LJ

energy unit for all reduced numbers. Values that don’t depend on energy are

unaffected by this adjustment (such as R∗ = R/σ ).

Combination of surfaces Symbol Values (ϵ) Reduced Value (ϵij/ϵll)
Droplet-Droplet ϵll 1.75 1
Droplet-Surface ϵls 0.125 (0.0625 - 0.25) 0.071 (0.036 - 0.143)

Droplet-Film ϵl f 0.125 0.071
Film-Film ϵ f f 1.75 1

Film-Surface ϵ f s 1.575 0.9

Table 4.2: The interaction energies of the Lennard-Jones potentials governing
interactions between various types of particles are shown here, along with their
reduced equivalents. While the droplet-surface interaction energy is generally
equal to 0.125ϵ, the range of values of ϵls used to examine the dependence of
droplet motion on droplet-surface interaction is given in brackets.

A summary of the parameters relevant to this thesis, along with their values,

is given in table 4.7. We are using the Lennard-Jones energy ϵ, mass m and and

length σ as our fundamental units. The time unit τ can be re-expressed in terms

of these other units as τ = σ
√

m
ϵ .

Parameter Symbol Units Value(s) Reduced Val.
Droplet Radius R σ 8-26 8-26
Particle Mass m m 1 1

Timestep ∆t (m/ϵ)1/2σ 0.01 0.013
Gravitational acc. д ϵ(mσ )−1 (0.1 × 10−3 − 40 × 10−3) 5.7 × 10−4

Surface tilt α rad π/18 π/18
LJ distance σ σ 1 1
LJ cut-off rcut σ 3 3

Temperature T ϵ/kB 1.1 0.63
Droplet Density ρ σ−3 1.096 1.096

Viscosity µ (mϵ)1/2σ−2 10 (5-35 est.) 5.7
Surface Tension γ ϵσ−2 1.8 (1-2.5 est.) 1.03
Capillary Length κ−1 σ 40 (6-128) 40

Table 4.3: Parameters relevant to later analysis of droplet motion are supplied here.
The most common values used for calculations (with possible ranges in brackets)
are provided and connected to the relevant symbol and units, in addition to their
reduced non-dimensional values.



Chapter 5

Droplet Motion on Dry

Superhydrophobic Surfaces

5.1 Introduction

In this section, we now consider droplets moving on patterned high-slip surfaces.

Common superhydrophobic surfaces have shorter slip lengths of b ∼ 10 − 100nm,

and droplets have been observed to roll on these surfaces[48]. The accepted theory

considering the motion of droplets on these surfaces, proposed by Mahadevan and

Pomeau [34], assumes that these droplets roll from the beginning, and does not

consider the effects of slip. Given the current use of superhydrophobic coatings

to reduced flow resistance in microfluidic applications, and the proposed use of

nanostructured surfaces to enhance droplet condensation and shedding[70] for

efficient water capture, there is interest in developing surface patterns that promote

high slip-lengths (with effective slip lengths b exceeding 1µm) for superhydrophobic

coatings, and that a greater understanding of droplet motion on these patterned,

high slip surfaces presents an opportunity for exploitation of their qualities. We

will detail the Mahadevan and Pomeau (MP) approach first, before comparing

their theory with simulations of droplets on a high-slip ridged surface. The results

will motivate modification of the MP theory to handle slip, and allow us to identify

the mechanism dictating droplet motion on these surfaces.

79
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The Mahadevan and Pomeau (MP) Model

The accepted model for the steady state motion of small, spherical droplets on

superhydrophobic surfaces was proposed by Mahadevan and Pomeau [34]. The

spherical assumption hinges on a comparison of the droplet radius to the capillary

length κ−1 = (γ/ρд)1/2, where γ is the droplet surface tension, ρ is the fluid density,

and д is the acceleration due to gravity. The use of the symbol κ, traditionally

reserved for measuring surface curvature, indicates that our capillary length corre-

sponds to an ‘inverse curvature’ corresponding to the maximum radius of curvature

that can be sustained before the droplet can no longer support its spherical shape

and deforms into a ‘puddle’. For water, the capillary length κ−1 ' 2 mm. If the

droplet radius R � κ−1, it can be assumed to be spherical on a superhydrophobic

surface.

Figure 5.1: A droplet in the Cassie state on a superhydrophobic surface. Although
the droplet radius is below the capillary length R � κ−1, the droplet is depressed
by a distance δ by gravity (as gravitational potential energy is converted to surface
energy), to form a contact zone with the surface of radius `.

The MP model (as discussed in section 2.5) assumes that droplets exhibiting

rolling motion without slip. In this case, viscous dissipation occurs in the vicinity

of the contact area between the droplet and the surface due to shear. This shear

exists due to deformation at the base of the droplet, as gravity drives it into the

surface - a schematic of the deformation can be seen in figure 5.1. The droplet

reaches a steady state when the viscous dissipation balances the rate of change
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Figure 5.2: A droplet rolling down a superhydrophobic surface tilted at an angle
α to the horizontal with respect to the direction of the body force m ®д. The centre
of mass velocity of the droplet, U , is assumed to be equal to the sum of rolling
velocity Ur and any slip velocity Us .

in gravitational potential energy. From equation 2.25, we know that the contact

radius ` ∼ R2

κ−1
. This radius determines the area within which the majority of the

energy dissipation occurs. The flow within the droplet is affected within a distance

of ` of the contact zone. As a result, the dissipation associated with the enhanced

shear near the contact zone occurs within a volume V ∼ `3 about the contact zone

itself.

The droplets are considered to be moving on a surface tilted at an angle α

to the horizontal. The centre-of-mass velocity U of the droplet is equal to its

rolling velocity Ur (Figure 5.2), with a no-slip condition resulting in zero slip at

the surface (Us = 0). The shear-free rotational flow is only disturbed near the

contact plane, resulting in a velocity gradient

|∇u | ∼ U /R (5.1)

and viscous dissipation over a region of size ` around the contact zone [34]. The

rate of dissipation due to this viscous shear near the contact zone will then be

given by

Pv =

∫
V
µ(∇u)2dV = µ

∫
V

(
U

R

)2

dV ∼
`3µU 2

R2
(5.2)
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where the integral has been taken over the volume (V ∼ `3) about the contact

zone and µ is the shear viscosity.

In the steady-state, the rate of viscous dissipation must balance the rate of

loss of gravitational potential energy, giving:

ρдR3U sin (α) ∼
`3µU 2

R2
. (5.3)

Solving for U yields the steady-state centre-of-mass velocity:

U ∼
γ

µ

κ−1

R
sin (α), (5.4)

which shows that U scales in inverse proportion to the droplet radius R.

This model should be valid for contact angles close to 180◦ provided the droplet

radius is well below the capillary length and viscous dissipation is the dominant

mechanism for energy dissipation. For droplets with a size that approaches or

exceeds the capillary length or for droplets that wet the substrate, the shear

induced will extend beyond the contact zone, ultimately leading to different scaling

predictions [162]. While this model is particularly successful for spherical drops

on low-slip surfaces [163, 164], Mahadevan and Pomeau neglect the effects of slip.

We are interested in extending this theory to include slip at the interface, and

in understanding how well such an adjustment addresses the motion of drops on

particularly high-slip surfaces.

In this chapter, we will focus our attention on the motion of droplets on ridged

surfaces. Ridged surfaces are simple to construct in simulations and handle with

theory. In particular, while they are asymmetric and so feature two primary axes

directed perpendicular and parallel to the ridges, the influence of this asymmetry on

fluid slip is well understood and can be described analytically[21] as was discussed

in section 2.3. These results indicate that the effective slip length observed in

the direction parallel to the ridges, b‖, is equal to 2b⊥ where b⊥ is the slip length

observed in the direction perpendicular to the ridges. As such, employing a ridged

surface allows us to quantify the effect of doubling the slip length on droplet

motion simply by changing the direction of the gravitational driving force, without

altering any other aspects of the simulations.

This chapter will discuss the simulations we performed, and will adjust the MP
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model to explain the observed dynamics. In particular, we consider three distinct

mechanisms for energy dissipation in the moving droplets: viscous dissipation

within the droplet, interfacial friction at the droplet-surface interface, and contact

line friction at the three-phase line. For the purposes of this chapter, we present

our theoretical extension after delivering the simulation methodology and results.

5.2 Simulation Methodology

We use MD simulations as detailed in appendix M. These simulations are per-

formed exclusively on ridged surfaces. The ridged surface, discussed in section 4.2

and seen in figure 4.1, consisted of straight, raised ridges with period L aligned

either parallel or perpendicular to the surface normal and the direction of the

applied body force. From here on, we will refer to these arrangements as the

‘parallel ridge’ and ‘perpendicular ridge’ surfaces respectively.

To begin, it is worth emphasising that all stated values in this chapter have been

rescaled so that their reported values are in Lennard-Jones units where ϵLL is set to

one (i.e. ϵLL = 1ϵ). We used Lennard-Jones potentials to model droplet-substrate

interactions with 0.05ϵ < ϵSL < 0.14ϵ. Altering ϵSL affects the observed contact

angle and would be expected to alter the effective slip length of the surface. We

find static contact angles between ∼ 140◦ for ϵSL = 0.14ϵ and ∼ 160◦ for ϵSL = 0.05ϵ ,

consistent with previous results [89]. The droplet itself is driven by a body force

д with values ranging between 5.7 × 10−5στ−2 and 4.6 × 10−3στ−2.

Figure 5.3 presents a typical snapshot of a droplet of radius R = 16σ as it moves

down our perpendicular ridge surface at a steady speed. As with all simulations

presented here, the droplet was simulated with ϵSL = 0.07ϵ (this value of ϵSL

is used throughout unless otherwise stated) on a ridged substrate tilted at an

angle α = 10◦ with д = 5.7 × 10−4στ−2. The droplet spans multiple surface

features, and demonstrates a high contact angle. A vapour can be observed

about the droplet, with some particles lying within the ridges themselves. Only

a small amount of deformation from a spherical shape is observed at the base

of the droplet. The overall shape is remarkably spherical. This is true for the

vast majority of the droplets surveyed here, with only the shape of the largest

droplets (R > 20σ) beginning to noticeably flatten out. The effects of droplet

deformation are observable to various degrees within the data presented in this
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Figure 5.3: An example of a droplet (radius R = 16σ) moving down a ridged
surface. The low interaction between the droplet and the surface can be seen in
the high contact angle and spherical shape of the droplet.

chapter, including at the lowest heights of the velocity profiles and the base of

the velocity flow map, in addition to indirectly influencing quantities such as the

droplet speed with both increasing droplet radius R and gravitational force д.

It should also be emphasised that our droplets were equilibriated by monitoring

temperature and mass prior to the application of the body force. For production

runs, with the body force д driving motion, we monitored the centre-of-mass

velocities and droplet masses to ensure the flow reached steady state. Position

and velocity data for particles were collected over 106 time-steps once droplets

reached steady state motion. Examples of the steady-state center-of-mass velocity

U over time, for an R = 16σ droplet, are shown in figure 5.4 for both the parallel

and perpendicular cases. Steady-state motion was generally achieved between 104

and 106 time steps for the smallest and largest droplets respectively, for the range

of body forces д used in this chapter.

Velocity profiles describing the average velocity of the droplet as a function
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Figure 5.4: The evolution of droplet velocity U in addition to the rolling Ur and
sliding Us components of U over the course of a single simulation run is shown here.
These simulations were performed with a 16σ droplet on both a perpendicular
(⊥, left) and a parallel (‖, right) ridged surface. Each point was calculated using
averages of 100 consecutive frames of data, with frames generated every 200 time
steps. While U remains reasonably consistent, varying by up to 5% relative to the
mean, Ur (and by extension Us) vary by as much as 30%.

of height were constructed by time-averaging the velocity in the x direction ux (z)

within horizontal x-y sections, sliced at 1σ intervals along the z axis, for each

droplet. The velocity profile of a typical droplet on a perpendicular ridged surface

is shown in figure 5.5.

As discussed in the previous section, the MP model [34] assumes that the

internal motion of the droplet resembles a pure rotation plus some shear near the

contact zone. The rolling-only case would predict that the velocity at the surface

should be 0, and that the velocity of the fluid within the droplet would vary linearly

with height, aside from a small portion near the base of the droplet associated with

enhanced shear. We do observe a linear trend in the fluid velocity with height and

see a deviation from this near the base of the droplet, consistent with enhanced

shear. However, the velocity at the surface is much larger than 0, suggesting a

significant slip velocity Us . This aspect of the velocity profile indicates that the

internal motion of droplets is better described by a combination of rolling and

sliding. As such, we can decompose the center-of-mass velocity U into a rolling

velocity Ur and a slip velocity Us . A linear fit, using ux (z) = Az + B, was made to

the top half of each velocity profile to calculate the rolling velocity Ur = AR. The

slip velocity was then calculated as Us = U − Ur , where U is the center-of-mass

velocity of the droplet.
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Figure 5.5: The figure shows the time-averaged velocity field (relative to the centre
of mass velocity) and average velocity profile for a droplet (R= 16σ ) in steady-state
motion on a perpendicular ridge surface with д = 5.7 × 10−4στ−2 and ϵSL = 0.07ϵ.
A straight line has been fitted to the top half of the profile to calculate the rolling
velocity Ur , (projected towards the surface for reference). A non-zero slip velocity
Us is evident at the pattern surface (indicated by the solid line at z = 2σ ).

5.3 Results

The steady-state velocity profiles u(z) for three drops with differing radii (R = 11 to

12 σ , 16σ and 20σ ) are shown in Figure 5.6 for both the parallel and perpendicular

ridge cases. In general, the larger drops have a higher steady state velocity than

the smaller drops, with the velocity at the base of the droplet Us increasing as

droplet size increases. Us is also seen to be uniformly larger in the parallel case than

in the perpendicular case for droplets of the same size. Ur , inversely proportional

to the slope of the linear profile, stays fairly constant, and in the case of the

perpendicular ridges, slowly decreases with droplet size. In both cases, the gap

between the true slip velocity Us and the value predicted by extending the linear

progression in the velocity observed in the top half of the velocity profile to the

surface patterning can be seen to widen with increasing droplet radius, indicating
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Figure 5.6: The figure shows the velocity profiles of droplets with initial radii of
11 to 12σ (blue circles), 16σ (green triangles), and 20σ (orange squares) in steady-
state motion on both perpendicular (left) and parallel (right) ridged surfaces. All
simulations were performed with д = 5.7×10−4στ−2 and ϵSL = 0.07ϵ . Straight lines
have been fitted to the velocities as in figure 5.5, illustrating deviations from a
purely rolling motion. In both the parallel and perpendicular cases, the shear (and
resulting difference between the data and the linear fit at the base of the droplet)
becomes more apparent as the droplet size increases.

enhanced dissipation at the base of the droplet as a result of deformation.

Figure 5.7 shows steady state centre of mass velocities U , now decomposed

into Ur and Us = U −Ur , for a wider size range of droplets on both parallel and

perpendicular ridge surfaces (R = 9σ to 31σ ) with the same д. The droplet center-

of-mass velocity grows proportionately with radius R for motion parallel to the

ridges. Most of the increase is driven by increasing slip velocities, while the rolling

velocity remains independent of size. In the perpendicular case, we note a steady

increase in U with droplet size up to about R ∼ 20σ . Above this radius, the velocity

plateaus as the droplet radius approaches the capillary length. At this point the

droplet starts to deviate from its spherical shape (here both Re and We approach

unity).

Both the parallel and perpendicular cases demonstrate an increase in droplet

velocity with size, which is not consistent with equation 5.4. We observe that

droplet speeds in the parallel case increases linearly, while the perpendicular case

increases linearly to begin with before plateauing at higher values of R. More

importantly, the parallel case travels faster by roughly a factor of 2 at small radii

than in the perpendicular case. We also note that it is largely the slip velocity Us

that increases with droplet size.
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Figure 5.7: Plot of time-averaged droplet center-of-mass velocities U versus the
various droplet radii on both perpendicular (left) and parallel (right) ridged surfaces
with д = 5.7 × 10−4στ−2 and ϵSL = 0.07 ϵ. U and Us increase linearly with R in
the parallel case, with Ur remaining constant. In the perpendicular case, U and
Us rise to begin with, before plateauing for R > 20σ . This is likely due to the
droplets beginning to deform and depart from spherical shape assumed by the
model. Error bars are included, but are generally smaller than the marker. They
are determined by the standard error associated with the U values taken from
4000 simulation frames, and values for Us and Ur as constructed from 40 one
hundred-frame averaged bins.

5.4 Theory

We now consider modifications of the MP model that include alternative sources

of dissipation. Of particular interest is the fact that Figures 5.7 and 5.6 show

that significant slip is occurring, which isn’t considered in the Mahadevan and

Pomeau approach [34]. We previously discussed three possible mechanisms for

energy dissipation (viscous dissipation, interfacial friction and contact line friction)

in sections 2.3 2.4. We now look to include these in a MP-type model with slip.

To begin, we should recall that Mahadevan and Pomeau (MP) center their

model around a roughly-spherical droplet rolling down a surface. From the MP

approach, the center-of-mass velocity U compares directly with the case of a

rolling ball, seen in equation 5.1 to be U = |∇u |R. we can determine the energy

dissipated per unit time by the rolling droplet with equation 5.2 and relate this

to the change in gravitational potential energy per unit time to determine the

steady-state velocity of the droplet.

Once slip is introduced, the center-of-mass velocity U is now U = Us +Ur , where
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Us is the slip velocity and the rolling velocity Ur is determined (in place of U ) from

equation 5.1. In order to examine the role of slip in our theoretical treatment,

we introduce an effective Navier slip boundary condition. This condition relates

the slip velocity Us ≡ u(z)|z=0 (where z = 0 is the plane of the surface) to the

velocity gradient near the contact zone. As discussed in section 2.3, the general

case describing the components of the slip velocity Us in the presence of anisotropic

slip is given by

U i
s = b

ij ∂u
j(z)

∂z

���
z=0
, (5.5)

where i and j iterate over the Cartesian coordinates in the plane z = 0. In the

case of a ridged surface, the coordinates are measured in the directions parallel

(ê‖) and perpendicular (ê⊥) to the ridges, so that i, j = {‖,⊥}.

While this general case is applicable to a wider variety of cases, our simulations

have focused on the specific case where the droplet is driven either parallel or

perpendicular to the ridges. With this in mind, we can avoid using the full tensor

and simplify the theory by recognising that the system of the travelling droplet and

patterned surface possesses reflective symmetries, as the droplet velocity and the

surface pattern are left unaltered by reflection about either the ⊥−z or ‖ −z planes.

As the reflection is indistinguishable from the original system, we can conclude

that only way for the various bij components to remain logically consistent with

this symmetry under reflection is if the off-diagonal components b⊥‖ and b ‖⊥ = 0,

and the diagonal components b⊥⊥ and b ‖‖ remain. In this case, for droplet motion

in the ê⊥ direction, we can focus exclusively on this perpendicular slip length

b⊥⊥(≡ b⊥ for brevity) and use the simpler, scalar Navier slip relationship. As such,

in the interest of simplicity, we will label the perpendicular slip length b for the

rest of this analysis.

The slip length b presented here should be considered an effective slip length

[165, 79] as discussed in section 2.3. For our purposes, the use of an effective

slip length is justified provided the radius of the contact region, ` ∼ R2/κ−1, is

much larger than the length-scales associated with the patterning features of the

superhydrophobic surface. For example, given a surface composed of arrays of

posts, with post spacing p, the effective slip length b is expected to scale as p/ϕ1/2

where ϕ is the area fraction of the surface covered by the pillars [165]. In this case

we are justified in using an effective slip length provided ` � p ∼ ϕ1/2b.

With a scalar value of the slip-length b, the slip velocity Us is determined to
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be Us = b |∇u |z=0 so that

Us = Urb/R. (5.6)

As a result, the sum of the sliding and rolling velocities can be found in terms of

the rolling velocity alone, as

U ∼ Ur (1 + b/R). (5.7)

The condition is assumed to hold over the surface of the contact region. If the

droplet radius is sufficiently large or the slip length sufficiently small, so that R � b,

then Us/Ur → 0 and we recover the original MP model.

As with equation 5.2, the viscous dissipation is given by

Pv =

∫
V
µ(∇u)2dV ∼ `3µ

(
Ur

R

)2

, (5.8)

when integrated over the volume of the contact region, V ∼ `3. In the steady

state, this rate of energy dissipation is balanced by the rate at which gravitational

potential energy is converted into kinetic energy:

ρд sin (α)UR3 ∼
`3µ

R2
U 2
r . (5.9)

Recalling the expressions for the contact length `, and U in terms of Ur , as

provided above, we can reorganise this equation entirely in terms of U and R, as

ρд sin (α)UR3 ∼
R6µ

R2κ−3
U 2(1 + b/R)−2. (5.10)

Rearranging this leads to the following expression for the steady-state velocity U :

U ∼
γ

µ

κ−1

R
(1 + b/R)2 sin (α). (5.11)

where an additional substitution for the capillary length κ−1 =
√
γ/ρд is also made.

Note that the droplet velocity is inversely proportional to the droplet radius R (as

in equation 5.4), with a correction due to slip that scales as b/R to leading order.

In the limit of small slip, b � R, the expression for the velocity U reduces to
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that of Mahadevan and Pomeau [34] plus corrections of order b/R:

U ∼
γ

µ

κ−1

R
sin (α) +O(b/R). (5.12)

In the large slip limit, b � R, the expression suggests that U ∼
γ
µ
κ−1b2

R3
sin (α). It

will be shown below that in the large slip limit, viscous dissipation is not expected

to be the dominant mechanism. Regardless, neither of these expressions describe

the increase in steady-state velocity with R and д that was seen in the simulations

from the previous section (particularly in figure 5.9).

We now consider two other potential sources of dissipation: interfacial friction,

associated with fluid sliding across the patterned surface, and contact-line friction,

which is related to contact-line pinning-depinning at surface features. The rate of

dissipation due to interfacial friction over the contact zone surface can be expressed

as

P f =

∫
A
σs Us dA (5.13)

where σs is the shear stress at the fluid-surface interface, and the integral is taken

over the interfacial surface area A. The shear stress at the contact surface is related

to the slip velocity Us by the Navier slip-boundary condition: σs = µ |∇u | = (µ/b)Us .

As a result, we see that

P f =
µ

b

∫
A
U 2
s dA ∼ `

2 µ

b
U 2
s (5.14)

In the case of contact line friction, the dissipation along the contact line c can

be written as [84]

Pc =

∫
c
ζU 2

s ds ∼ `ζU
2
s (5.15)

where ζ is an effective contact-line friction coefficient and the integral is taken

over the contact line perimeter. Similar to b, ζ can in principle depend on the

surface geometry to the extent that it is more adequately described by a contact

line friction tensor ζ ij . With the droplet driven along one of the primary axes of

the surface patterning, we can make a similar argument to the one made for b

above to suggest that ζ⊥⊥ is the only component of this tensor of relevance to the

current problem, and so using a single scalar parameter ζ ≡ ζ⊥⊥ is sufficient for

the current problem. Nevertheless, the case of a more general contact line friction

tensor ζ is investigated in more detail in chapter 6.

It is worth emphasizing that each of these dissipative mechanisms scale differ-
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ently with the size of the contact zone `. The rate of energy dissipation associated

with the contact-line is proportional to `, while dissipation due to interfacial fric-

tion is proportional to `2 and viscous dissipation is proportional to `3. As ` is

related to the size of the droplet (` ∼ R2/κ−1), we might expect different mecha-

nisms to dominate at different droplet sizes. For example, the ratio of the rate of

interfacial frictional dissipation to the rate of viscous dissipation is given by

P f

Pv
∼
b

`
∼
bκ−1

R2
(5.16)

so that when ` � b, the frictional term will become unimportant. Thus viscous

dissipation will dominate only when b � ` ∼ R2/κ−1 � R.

Similarly, the ratio of the rate of contact line dissipation to that due to inter-

facial friction is given by
Pc
P f
∼
ζ

µ

b

`
∼
ζ

µ

bκ−1

R2
. (5.17)

This suggests that the importance of contact line dissipation depends on the ratio

of ζ /µ, in addition to the droplet size R and slip length b. We would expect contact

line dissipation to dominate when both b � ` and ζ /µ & 1.

We now examine two limiting cases for steady-state droplet motion, where

either interfacial friction or contact-line dissipation dominates the resulting dy-

namics, and balance their rates of energy dissipation with the conversion of gravi-

tational potential energy to kinetic energy. In the first case, which would require

µ/ζ � b/` � 1, dissipation due to interfacial friction will dominate the motion,

leading to the following energy balance:

ρд sin (α)UR3 ∼ `2
µ

b
U 2
s . (5.18)

Introducing substitutions for `, κ−1 and Us in terms of U , this becomes

γ

κ−2
sin (α)UR3 ∼

µR4

bκ−2
U 2, (5.19)

resulting in a droplet velocity U given by

U ∼
γ

µ

R

b
(1 + b/R)2 sin (α). (5.20)

Here we see that the velocity is proportional to the droplet radius for low slip
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lengths, b � R but inversely proportional to radius for large slip lengths, b � R.

Interestingly, the steady-state velocity is independent of the capillary length so

does not scale with д. This independence seems at first glance to be somewhat

counter-intuitive, but it arises because the frictional losses scale with д in the same

way as the loss of gravitational potential energy. It is not consistent with what is

observed in the simulations (as is evident from figure 5.9),

The remaining limit is one in which contact line dissipation dominates the

balance (e.g. when b � ` and ζ & µ):

ρд sin (α)UR3 ∼ `ζU 2
s . (5.21)

Again, with the same set of substitutions, the droplet velocity U is found to be

U ∼
γ

ζ

R3

b2κ−1
(1 + b/R)2 sin (α) =

γ

ζ

R

κ−1
sin (α) +O(R/b), (5.22)

where terms of order R/b can be neglected in the high-slip limit (when b � R). In

this case, the steady-state velocity is inversely proportional to the capillary length

κ−1. As κ−1 ∝ д−1/2, this would suggest that the steady-state velocity scales as

U ∼
√
д. In the low slip limit (b � R), the velocity is proportional to the droplet

volume while in the high slip limit (b � R) it is proportional to droplet radius, as

seen in Figure 5.7 for droplets with radii below the capillary length.

5.5 Comparison with Simulations

With the theory in mind, it appears that the droplet speed data presented in Figure

5.7 could be explained either by low slip interfacial friction as seen in Equation

5.20, or by high slip contact line friction as seen in Equation 5.22. The significant

difference between the respective models is that interfacial friction-governed speeds

are affected by the droplet viscosity µ and slip length b, while contact line friction-

governed speeds are affected by the contact line friction parameter ζ and capillary

length κ−1. While µ, b and ζ are difficult to adjust systematically, we can alter the

capillary length by altering the gravitational body force д acting on the droplets,

as κ−1 ∝ д−1/2. When altering д, we expect the steady state velocity of droplets

dominated by interfacial friction to remain unaffected, while the steady state

velocity of droplets dominated by contact line friction (where U ∝ 1
κ−1

) should
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exhibit speeds which scale proportional to д1/2, as long as R < κ−1.

Exact solutions for bulk liquids suggest that slip in the parallel direction should

be greater than in the perpendicular direction [21]. The scaling of U with respect

to R of the dominant terms of equations 5.20 and 5.22 depends on b. If the

droplet is identified to behave like the high-slip case of Equation 5.22 in the ê⊥

direction, then this should also be the case in the ê‖ direction where the slip length

is higher (given the otherwise identical simulation conditions). Consequently, we

will investigate the scaling of droplet speeds U with the driving force д in the ê⊥

direction to determine which of the two models demonstrates the expected scaling.

As an extra check, we can then verify that lowering the intrinsic slip of surface

by increasing surface attraction suppresses slip and promotes rolling-only droplet

motion, reproducing the MP model.

Figure 5.8: A log-log plot of the steady-state center-of-mass velocities for droplets
with radii fixed at 16σ and ϵSL = 0.07 ϵ , as д is increased from 5.7 × 10−5 to 5.7 ×
10−3στ−2. The apparent linear region between ∼ 2.3×10−4στ−2 and 1.14×10−3στ−2

corresponds to a power law U ∝ дβ with an exponent β ≈ 0.59. Error bars are
calculated as in Figure 5.7.

Figure 5.8 shows U for a 16σ radius droplet as the magnitude of body force

д is changed. For small д, with д ≤ 1.14 × 10−3στ−2, we find that the simulated
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velocity scales close to U ∝
√
д as expected by Equation 5.22. Modelling these

points with a power-law (U ∝ дβ) relation yields an exponent β = 0.59. For values

of д larger than this, the dependence of the droplet’s velocity on д is much weaker.

We note that the magnitude of д affects the capillary length, and given the droplet

radius of R = 16σ , we expect the droplet to lose its spherical shape for values of д

exceeding
γ

ρR2
= 1.14× 10−3στ−2. This transition is reflected in the loss of linearity

for the two highest values of д that were simulated, 2.3 and 4.6 × 10−3στ−2.

Figure 5.9: The steady-state center-of-mass droplet velocities scaled by radius for
radii between 10σ and 18σ on a ridged surface with ϵSL = 0.07ϵ , as д is increased
from 1.14 × 10−4 to 5.7 × 10−4στ−2. The log-log plot confirms the R/κ−1 scaling
of the centre-of-mass velocity for droplets smaller than the capillary length. The
standard errors, calculated as in Figure 5.7, are too small to be visible.

Figure 5.9 illustrates similar scaling behaviour for a range of droplet sizes. In

this figure we have plotted U /R versus д on log-log axes to demonstrate that the

U ∼ R/κ−1 scaling holds for droplets with radius R = 10 − 18σ . It is worth noting

the one outlier for the R = 10σ droplet under a very weak body force, where we

observed that the droplet has a tendency to bounce. We note that this scaling is

the inverse of the scaling behaviour predicted by Equation 5.4.
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Figure 5.10: U and Us are found to decrease while Ur remains consistent as the
strength of the liquid interaction with the perpendicular ridge surface, characterized
by ϵSL, grows larger. Here, д is 5.7×10−4στ−2 and R is 16σ . Error bars are calculated
as in Figure 5.7.

For the majority of results presented above we used a value of ϵSL = 0.07ϵ,

but Figure 5.10 shows how U varies as ϵSL is varied between 0.05ϵ and 0.14ϵ for

the ridged surface. We also note a steady decrease in U and Us , while Ur remains

approximately constant. Simulations on the equivalent pillared surfaces show

similar behaviour. Equation 5.4 does not make predictions about how U should

change with solid-liquid interaction strength, but as ϵSL increases, some of the

approximations that lead to this equation and to aspects of the theory developed

below (such as the spherical cap approximation) would be expected to lose validity.

Ideally, one would compute the viscosity and slip length b in independent sim-

ulations to determine the appropriate flow regime and check consistency with the

scaling arguments. As we discussed in Chapter 4, though, independent measures

of these variables are difficult to produce. The small size of the droplets makes it

difficult to compute the viscosity directly. More importantly, the under-cooling of

the droplets relative to the bulk means we are not able to independently calculate
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either the viscosity or slip lengths in a Couette or Poiseuille-type flow. We can

however check post hoc that the observed scaling of U is consistent with estimates

of the magnitude of the slip length from the simulations themselves. Calculating

the slip length here is not straightforward - while Us is accessible, reliably esti-

mating the shear at the surface is difficult - but we note that we can estimate b

from the approximation Us = b |∇u | ∼ b(Ur/R), so that b ∼ RUs/Ur . We can also

substitute Us = U −Ur into this to find

b ∼

(
U

Ur
− 1

)
R. (5.23)

Using this approach suggests that b ∼ 20 − 40σ in the perpendicular case, and

b ∼ 60 − 280σ in the parallel case, as shown in Figure 5.11, indicating that the

droplets are experiencing high slip. These effective slip lengths are consistent with

the values reported by Cottin-Bizonne et al [166], who observed slip lengths of 50−

180σ for a non-wetting LJ film with a comparable contact angle (θc = 110◦and137◦)

driven parallel to a grooved surface. A striking feature of Figure 5.11 is the increase

in effective slip length b with droplet size in both cases. In the perpendicular case,

a simple linear fit suggests that b(R) ' 1.2R+4.9. We attribute this increase to the

increasing importance of contact line friction as droplets get smaller, which is not

explicitly captured in the Navier slip boundary condition but will likely enter as an

effective contribution to the interfacial friction that scales as the ratio of contact

zone perimeter to contact zone area. Such an additional contribution reduces the

effective slip length at small drop sizes, where the contribution of contact line

friction is at its greatest, with the depressing effect of contact line friction on

the apparent slip length reducing as the droplet size increases and the contact

zone perimeter decreases in size relative to the contact zone area. Using these

estimates of the slip length, and the computed velocities, we can use Equation 5.22

to estimate a lower bound for ζ ∼ O(1) ϵσ−3τ .

In the parallel case, where the droplet velocity U seen in Figure 5.7 increases

linearly and Ur is independent of size, we can combine Equation 5.23 with Equa-

tion 5.22 to find that in the contact-line-friction-dominated case, the effective slip

length is quadratic in R:

b ∼
γ sin (α)

ζκ−1Ur
R2 − R. (5.24)

A curve described by Equation 5.24 is also shown in Figure 5.11 in comparison to

the calculated parallel-case b values, with
γ sin (α)
ζκ−1Ur

= 0.477. The data qualitatively
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Figure 5.11: The figure shows the estimated effective slip length b ∼ RUs
Ur

as

calculated for both the parallel (‖) and perpendicular (⊥) directions using the Us

and Ur data shown in fig. 5.7 (on a ridged surface, with д = 5.7 × 10−4στ−2 and
ϵSL = 0.07ϵ). In both cases, b increases with increasing droplet radius, albeit far
more quickly in the ê‖ case than in the ê⊥. In the perpendicular case, we interpret
the increase in effective slip length with R as an indication of the decreasing
relevance of contact line friction as droplet size increases. In the parallel case, the
effective slip increases quadratically as a consequence of the linear scaling of U
seen in Equation 5.22. The prediction described by Equation 5.24 is shown as a
solid orange line, and qualitatively matches the observed increase in b.

follows the quadratic prediction, suggesting that in the contact-line-friction case,

the apparent increase in the effective slip length b with increasing droplet size is

a direct consequence of Equation 5.22. While this seems to contradict the usual

expectation that slip lengths are intrinsic to surfaces and only depend on the

fluid pressure [166], this apparent contradiction is resolved by noting that our slip

velocity Us is entirely limited by the motion of the contact line, rather than by

interfacial slip. As such, the apparent slip length we measure here is not a measure

of the intrinsic slip of the surface, but is indicating the mobility of the contact line.

Comparing the values for this measure of ‘slip’ for the parallel and perpendicular

directions, we find that b‖/b⊥ ' 1.36R.

As it stands, our strongest test for the theory is the observation of how the
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simulated centre-of-mass velocities scale with the droplet size and gravitational

force. From the results observed, and the development of the relevant theory

shown in the previous section, both viscous dissipation and interfacial friction fail

to explain all aspects of how the droplet velocity scales with increasing droplet

size. Indeed, the scaling of the simulated droplet velocity U is best explained

by contact line dissipation in the high slip limit. In this limit, we expect U ∼
γ
ζ

R
κ−1

sin (α) + O (R/b). Of the dissipation mechanisms explored above, only this

expression is consistent with both an increase of droplet speed with radius and with

the strength of the gravitational body force that was observed in the simulations.

This is also consistent with the decrease inU observed as ϵSL increases (Figure 5.10),

as increasing the strength of the solid-liquid interaction will also cause ζ to increase.

These results indicate that only contact line friction can adequately explain the

observed dependence on д, as U ∝ д1/2 is consistent with U ∝ 1/κ−1. Interfacial

friction is unable to explain this observation. While altering the droplet-surface

attraction strength, we see suppression of the sliding velocity while Ur remains

unaffected as we increase the attraction of fluid to the surface, lowering slip lengths

and returning us to the viscous case. While models assuming the dominance of

contact line friction best describe the data seen here, we acknowledge that contact

line friction may not present the best model for real experiments involving droplets

on comparably high-slip structured surfaces. Nevertheless, these results support

the theory presented here, which should have relevance to future experimental

work as high-slip surfaces continue to be developed.

5.6 Discussion

The observed increase of droplet velocities with droplet radius, in combination with

the observation thatU ∝
√
д, are only consistent with the contact line friction model

in the high slip limit. This model explains both the parallel and perpendicular

cases at low droplet radii, with droplet speed plateauing for large droplets in the

perpendicular ridge case when viscous dissipation became noticeable. Importantly,

this simple linear models allows us to extract values for ζ‖ and ζ⊥ from the low-radii

velocity data of drops on these high-slip surfaces. For small R we can see that
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equation 5.22 becomes U =
(
γ
ζ

sin (α)
κ−1

)
R, and as a consequence,

ζ =

(
γ sin (α)

κ−1

)
R

U
, (5.25)

where U and ζ can correspond to either U‖ and ζ‖ or U⊥ and ζ⊥ for the parallel

and perpendicular ridge cases respectively. We can also compute the ratio of the

two parameters, ζ‖/ζ⊥. Fortunately, this is extremely simple, as we can take the

ratio of ζ‖ and ζ⊥ directly from Equation 5.25 to find that

ζ‖

ζ⊥
=
U⊥(R)

U‖(R)
. (5.26)

With reference to Figure 5.7, we find that at R = 10σ where contact line friction

is likely to determine droplet velocity in both cases, the ratio ζ‖/ζ⊥ ' 0.71.

It is interesting to consider the experimental identification and application of

the models developed in the previous section. Using molecular kinetic theory to

describe the contact-line dynamics [110, 112], an indicative value of the contact

line friction parameter ζ for water on polyethelene terephthalate (contact angle

82◦) is 0.01 Pa·s [112], giving ζ /µ ∼ O(10). However, in molecular kinetic theory,

ζ depends strongly on the contact angle θc [111]:

ζ = ζ0 exp

(
γλ2 cos (θc)

kBT

)
, (5.27)

where ζ0 is the value of the friction coefficient at 90◦ and λ is a molecular “hopping”

distance. Taking ζ0 = 0.01 Pa·s and λ = 0.3 nm, we estimate ζ /µ ∼ O(1) for water

with a contact angle of 180◦ at room temperature. Furthermore, ζ has generally

been found to scale proportionally with µ for different fluids [111], so a situation

where ζ � µ seems unlikely. We conclude from this that droplet motion is unlikely

to be dominated by interfacial friction even in the limit of large slip.

As noted earlier, effective slip lengths on highly engineered superhydrophobic

surfaces have been measured to be as large as 200 µm [167]. If evidence for

the proportionality of ζ and µ is accepted, this suggests that even for water on

these superhydrophobic surfaces, the steady-state motion will either be dominated

by viscous shear (when b � `), by contact line dissipation (when b � `) or

all three forms of dissipation will be important (when b ∼ `). The observed

dominance of contact line friction in the case of high-slip surfaces provides a unique
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avenue for surface design to affect and determine droplet motion. Our results

in this chapter highlight the influence of surface design on energy dissipation,

and that these mechanisms can be sensitive to both droplet size and pattern

orientation. In particular, our models suggest that unlike low-slip surfaces where

small droplets enjoy higher mobilities, high slip surfaces promote a linear increase

in steady-state motion with droplet radius. As a consequence, high-slip surfaces

like these could play a part in tasks such as passive droplet-sorting, where the

linear relationship between drop size and speed could allow for microfluidic ‘mass

spectroscopy’ on tilted patterned surfaces without the introduction of charges or

other active components. Similarly, the models introduced in this chapter might

inform the selection of droplet sizes or surface features to promote extreme droplet

mobility on these high slip surfaces. With such tasks appearing in industrial

applications of microfluidics, our models may allow for better usage of droplets on

commercial scales.

Of course, these conclusions rely on the assumptions of sphericity and the ex-

planation of contact line friction stemming from pinning on surface features. It is

possible that on close-to-ideal superhydrophobic surfaces where these assumptions

may lose validity, such as liquid-infused surfaces like SLIPS surfaces [29], inter-

facial friction may become more important than contact line dissipation. Such

a possibility is worth investigating. It is also worth discussing that our identifi-

cation of the importance of contact line friction, and the subsequent implication

that surface patterning and design can have a significant effect on droplet motion,

requires further investigation into the dependence of contact line friction on the

orientation of surface features. In particular, while we examined the motion of

droplets driven along the primary axes of our ridged surfaces, it is not yet obvious

that droplets won’t move differently when driven in intermediate directions. As

such, our initial introduction of scalar contact line friction parameters ζ⊥ and ζ‖

may require adjustment. Such an adjustment will be investigated in the following

chapter.

5.7 Conclusion

Our simulations on ridged surfaces demonstrate that the prior model for droplet

motion on superhydrophobic surfaces, developed by Mahadevan and Pomeau[34],

is insufficient for describing the motion of small droplets on high-slip surfaces. We
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subsequently saw that by modifying the approach suggested by Mahadevan and

Pomeau to include the influences of fluid slip at the droplet-surface interface, in

addition to the effects of contact line friction, we were able to generate three models

describing droplet velocities when motion was dominated by viscous dissipation,

interfacial friction and contact line friction respectively. It was found that, for our

high slip surfaces, contact line friction appeared to be the dominant mechanism

determining the motion of our droplets. This conclusion was reached by considering

the relationships between droplet velocityU and droplet radius R for droplets driven

in both the parallel and perpendicular directions along the ridge, in addition to

the scaling of the gravitational force д and the fluid-surface interaction energy ϵls ,

where the combinations of these relationships allowed us to distinguish between

the various models. We also found the ratio of apparent slip lengths b‖/b⊥ ' 1.36R

which described the mobility of the contact line in the two directions, and the

ratio of contact line friction parameters ζ‖/ζ⊥ ' 0.71 at R = 10σ .

While we were content with identifying the role of contact line friction in this

chapter, further questions were also raised regarding the exact role of surface

features and the influence of lubricating films which might negate some of the

assumptions inherent in our model. These two points will be handled in the

coming two chapters. The next chapter, chapter 6, will continue with ridged

surfaces. We will alter the direction of our gravitational driving force д to observe

and understand the effects of anisotropic contact line friction on the eventual

motion of our droplets. Following this, in chapter 7, we will consider dry and

liquid-infused pillared surfaces, to observe the role of a different surface geometry

and the subsequent effects of liquid-infusion on the motion of our droplets.



Chapter 6

Droplet Motion for Arbitrary

Driving Angles

6.1 Motivation

In the previous chapter, we investigated travel across ridged surfaces can be de-

scribed in two distinct directions: travel parallel to ridges, and travel perpendicular

to ridges. We now wish to study droplets moving in any direction on these sur-

faces. In particular, it is the anisotropy of the ridged surface that makes this more

difficult than the individual cases considered in Chapter 5. Anisotropic patterned

surfaces have been of growing interest over the past decade [168], with some prior

work looking at the effect of pattern anisotropy on droplet roll-off [169]. However,

theory predicting the general motion of droplets on these surfaces is lacking. In

Chapter 5 we saw that droplet speeds determined by contact line friction differed

when driven along the two primary axes of the surface. Consequently, we should

expect the contact line friction experienced by the droplet to differ when moving

in some combination of these two distinct directions, and any theory we develop

should handle this.

In this chapter, we use MD simulations and modify the theory to handle the

center-of-mass motion of drops more generally, in the case where contact line

friction is experienced differently along the two primary axes of the surface. A

discussion of the relevant background information will provide context for the

following development of the theory. The resulting expressions will be compared

103
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with results from simulations of droplets driven across our ridged surface in selected

set of directions.

6.2 Background

In Section 2.3, we introduced the effects of slip and emphasised that on surfaces

with non-negligible slip, the simplest relevant boundary condition is given by the

Navier slip boundary condition seen in Equation 2.10, characterised by the slip

length b. In order to handle motion for directions differing from the parallel and

perpendicular cases we saw earlier, we must incorporate their independent slip

lengths into a single object, the slip tensor. In general, as mentioned in Section

2.3, this effective slip length is known to depend on features of the microstructural

patterning of the surface such as the length scale of the patterning [165] and its

anisotropy [19]. Under some conditions, slip over patterned surfaces can be well

described by a single scalar quantity b (e.g. see [170]) as we attempted separately

for both the parallel and primary directions in chapter 5, but on anisotropic

superhydrophobic surfaces a slip length tensor b can provide a better description

[19, 20, 21, 81, 171, 22], as discussed in Section 2.3. In particular, bulk flows over

grooved surfaces, exact analytic solutions can be used to derive an effective slip

tensor [20]. The resulting formalism can be compared with the well-understood

problem of dry friction [172, 173].

For droplets moving on tilted superhydrophobic surfaces, experiments [48] show

that droplets will tend to roll rather than slide for low-slip surfaces, consistent with

the model of Mahadevan and Pomeau [34]. The model assumes a steady-state is

reached when the droplet’s loss of gravitational potential energy is balanced by

viscous dissipation near the zone where the droplet is in contact with the surface.

We extended this model in chapter 5 to consider dissipation due by sliding and

contact line friction, and in simulations the motion of small drops on high-slip

surfaces was found to be dominated by dissipation due to contact line friction.

However, in this case, we only considered motion along the primary axes of our

surface patterns, allowing friction at the contact line to be described by two scalar

effective contact line friction parameters ζ‖ and ζ⊥. The purpose of this chapter is

to consider anisotropic surface patterns where a scalar ζ may no longer appropriate,

much as was found to be the case for slip and as is known to be the case for dry

friction [173].
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Recent treatments of the microscopic mechanisms for contact line friction

consider dissipation through the change in surface area following depinning [113],

through the formation and rupture of capillary bridges at pinning sites [114], or

through activated molecular motion at the contact line as described by Molecular

Kinetic Theory [174]. While it is widely acknowledged that both hydrodynamic

and molecular kinetic mechanisms do not individually describe the dynamics of

the contact line in full [175, 83, 176, 177], these models all suggest that contact

line friction on anisotropic surfaces might also be anisotropic. As such, an effective

contact line friction scalar parameter ζ would then need to be replaced by a more

complex object describing this anisotropy.

Even though the microscopic mechanisms of contact line friction might remain

inaccessible, we can measure the effects of an effective contact line friction tensor on

larger length-scales in the same manner as effective slip lengths. In the following

sections, we investigate a simple model of anisotropic contact line friction and

predict the effect on the motion for drops on high-slip surfaces with anisotropic

texturing for arbitrary driving directions, focusing our attention on the orthotropic

case. The model describes the steady-state direction of motion via a simple force

balance and the resulting steady-state velocity using energetic methods. These

expressions are then compared with Molecular Dynamics (MD) simulations to

general agreement, where we conclude that both anisotropic contact line friction

and interfacial friction are likely to play a role. As these two effects scale with

contact perimeter and area respectively, it suggests that anisotropic surfaces could

be useful in microfluidic devices where surface patterns could potentially be used

to separate or sort droplets by size.

6.3 Theory

We consider a droplet on a textured superhydrophobic surface, with a radius far

enough below the capillary length that it can be described as a spherical cap,

but sufficiently large relative to the surface patterning for effective slip-length and

contact line friction parameters to be appropriate. The surface is tilted at an angle

α to the surface normal ®n, with the droplet being driven down the surface by the

component of the gravitational force ®д directed parallel to the surface, labelled ®дp,

such that |дp | = |д | sin (α).
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As seen in Chapter 5, three different energy dissipation mechanisms could

potentially determine the resulting droplet path and steady-state velocity. Viscous

dissipation occurs within the volume of fluid experiencing heightened shear rates

near the interfacial contact region, and is determined by the fluid viscosity µ.

Frictional dissipation at the contact region is directly related to interfacial slip

and so, with increasing slip, frictional dissipation will also play a growing role.

This frictional dissipation parameter k1 is related to the effective ‘slip length’

parameter b seen in equation 2.10 by the equation k = µ/b. Finally, on high-slip

patterned surfaces with a high number of pinning sites available, it is possible

for contact line friction (parameterised by ζ ) to dominate the viscous dissipation

that usually dictates droplet motion[34, 48]. The case of an effectively isotropic

surface associated with a scalar contact-line friction parameter was investigated

in Chapter 5.

While viscous dissipation is related to a fluid property (the viscosity µ) that is

assumed for simple fluids to be isotropic, both frictional dissipation and contact

line dissipation are determined by parameters (k and ζ respectively) that are

surface-dependent and so reflect the anisotropy of the surface they are associated

with. For surfaces with preferred directions of interfacial fluid motion, it may be

necessary to replace the scalar contact-line friction parameter ζ with a tensorial

quantity ζ ij , and the scalar interfacial friction parameter k with an interfacial

friction tensor kij (such that kij = µb
−1
ij ). These tensors are defined at the contact

line and the fluid-surface interface respectively, acting in the tangent plane of the

surface to characterise the resistance to motion of the contact line and the contact

area exerted by the fluid’s interaction with the surface.

Given the pair of contact line friction and interfacial friction tensors associated

with a particular surface and fluid, we can determine scaling expressions for the

components of the friction force acting on the drop by integrating the contact line

and interfacial friction forces over the relevant regions, which are again related to

the contact area radius l ∼ R2

κ−1
(where κ−1 =

√
γ
ρд is the capillary length)[99]. Again,

throughout this chapter, the sign ‘∼’ indicates the neglect of leading constant

coefficients determined by geometry.

In the case of contact line friction, the total force F c opposing the motion of

1Working with the interfacial friction k rather than its inverse, the slip length b, is purely
a pragmatic choice to simplify our derivations. We will reintroduce slip lengths into our final
results in order to compare with Chapter 5.
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the drop is determined by the velocity of the contact line (which we assume to

match the center of mass velocity of the droplet ®U at steady state) and the contact

line friction tensor ζ . Integrating over the contact line C, with a total length of∫
C
ds ∼ l , the contact line friction force is given by

F ci = −

∫
C
ζ ijUjds ∼ −lζ ijUj . (6.1)

Similarly, the interfacial friction force F s is determined by the velocity of

the droplet at the fluid-surface interface, given by the slip velocity U s , and the

interfacial friction tensor k. Integrating over the interfacial area A, with
∫
A
dA ∼ l2,

we can produce a similar expression for the interfacial friction force Fs :

F si = −

∫
A
kijU

s
j dA ∼ −l

2kijU
s
j . (6.2)

In the case where slip is signficant and the droplet mostly slides, so thatU ≈ U s ,

the sum of these two forces gives the total force acting on the droplet to oppose

its gravitational weight force:

(F c + F s)i ∼ −πl
(
2ζ ij + alkij

)
U s
j , (6.3)

where a represents a geometric factor. When summing the two contributions to

the total resistive force acting on the droplet, we must acknowledge the possible

difference in the constant coefficients between the contact line friction and inter-

facial friction terms. This difference is captured in the constant a, which can be

interpreted as the ratio of the two constant coefficients.

We also know that at the drop’s steady-state velocity, the total force acting on

the droplet is zero, and so the component of the gravitational force acting parallel

to the surface on the droplet is cancelled by the friction force opposing the motion

of the droplet. Without an isotropic contact line friction parameter, there is no

guarantee that the droplet will travel in the same direction as the gravitational

force acting on it. The gravitational force acting on the droplet, directed at an

angle of θ from ê⊥, is given by

®Fд ∼ ρR
3 ®дp .
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For the sake of simplifying the following expressions, we will use the ‘maximum

entry’ norm (where the ‘norm’ ‖A‖ of a second-rank tensor A in a given coordinate

basis is defined to be ‖A‖ = maxi,j{Aij}) so that ‖k ‖ = maxi,j{kij}. This allows

us to decompose the various tensors, given a particular coordinate basis, into the

product of a scalar coefficient containing the necessary dimensional information and

a dimensionless matrix indicating the amount of friction/slip in the two primary

basis directions. Using this norm, we now define kij = ‖k ‖k̂ij .

Given the sum of forces Fc + Fs + Fд = 0 at steady state, we can introduce

ζ = ‖ζ ‖ζ̂ and l ∼ R2

κ−1
to find that the full force balance looks like:

R3ρ ®д
p
i ∼l

(
ζ ij + al ‖k ‖k̂ij

)
U s
j

∼
‖ζ ‖R2

κ−1

(
ζ̂ ij +

a‖k ‖R2

‖ζ ‖κ−1
k̂ij

)
U s
j . (6.4)

The elements of ζ̂ ij and k̂ij ∼ O(1), so in order to determine the relative importance

of the two terms above, we need to consider whether the magnitude of the coefficient
‖k ‖R2

κ−1‖ζ ‖
is smaller than O(1) (contact line friction dominates), is ∼ O(1) (both contact

line and interfacial friction play a role) or is greater than O(1) (interfacial friction

dominates). This coefficient is easier to understand by reintroducing the minimum

slip length bmin, so that ‖k ‖/‖ζ ‖ = (1/bmin)(µ/‖ζ ‖). We are considering a high

slip droplet regime where bmin,κ
−1 > R, and having seen from previous work that

µ/ζ ∼ O(10−1) for water on PTFE[112], we expect that the interfacial friction term

is generally negligible on high-slip surfaces, with the associated coefficient being

less than O(10−1) for the majority of droplet radii R. The interfacial term begins

to modify the expected dynamics only once R ≈ κ−1 and bmin, corresponding to

R ≈ µ/‖k ‖.

In cases where bmin < κ
−1, interfacial friction might become appreciably large

and find itself on equal footing with contact line friction, but this might also stray

into territory where viscous dissipation becomes appreciably large and begins to

dominate the motion again. We will avoid this case by restricting ourselves to the

high-slip case where contact line friction dominates and is only modified by the

growing importance of interfacial friction at large radii R.

With this in mind, we can look at limiting cases where contact line friction and

interfacial friction dominate the motion respectively. In the case of contact line

friction, which we expect to dominate for smaller R, the force balance simplifies
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to:

R3ρ ®д
p
i ∼

π ‖ζ ‖R2

κ−1
ζ̂ ijU

s
j (6.5)

The components of the droplet’s sliding velocity can be related to the nor-

malised elements of the projection of ®д, given by д̂p = дp/|д |, as follows:

U s
j ∼

γR

‖ζ ‖κ−1
ζ̂
−1
ij д̂

p
i . (6.6)

This echoes our previous result for contact line friction, seen in equation 5.22

Similarly, in the ‘large drop’ limit where R ≈ κ−1 and bmin such that interfacial

friction dominates, the force balance is given by:

R3ρд
p
i ∼
‖k ‖R4

κ−2
k̂ijU

s
j , (6.7)

resulting in the components of the velocity vector being given by

U s
j ∼

γ

‖k ‖R
k̂
−1

ij д̂
p
i ∼

γ

µR
bijд̂

p
i . (6.8)

Again, this looks like equation 5.20 as seen in the previous chapter.

For a simple case where such a description is necessary, let us consider the ridged

surface investigated in Chapter 5. Given the reflective symmetries of the surface

(as discussed in section 5.4), such a surface should exhibit orthotropic friction[173],

meaning that we can choose a coordinate basis to match our parallel/perpendicular

distinction from the previous chapter, where one of the axes is aligned to the ridges

via an appropriate rotation (which we label ê‖) and the other orthogonal axis is

perpendicular to the ridges (labelled ê⊥). With this choice, the eigenvectors of our

friction tensors align with the axes of our coordinate system and the tensors are

diagonalised. The results of this diagonalisation can be seen in figure 6.1, where

the components of the friction force acting on a droplet moving with velocity U are

aligned with the (ê‖, ê⊥) basis vectors. The assumption that ζ and k are tensorial,

so that such a diagonalisation is possible, is reasonable but requires testing to

justify.

The result of this assumption is that fluid travelling in the ê⊥ direction ex-

periences friction along the ê⊥ axis, and similarly along the ê‖ axis. This choice

produces the parameters ζ⊥ and ζ‖ from chapter 5 on the diagonal, and results in
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Figure 6.1: A droplet moving across the ridged surface, with center-of-mass ve-
locity U , experiences contact line friction. By choosing the (ê‖, ê⊥) basis, this
friction force can be decomposed into components which align with the k‖ and
k⊥ components of the friction tensor. The velocity U is directed at an angle φ to
the ê⊥ direction, while the driving force д ≡ ®дp is directed at an angle θ to the ê⊥
direction.

a contact line friction tensor ζ given by

ζ = ‖ζ ‖ζ̂ = ζ⊥

[
1 0

0
ζ ‖
ζ⊥

]
(6.9)

This construction can be compared with the interfacial friction tensor k which,

for grooved surfaces, can be similarly diagonalised by the same choice of axes to

produce (as first introduced in section 2.14, and further discussed in [21])

k =

[
k⊥ 0

0 k‖

]
= k⊥

[
1 0

0 1/2

]
(6.10)

In this basis, our projected gravitational force ®дp has elements ®д
p
⊥ = ®д · ê⊥ and

®д
p
‖
= ®д · ê‖. These components are given by

®дp = |д | sin (α)

[
cos (θ )

sin (θ )

]
(6.11)
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With this choice made, we can estimate both the direction of travel taken by

the droplet and its steady-state speed along the surface. To find the direction of

travel, parameterised by the angle φ between the path taken by the drop and the

ê⊥ direction, we consider the ratio of the parallel and perpendicular components

of the components of the velocity ®U s . The forms of the contact line friction tensor

ζ and interfacial friction tensor k determined by this type of surface also result in

the full force balance seen in 6.4 being diagonalised. We can obtain the droplet

velocity in the general case by inverting the term multiplying U s
j . Doing so results

in the components of the droplet velocity being given by:

U s
j ∼ γR sin (α)

[
cos (θ )

ζ⊥κ−1 + ak⊥R2
,

sin (θ )

ζ‖κ−1 + ak‖R2

]
. (6.12)

Taking the ratio of the parallel and perpendicular components of U s , we find

that the direction of motion φ seen in Figure 6.1 is given by:

tan(φ) =

(
ζ⊥κ

−1 + ak⊥R
2

ζ‖κ−1 + ak‖R2

)
tan(θ ) ≡ χ (R) tan(θ ), (6.13)

where χ (R) is introduced to represent the ratio of parameters, varying with droplet

radius R, that relate the driving angle θ to the direction of motion φ.

Similar expressions for the direction of motion in the contact-line-dominated

and interfacial friction-dominated limits of the force balance can be seen as limits

of this expression, where the interfacial friction parameters k⊥ and k‖, tend to 0 or

grow much larger that the corresponding contact line friction parameters ζ⊥ and

ζ‖ respectively.

From the same result of equation 6.12, we can find the speed |U | of the droplet.

With our choice of basis, the components of the velocity vector can be added in

quadrature. Once the square root is taken, the final expression for the droplet

speed |U | is given by

U ∼ γR sin (α)

√√
cos2 (θ )(

ζ⊥κ−1 + ak⊥R2
)2
+

sin2 (θ )(
ζ‖κ−1 + ak‖R2

)2
(6.14)

Again, the cases where contact line friction and interfacial friction dominate can

be seen as limits of this expression.
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Figure 6.2: The driving force ®д is still directed at an angle of α = π/18 from the
surface normal, as used in Chapter 5 and shown in the left-hand panel. How-
ever, the horizontal component ®дp is directed over a variety of angles from the
perpendicular axis, with angles θ = 0,π/6,π/4,π/3 and π/2.

Importantly, this result recovers the theory developed in Chapter 5 when θ is

set equal either to 0 or π/2, with the interfacial slip and contact line friction cases

appearing when ζ and k are set equal to 0 respectively. The isotropic case is also

recovered when the parallel and perpendicular components are set equal to each

other for both of the two friction tensors.

6.4 Simulation Methodology

As with Chapter 5, the molecular dynamics simulations of droplets on our ridged

surfaces were carried out as described in Appendix M. However, there are two

significant changes from the previous chapter are worth emphasising.

Firstly, the horizontal component of the applied body force д was varied in

order to adjust the driving angle θ . While the angle α between д and the surface

normal remained 10◦ (= π/18), the horizontal component was directed at angles of

θ = 0,π/6,π/4,π/3 and π/2 from the perpendicular, ê⊥ axis as seen in figure 6.2.

Secondly, introducing a varying driving angle prevented the re-use of the Langevin

thermostat, as it was no longer possible to select a consistent axis for controlling

the temperature without affecting momentum transport within the droplet. As

a consequence, the temperature was instead controlled by a Dissipative Particle

Dynamics (DPD) thermostat [178, 139] applied to all fluid particles with a set

temperature of T = 1.1ϵk−1
B .
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Figure 6.3: Time series data for the direction taken by moving droplets of radius
R = 18σ as determined by tan (φ) = U‖/U⊥, indicated by solid lines, is compared
with the gravitational driving angle θ , indicated by dashed lines. For driving angles
between the two primary axes of the surface pattern, the direction of motion of
the drops does not coincide with the driving direction.

Using a different thermostat can, in principle, alter the viscosity of the fluid

being investigated. As such, the viscosity was obtained for the DPD-thermostatted

fluid using the method described in section 4.4 for the Langevin thermostat. While

too few data points were recovered from the Green-Kubo data to allow for fitting,

Mean-Squared-Displacement measurements suggested a viscosity µ = 16 ± 5ϵτσ−3

at a temperature of 1.1ϵk−1
B (equal to a viscosity of 9 ± 3ϵLLτσ

−3 at the reduced

temperature of T ∗ = 0.63ϵLLk
−1
B ), comparable to the figure quoted in section 4.4.

6.5 Results

We are interested in whether the assumption from Section 6.3 that ζ and k are

tensorial is justified by the data, and whether the expressions shown in equations

6.13 and 6.14 match our results when examined more closely. We will focus on

the first of these for much of this section, before considering the second closer to

the end.

Figure 6.3 shows the direction of travel φ as a function of time for the five
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Figure 6.4: Time series of droplets with radii of R = 18σ are compared for different
gravitational driving angles, with θ = 0,π/4 and π/2. Fairly consistent droplet
speeds are observed, with no obvious slip-stick motion occuring.

driving angles (θ = 0,π/6,π/4,π/3 and π/2). Time-series data for the direction

of travel can be observed in figure 6.3. As expected, the direction of motion for

the drops does not match the driving direction unless the droplet is driven along

the two primary axes. The direction taken by the drops is skewed towards the

direction parallel to the surface ridges (towards φ = π/2). The direction of motion

is observed to be fixed, with little variation about the mean direction of travel

over 106τ . Similarly, time-series data for the droplet velocities, as seen in Figure

6.4, show the steady-state droplet speeds. In Section 5.6, we saw that contact line

friction in the parallel direction was weaker than in the perpendicular direction,

with ζ‖/ζ⊥ ' 0.71 at R = 10σ . The data here shows that droplets travelling in the

parallel direction exhibit higher average speeds as a consequence of being subject

to less contact line friction.

As expected from Equation 6.13, Figure 6.5 demonstrates the proportionality

of tan (φ) and tan (θ ). Linear trends are roughly observed for all of the simulated

droplet sizes, suggesting that the two quantities are proportional. Equation 6.13

also suggests that the slope of each line, given by the function χ (R), should also

depend on droplet radius. Again, this is observed in the simulated data, with

larger droplets exhibiting larger slopes, representing larger deviations from the

driving direction. This evidence suggests that the tensorial approach is justified.
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Figure 6.5: The driving angle θ and direction of travel φ are compared for a
range of droplet sizes, with θ = π/2 data omitted. Larger droplets are more
heavily influenced by the surface patterning, with all travelling more towards the
ê‖ direction than the driving angle θ would otherwise dictate. Dashed, linear fits
to each set of data are also presented to emphasise the linear relationship between
the two directions, as expected by equation 6.13, suggesting that the tensorial
approach is reasonable.

Figure 6.6: The direction taken by moving droplets of various sizes (as measured
via tan (φ) = U (θ )‖/U (θ )⊥) is compared with the gravitational driving angle θ and

the calculated value θcalc . = tan−1
(
|U (0)|U ‖
|U (π/2)|U⊥

)
given by Eq. 6.13. The ratio of the

relevant friction parameters are determined by the ratio of the drop velocities at
θ = 0 and π/2 for each droplet.
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While the previous paragraph provides evidence of tensorial behaviour, we

can solidify this conclusion by determining that droplet motion data for extreme

driving angles is sufficient knowledge to predict motion at intermediate angles.

To proceed, we will set χ (R) = U (π/2)/U (0), so that the relationship between the

driving angle θ and direction of motion φ is determined purely by information

gathered from droplet motion along the primary axes of the surface patterning as

was completed in chapter 5. Given that the direction of motion of any particular

droplet is determined by the ratio of the components of the droplet’s velocity(
tan (φ) =

U ‖
U⊥

)
, equation 6.13 can be rewritten to ‘estimate’ the driving angle from

the resulting droplet motion, to check for consistency:

θ = tan−1

(
|U (0)|U‖

|U (π/2)|U⊥

)
. (6.15)

Figure 6.6 uses equation 6.15 to estimate the driving direction θcalc . from the

average droplet velocity direction
U ‖
U⊥

, scaled by the value of χ (R) associated with

each droplet size, for a range of droplet radii up to the capillary length κ−1 ∼ 24σ .

This calculated data is compared to the true driving angle θactual. Strong agreement

is observed. This suggests that the direction taken by drops acted upon by driving

forces in arbitrary directions can be successfully determined by knowing the results

of droplet motion along the primary axes of orthotropic surfaces, further evidence

that our diagonalised tensorial model might be appropriate for describing droplet

motion. As a consequence, intermediate velocities for droplets of a particular

radius can be calculated from their motion along the primary axes once the relevant

velocities are substituted into equation 6.14:

U (θ ) =

√
U (0)2 cos2 (θ ) +U (π/2)2 sin2 (θ ). (6.16)

The predictions of droplet speeds for intermediate driving angles using equation

6.16 are compared against collected data in figure 6.7. The strong agreement

between the predicted speeds and those found in simulations emphasises the value

of the tensorial approach for predicting droplet speed on the ridged surface. Some

variability is seen in the droplet data when compared with this prediction, partic-

ularly for small radii where the direction taken by the droplets is more erratic due

to their small size. Nevertheless, knowledge of droplet motion along the primary

axes appears to be sufficient to predict droplet motion for intermediate driving

angles.

In Chapter 5, we studied U (R) in both the parallel and perpendicular directions
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Figure 6.7: Droplet speeds U are shown as a function of driving angle θ for the
variety of droplet radii R examined. Fits calculated using equation 6.16, with
strong agreement between the fits and data suggesting the predictive value of the
tensorial approach for determining droplet speeds.

on our ridged surface. Combining Equation 6.16 with Equation 5.22 or Equation

6.6 determining U (R) for the two ridge orientations discussed in chapter 5, we

are equipped to predict the speed of droplets for any driving angle on our ridged

surfaces. As an illustration, fits using Equation 6.6, which deliberately ignore the

impact of corrections of order Rb−1, are compared with normalised droplet data

in Figure 6.8. As seen in Chapter 5, while droplets driven in the parallel direction

match the linear fit well, droplets driven in the perpendicular direction deviate

from the linear expectation at higher values of R, as interfacial and viscous effects

of order Rb−1 become important.

While these results describe expected droplet speeds, we can also understand

how the direction taken by these droplets varies with droplet size. Using χ (R) =
tan (φ)
tan (θ ) , we can inspect how the relationship between the direction of motion (given

by φ) relates to the driving angle θ as we increase droplet size. Figure 6.9 displays

χ (R) as calculated from our simulation data for the range of droplet sizes examined.

χ changes with droplet size and, interestingly, is linear over the full range of

R investigated here. This result suggests that while droplets driven along the

primary axes travel in those directions regardless of size, it is a different story

for intermediate angles where droplets of different sizes take different paths in
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Figure 6.8: Droplet velocities U , normalised relative to velocity of droplets with
R = 16σ , are presented along with the relevant predictions based on equation
6.14. The normalised velocity predictions barely differ, correctly matching the
observed data at low radii, but not predicting the deviation of velocities observed
for droplets driven in the perpendicular direction for large radii.

addition to exhibiting increasing speeds. This observation could motivate the use

of high-slip patterned surfaces to passively sort droplets in terms of size, as both

droplet speeds and paths taken depend on droplet radius. Driving droplets of

different sizes at an angle of pi/4 to the ridges of a patterned surface, we would see

the droplets travel in slightly different directions, with larger droplets travelling

in the parallel direction to a greater degree that smaller droplets.

6.6 Discussion

Two key points present themselves. The first is that the direction of motion of

the droplet appears to be well described by a simple force balance if we assume

a tensorial description of contact line friction. On a ridged surface, such a con-

tact line friction tensor ζ could be diagonalised with two eigenvalues ζ‖ and ζ⊥

representing contact line friction parameters for the parallel and perpendicular

directions respectively. As a consequence, knowing the droplet velocity results for

motion of drops along the two primary axes is sufficient to determine the direction
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Figure 6.9: Estimates of the ratio χ (R) =
ζ⊥κ

−1+ak⊥R
2

ζ ‖κ−1+ak ‖R2
are calculated for each droplet

radius R by two methods. χ (R) is observed to increase linearly with R. The key
estimate is provided by the ratio of the droplet velocities U along the two axes of
the surface, U (π/2)/U (0). This compares favourably with the estimate provided
by directly averaging the ratio tan (φ)/tan (θ ), albeit with less consistency for the
smallest drops. The fitted line (in black) is given by χ (R) = 1.21 + 0.0629R.

of motion for droplets driven in arbitrary directions. The second point is that

the direction taken by the droplet is not purely a function of the surface and the

driving angle, but changes with droplet size. This observation might motivate the

use of these patterned surfaces for passive tasks such as droplet sorting.

It is also worth noting that our results appear to be adequately explained using

the contact line friction model, following from our identification of its importance in

Chapter 5, with the influence of interfacial friction difficult to determine. However,

as a consequence of the contact line friction model (assuming constant contact

line friction parameters), the theory presented here (Equation 6.14) suggests that

normalising the droplet velocities with respect to the velocities at R = 16σ (as

is seen in Figure 6.8) should remove all angular dependence from the resulting

motion, resulting in the data collapsing onto a single line. The fact that this

doesn’t happen implies that further corrections are required for Equation 6.6 that

differ for the two primary axes and introduce further angular dependence. In

particular, from Figure 5.11 in Chapter 5, we saw that b‖ > b⊥. Consequently

R/b⊥ > R/b‖, and so we should expect corrections of order R/b⊥ to affect droplet

motion in the perpendicular direction before corrections of order R/b‖ become
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necessary in the parallel direction.

While the work here using anisotropic contact line friction is new, anisotropic

slip has been considered before in the particular case of grooved surfaces. In

these cases, anisotropic slip is also introduced through a 2 × 2 tensor, diagonal

in the perpendicular/parallel-to-grooves basis, with eigenvalues representing b‖

and b⊥ [19, 20]. These analyses focus on bulk flows where contact lines are

negligible when compared to interfacial slip. The key distinction for our case is

that while anisotropic slip is obviously applicable for bulk flows, for systems with

significant contact lines such as small drops, the impact of contact line friction can

be underestimated and the effects of slip overestimated if we appeal exclusively

to the bulk flow results. Orthotropic slip lengths have been applied to analysis of

droplet impingement on grooved surfaces [22] before, using the result for ridges

where b‖ = 2b⊥ and deriving the general angle slip-length from this. In particular,

considering the results of Chapter 5, the influence of interfacial friction on the

steady state velocity of droplets appears to be negligible in the high-slip limit

where contact line friction dominates. Further, we doubt that these results can

be adequately explained by anisotropic slip, due to limited contact area between

drop and surface. For smaller drop sizes, the contact line scales faster than the

contact area, and we believe our droplet sizes are firmly in the small size regime

where contact line pinning dominates.

6.7 Conclusion

The theory developed in Section 6.3, where a contact line friction tensor has been

introduced to handle the motion of small droplets on anisotropic superhydrophobic

patterns surfaces, was compared with simulation data of droplets driven at different

angles across ridged surfaces. The results appear to validate the treatment of

the problem with a tensorial understanding of the interactions at the interface.

Under closer examination, the evolution of χ (R) suggested a size-dependence of

the dissipation, that differs in the ê‖ and ê⊥ directions.

.

The next chapter will focus its attention on pillared surfaces, comparing the

motion of droplets on both dry and liquid-infused variants to build intuition for
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how the introduction of a lubricating fluid affects the ensuing dynamics of the

drops and the relevance of the various dissipative mechanisms that have been

studied so far.
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Chapter 7

Droplet Motion on Dry and

Liquid-infused Pillared Surfaces

7.1 Background

In Chapters 5 and 6, we have focused our attention on dry, ridged superhydropho-

bic surfaces. These surfaces rely on droplet surface tension or an entrapped air

layer to support droplets in a Cassie-Baxter state. Droplet mobility benefits

significantly from the lowered attraction to the surface due to the reduced solid-

liquid contact area. However, this state of affairs is not necessarily stable. These

surfaces are susceptible to a Cassie Baxter-to-Wenzel transition, with droplets

displacing the air layer and penetrating the surface structure due to applied pres-

sure, thermodynamic instability or water vapour/condensation in the patterning

resulting in strongly-pinned immobile droplets. The surface structures forming

the superhydrophobic patterning are often also vulnerable to mechanical abrasion

or disruption, increasing droplet pinning and aiding transitions into the Wenzel

state[179]. Many of these weaknesses can be opposed by the introduction of a

carefully selected liquid in place of the usual air layer to prevent possible Wenzel

transitions.

Consequently, lubricant-infused surfaces (LIS) have seen growing interest in

the past decade. While this area was heralded by the development of surfaces

such as SLIPS (slippery liquid-infused porous surfaces) [29] and TLP (thin-layer

perfluorocarbon) [74] surfaces, much recent work has gone into developing a wide

123
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variety of lubricant-infused surfaces for industrial and commercial uses [180]. Many

of the common issues plaguing dry patterned surfaces, such as robustness to

abrasion and condensation, can be addressed by the introduction of a suitable

lubricating film. This lubricant fills the gaps in the surface patterning and supports

the droplet.

Many investigations have been focused on droplet interactions. Hierarchical

structures, with both micro- and nano-scale patterning, have been lubricant-infused

to produce water-harvesting surfaces that are robust to Wenzel-state issues that

usually afflict superhydrophobic condensation surfaces [181]. Lubricant-infused

channels have been used for transporting and sorting droplets, with confinement

assisted by lubricant-coating of the droplets [182], and other works have exploited

the liquid nature of the lubricant to control droplet positions using acoustic waves

directed through the lubricating film [183].

For a surface pattern of area fraction ϕ, with surface slip-length bs and lubricant

slip-length bl ,

beff =

(
ϕ

bs
+

1 − ϕ

bl

)−1

. (7.1)

The lubricant slip-length bl , when filled by air, is traditionally regarded to be

infinite, resulting in an effective slip-length governed by the area fraction and the

pattern material. In the case of introduced lubricants, such as oils, this slip length

is no longer zero. In this sense, the introduction of a lubricant sacrifices higher

slip-lengths for mechanical and thermodynamics robustness.

Having said this, the mobility and response to shear of this lubricant layer can

mimic high slip length materials, particularly for low viscosity lubricants and deep

patterns. Reports of significant drag reduction for fluids travelling across lubricant-

infused patterned surfaces have been announced [184]. Further suggestions have

been made that the suppression of fluid penetration of surface patterning, due to

the presence of the lubricating film, might prevent momentum transport into the

pattern and consequently make LIS appear more slippery than their unlubricated

rivals [185]. Importantly, experimental and numerical research that varied the

‘surface area fraction’ of the underlying surface pattern found that a ‘surface area

fraction’ gradient could drive droplet motion towards either positions of high or

low pattern density, depending on the choices of surface and lubricant material

[186]. These results suggest that choices of the underlying pattern and lubricant

are important and contribute significantly to the resulting motion of the fluids
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that travel on these surfaces.

The incorporation of an additional fluid phase into patterned surfaces naturally

raises the difficulty of analysing fluid motion on lubricant-infused surfaces. An

important distinction between these surfaces and their unlubricated alternatives

is the observed existence of a raised, annular ring of lubricant around the edges

of incident droplets, due to the competing surface tensions of the different fluids

[187]. Further research [188] has mentioned the possibility that viscous dissipation

within the lubricant ring itself might dominate the subsequent motion of these

droplets.

In this chapter, we will be simulating the motion of droplets on both dry and

lubricated pillared surfaces. The choice of pillars, rather than the ridges seen in

Chapters 5 and 6, is to avoid inhibiting the motion of the lubricant. Lubricant in

the channels of a ridged surface is constrained in the perpendicular direction and

free to move in the parallel direction. Pillared surfaces allow for unconstrained

motion of the lubricant in the directions of both the primary axes. As such,

pillared surfaces should not hide the effects of lubricant transport to the same

extent that ridged surfaces might. Direction along these primary axes should also

be equivalent due to the symmetry of the surface, so only motion along one of

these primary directions will need to be examined.

Firstly, we will examine droplets on dry pillared surfaces, in order to com-

pare their motion with the ridged surfaces presented in Chapters 5 and 6. The

same pillared surface will then have a lubricating film introduced to fill the sur-

face patterning, and additional simulations will be run to examine the effect on

steady-state droplet motion. The goal of these simulations is simply a qualitative

investigation into the interaction between the lubricant film and the travelling

droplets, in addition to a quantitative examination of how their steady-state ve-

locities change with increasing droplet radius. Importantly, we hope to determine

the distinguishing characteristics of a lubricant-infused surface as it related to a

comparable dry surface, and to make progress towards determining the relevant

mechanisms that might determine the steady-state droplet velocity.
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7.2 Simulation Methodology

All simulations were again performed as discussed in appendix M. These simu-

lations examine the motion of droplets on both dry and liquid-infused pillared

surfaces. The pillared surface can be seen in Figure 4.2. It consists of raised

posts, arranged in a square lattice with period L. The atoms comprising the posts

themselves were arranged in four layers of two particles, with the atoms occupying

opposing corners of a cube with side-length
√

2
2 in a tetrahedral fashion. The exact

dimensions are detailed in Section 4.2.

The lubricating film, when needed, was introduced by placing the lubricant

particles on cubic lattice points separated by distances of 1σ from each other.

While the selected lattice points stretched horizontally to cover the full width

of the simulation box in both the x and y directions, the thickness in the z

direction was limited to avoid both particle placement conflicts and the possibility

of overfilling the surface patterning. The space occupied by the pillars resulted in

only two layers of lubricant needing to be placed immediately above the top of the

surface patterning. These layers were introduced after removing vapor particles

in the lubricant placement region. The lubricant was then driven into the surface

patterning by a gravitational driving force, with the droplet remaining suspending

in midair until the lubricant layer had successfully filled the pattern.

The interactions between droplet, lubricant and surface particles were all mod-

eled using the Lennard-Jones 6-12 potential:

V (r ) = 4ϵ

[(σ
r

)12
−

(σ
r

)6
]
. (7.2)

Again, the droplet fluid interaction energy ϵLL = 1.75ϵ was left unadjusted.

The droplet-surface interaction energy ϵLS = 0.125ϵ was also kept constant. For

the simulations of droplets on pillared surfaces, produced for comparison with

the ridged surfaces presented in chapter 5, these values are sufficient. In addition

to these, our Liquid-Infused Surface simulations introduce an additional fluid

to represent the lubricant. As a consequence, we have several new interactions

involving this lubricating film (denoted F , and so relevant interaction energies for

the droplet-lubricant (ϵLF ), surface-lubricant (ϵSF ) and lubricant-lubricant (ϵFF )

interactions must be chosen.
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Berthelot mixing rules are usually appealed to when considering binary LJ

mixtures [148], with interaction energies between different materials being given

by the geometric mean of the individual material interaction energies so that

ϵAB =
√
ϵAAϵBB. In our case, however, the lubrication layer is intended to represent

some abstract immiscible layer. As a result, the interaction energies selected have

been chosen to prevent complete mixing of the droplet fluid and the lubricant.

This can be implemented by reducing the interaction energy between the two

materials to some fraction of the Berthelot value, so that[149]

ϵAB = ξ
√
ϵAAϵBB . (7.3)

This approach has been applied to adjust the miscibility of distinct LJ fluid phases

[149, 150], and while some mixing still occurs, this approach helps to suppress

miscibility without affecting the adhesion to the fluids to themselves or two other

phases such as the solid patterned surface below. In the case of the liquid-infused

surfaces modelled here, the surface-lubricant and lubricant-lubricant were selected

to possess the same value of ϵSF , ϵFF = 1.5ϵ. With the Berthelot reduction pa-

rameter ξ = 0.5, the droplet-lubricant interaction energy ϵLF was set equal to

ϵLF = 0.5
√

1.5 × 1.75 = 0.81ϵ . It should be noted that this interaction is more than

6 times stronger than the liquid-surface interaction energy originally investigated.

For our dry pillared surfaces, as was the case with the ridged surfaces, we expect

the droplets to remain quasi-spherical, and confirmed this with visual inspection of

the droplets. For the liquid-infused surfaces, though, the density and mobility of

the lubricant particles provided a greater contact area for the droplet than our dry

patterned surfaces. The adhesion of the droplet to the lubricant film resulted in

deformation of both the droplet and the underlying lubricant film. This additional

deformation is expected in order to balance the various surface energies[189].

The temperature was again controlled by a pair of Langevin thermostats [190]

applied to all fluid particles with a set temperature of 1.1 ϵk−1
B . For the droplet-fluid

particles, one thermostat was applied exclusively in the direction perpendicular

to the surface normal and the direction of the body force. The second thermostat

was applied to all lubricant particles at the same temperature and with the same

damping parameter, but was allowed to operate in all three directions.

The most significant methodological difference to previous chapters is the length

of time required for droplets on the lubricant-infused surface to reach steady-state,
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and the number of time-steps considered when obtaining droplet data. Position

and velocity data for particles were collected over 107 time-steps, as opposed to

the 106 time-steps required for dry surfaces, once droplets reached steady state

motion. Steady-state motion was generally arrived between 106 and 5 × 106 time

steps for the smallest and largest droplets respectively.

7.3 Dry Pillared Surface Results

In Chapter 5, we saw the possibility of three distinct mechanisms to dominate

energy dissipation and the subsequent motion of the droplets. Viscous dissipation,

interfacial friction and contact line friction are all distinct possibilities on high-slip

surfaces. In the same chapter we saw that on a ridged surface, contact line friction

was the dominant dissipation mechanism, and lead to droplet speeds U increasing

linearly with droplet size R.

Here we examine dry pillared surfaces. To provide a qualitative first look, a

typical MD frame is presented in Figure 7.1. This can be favourably compared

with the ridge case seen in Figure 5.3, presenting a similar shape and contact angle.

A noticeable vapour is seen to coexist with the liquid droplet. It should also be

noted that the contact areas of all droplets featured here bridge multiple rows of

pillars, suggesting that treatments in terms of an ‘effective’ slip length, as was the

case in Chapter 5, remain appropriate.

As in Chapter 5, more detailed information of the motion of the droplet fluid

can be observed through profiles of the droplet’s fluid velocity as a function of

height. The velocity profiles for a variety of droplet sizes are shown in Figure 7.2.

Again, the results are very similar to those of droplets on ridges seen in Figure

5.6. As before, we are able to observe both increasing average droplet speeds with

increasing droplet radius, in addition to the linear profile exhibited by the top

half of each droplet which indicates the presence of rolling-like motion. These

linear profiles do not intersect the origin if projected down to the pillared surface,

indicated the presence of a non-zero slip velocity.

The deviation of the velocity profile from the straight line exhibited further

from the surface indicates the lower fluid speed at the base of the droplet associated

with its deformation while in contact with this surface. As the droplets get larger
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Figure 7.1: A snapshot of an R = 16σ droplet travelling across a pillared super-
hydrophobic surface. The observed shape and contact angle match those of the
comparable droplet on a ridged superhydrophobic surface as seen in figure 5.3.

(for example, when comparing the R = 24σ results to the R = 16σ results), these

region of deformation expands, and the height up to which this deviation from

a linear velocity profile occurs also increases. All of these features are consistent

with the velocity profiles of droplets travelling on ridged surfaces.

Finally, it is worth considering the way the droplet velocity U and its compo-

nentsUs andUr (the sliding and rolling velocities respectively) scale with increasing

droplet radius R. This scaling can be seen in figure 7.3. While these velocities

are only observed for a small window of droplet radii from R = 16σ to 26σ , the

general observations match those seen in figure 5.7. As with the case of similar

ridged surfaces, the droplet center-of-mass velocity U is seen to increase, along

with the slip velocityUs , with increasing radius before reaching a plateau at around

R = 22 − 24σ . This velocity scaling with increasing droplet radius, combined with

the observation that the rolling velocity Ur is seen to remain constant or drop with

increasing droplet size, suggests that contact line friction remains the dominant

dissipation mechanism for our droplet. These results are consistent with chapter

5, with the plateauing velocity most likely indicating the onset of ‘puddling’ where

the droplet begins to lose its initial sphere-like shape.

It is worth noting that while the ridged and pillared surfaces exhibit similar

linear scaling with R, the centre-of-mass velocities for droplets on pillared surfaces

are larger, all else being equal. In Figure 5.7 we saw that, for droplets driven in the
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Figure 7.2: Velocity profiles are presented for droplets with initial radii of 16σ
(blue down-facing triangles), 20σ (red circles), and 24σ (yellow upwards-facing
triangles) in steady-state motion on a pillared surface with д = 1 × 10−3στ−2 and
ϵSL = 0.125ϵ. While the top halves of the profiles are fairly linear, indicating a
rolling motion, the lower halves of the profiles deviate from this linear trend as
the droplet radius increases. This effect of shear at the base of the droplet due to
deformation becomes more apparent with increasing size.

perpendicular direction, droplet speed increased up to a plateau of U = 0.195στ−1.

In figure 7.3 we instead see a peak velocity at the plateau of U = 0.225στ−1.

The difference is expected, given that our pillared surfaces have a lower surface-

area fraction ϕ exposes to contact with the droplet when compared to the ridged

surfaces, as shown in table 4.2.1. Droplets on the pillared and ridged surfaces

exhibited similar behaviour with respect to the body force until the radius of the

droplet approaches the capillary length. While this limit is outside the scope of

the models developed here, the difference in the magnitude of the velocity U and

the detail of how Us and Ur change at this extreme may be due to the anisotropy

of the ridged surface becoming more important as the droplet begins to puddle,

compared to the relative isotropy of the pillared surface.

All things considered, these results indicate that motion of drops on dry pillared

structure is effectively the same in terms of droplet shape, flow and steady-state

velocity as results from droplet driven in the perpendicular direction on ridged

structures first seen in chapter 5. The linear increase of U and Us and size indepen-

dence of Ur , in addition to the subsequent plateau, indicate that the dominance of

contact line friction at low R is slowly giving way to other dissipation mechanisms
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Figure 7.3: The velocities U of droplets of radii R = 16σ to 26σ , travelling across
a pillared surface, are presented in addition to their sliding and rolling velocity
components Us and Ur . The center-of-mass velocity U and slip velocity Us are seen
to rise with increasing droplet radius before plateauing. The rolling velocity Ur

stays consistent or drops with increasing droplet radius. These observations are
consistent with the results for droplets travelling across ridged surfaces as seen in
chapter 5.

as the droplet size increases and it begins to puddle. In the next section, the

pillared surface will be infused with an additional lubricant fluid, modifying the

shape and resulting flow of droplets.

7.4 Liquid-infused Surface Results

The introduction of a lubricant film penetrating the pillared surface structure

modifies in strength and nature of the interaction between the droplet and the

surface it moves across. While some of the essential features of interacting with

the surface pillars are expected to be upheld, the liquid nature of the lubricant

differs from the solid pillars in its ability to conform to the droplet, with the

competition of surface tensions allowing for further subtlety regarding the shape

of the interfacial surface and the corresponding avenues of energy dissipation.

An example frame from a typical simulation is shown in Figure 7.4. The in-
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troduction of an additional liquid phase results in a more complicated scenario

than the cases of the dry ridged and pillared surfaces of Chapters 5 and 6 and

Section 7.3. The top panel presents the full simulated frame featuring both lu-

bricant particles and droplet particles. A thick lubricating film fills the surface

pattern and covers the tops of the posts, while some lubricant particles form the

surrounding atmosphere in conjunction with the usual droplet-fluid vapour. The

most immediate difference when we compare Figure 7.4 to Figure 7.1 is the change

in contact angle. While droplets on both the dry pillars and the dry ridges seen

in Figure 5.3 exhibit large contact angles of θc ∼ 160◦, the contact angle of the

drop on the lubricated surface is much smaller. The contact angle at the top of

the pillars is θc ∼ 135◦, and is reduced by the attractive presence of the lubricant.

The high proportion of lubricant particles in the vapour is a consequence of

the lack of a significant atmosphere to suppress the evaporation of the lubricant.

The additional species of vapour particles also appears to reduce the total mass

of droplet particles existing in the surrounding vapour, which might be expected

to alter the nature of the collective drag exerted by the atmospheric vapour on

the droplet. However, due to the low speed of the droplet, this effect is expected

to be minimal. While we’ve chosen our lubricant-droplet interaction parameters

to promote the immiscibility of the two fluids, this isn’t entirely possible. Some

lubricant particles are seen to have made their way inside the drop, and some

droplet particles have ventured into the lubricating layer. The presence of the

lubrication particles in the vapour can distract from the nature of the droplet,

and so the bottom panel presents the same frame with the lubricant particles

hidden from view. While the droplet vapour has apparently been suppressed to

an extent by the presence of the lubricant particles, this panel demonstrates that

little mixing of droplet particles into the lubricant film has occurred. The droplet

clearly wets the lubricating film to a far greater degree than the dry post surface

seen in Figure 7.1, with a correspondingly lower (albeit still hydrophobic) contact

angle. The rest of the droplet still appears to exhibit the typical spherical cap

shape expected of droplets on hydrophobic surfaces, and resembles experimental

and computational observations seen in the literature [191].

We can look at the shape of the lubricating film’s surface to see how the presence

of the droplet deforms the film. In Figure 7.5, the surface of the lubricating

film has been reconstructed by linearly interpolating between the centers of the

particles that form the interface between the lubricating film and the surrounding

atmosphere and droplet. Figure 7.5 simply presents a slice of the lubricant surface,
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Figure 7.4: A snapshot of a droplet travelling across a lubricant-infused pillared
surface, as determined by molecular dynamics. The top square presents a sideview
of the entire system, with droplet particles shown in blue and lubricant particles
shown in orange, atop the dark grey substrate. The bottom square hides the
lubricant particles, to demonstrate both the inability of the droplet to penetrate
the surface structure and to highlight the greatly-increased surface area of the
droplet in contact with the lubricant/patterned surface.

selected from the plane passing through the center of mass of the droplet at right

angles to the direction of motion and parallel to the y-axis. The most significant

aspect of the lubricant’s surface is its conformation to the droplet. The lubricant

surface can be seen to follow a simple concave arc over the distance where the

lubricant is in contact with the droplet. The drop-off of the surface to either

side of the contact zone is not unexpected and is suggestive of the competition of

surface tensions at the contact line [192]. It has been suggested that this raised

annular ring of lubricant might be associated with up to three distinct contact lines
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[187], namely the droplet-lubricant-surface, air-droplet-lubricant and air-lubricant-

surface contact lines. There is also noticeable variation at a shorter lengthscale

across the entire surface. The peaks of these variations coincide with the locations

of pillars on the surface, and indicate the adhesion of the lubricant to the surface

pillars. As such, the interface does not simply follow the curve of the droplet’s

contact surface, but demonstrates much finer detail that conforms to the underlying

pattern, quite different to what might be expected of a water droplet sitting on

a thick lubricant film. The general appearance of this interface is consistent with

experimental observations of droplets on lubricant-infused surfaces [193].

Figure 7.5: The height of the lubricant surface immediately under the center-of-
mass of an R = 16σ droplet, as measured in the ê‖ − z plane. The conformation of
the lubricant surface to the droplet can be seen over a distance roughly equal to
the droplet diameter, with finer variations being due to lubricant adhesion to the
pillared surface.

Again, we can look at the velocity profiles for a range of droplet sizes and

compare these with the profiles seen in Figure 7.2 to get a sense of how the intro-

duction of our lubricant film changes the internal structure of the droplets relative

to the dry pillared case. The most immediate observation is that while droplets

on the dry pillared surface exhibit velocity profiles with increasing surface velocity

Us and increasing slope (corresponding to decreasing Ur ∼
∆u(z)
∆z ) as the droplet

radius R is raised, this trend is reversed for the droplets on the lubricated surface.

These droplets appear to have consistent slip speeds at the lubricant surface (at

z ≈ 3σ), but the profile slopes decrease noticeably with increasing droplet size,

indicating an increasing ‘rolling’ velocity. The ‘center-of-mass’ velocities approxi-

mated by the midpoint of each profile curve also increase with increasing droplet
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size. Another significant feature is the curvature of each velocity profile at low

heights close to the surface. Although difficult to see for the R = 12σ and 16σ

droplets, this curvature is indicative of the extent of droplet deformation due to

interaction with the lubricant. It should be noted that with a larger volume of

fluid, we would expect our results to trend towards the result for a gravity-driven

film [75], demonstrating a parabolic velocity profile with a zero-shear boundary

condition at the free surface. These velocity profiles appear to reflect that trend,

albeit with a non-zero slip velocity.

One point of note is that this figure provides an early indication of the signifi-

cance of thermal noise in our data due to the slow speeds of the droplets on these

lubricated surfaces, despite the increased number of data frames used for velocity

averaging. The velocities of the smallest droplets are particularly noisy, and it can

be difficult to determine trends with confidence. Fortunately, the largest droplets

are mostly immune to this due to their mass.

Figure 7.6: Velocity profiles for droplets of radius 12σ , 16σ , 20σ and 24σ , showing
the average droplet velocity U (z) at various heights z. While the profiles are
obscured slightly by thermal noise, their consistent slip velocities Us and the trend
of increasing ‘rolling velocities’ Ur with increasing radius (as indicated by the
decreasing slope of the profiles) remain noticeable.

A closer look at the internal flow within the lubricated droplets is seen in Figure

7.7, which presents ‘average velocity’ maps for droplets with radii 16σ , 20σ and

24σ . In each case, we can see the raw velocities on the left, and the velocities of the
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fluid elements relative to the center-of-mass of each droplet on the right. The raw

velocities demonstrate the velocity gradient and a small but non-zero slip velocity

Us at the base of the droplet. Otherwise we see that at each height within the

droplet, fluid within ∼ 5σ of the droplet’s surface deviates from horizontal motion

towards indicating rotational motion. By examining the same flow field with

the center-of-mass velocity subtracted, we can see the obvious rotational motion

occurring within the droplet. While the smallest droplet (seen in Figure 7.7a)

does not have an obvious center of rotation, the center of rotation becomes more

and more distinct with increasing droplet size. Particularly for the R = 20σ and

24σ droplets, we can see the motion within the droplet demonstrates two distinct

regions. One region, covering the top half of the droplet, is reminiscent of the

rotation seen in the droplets on ridged surfaces in Figure 5.5. The bottom region

is reminiscent of a plate-driven Couette flow or pressure-driven Poiseuille flow,

demonstrating velocities which appear to only depend on the distance from the

lubricated surface. This should be expected - Couette and Poiseuille flows possess

linear and parabolic velocity profiles respectively, and close to the surface, we are

essentially only seeing the first-order terms of the droplet’s velocity profile and so

don’t easily observe the parabolic deviation that would result from a gravity-driven

film. As the droplet’s radius grows and the droplet begins to puddle, we begin

to approximate the expected translational invariance of the velocity profile that

would be hallmarks of the Couette and Poiseuille cases.

Finally, the center of mass velocity, in addition to the slip velocity (and ’rolling

velocity’) can be determined. Surprisingly, the slip velocityUs is easier to determine

than the rolling velocity in this case. As the spherical approximation no longer

holds, prior theory is significantly less relevant and fitting rolling velocities Ur

to the top half of the droplet become difficult to justify. The slip velocity is

determined to be the average velocity of the droplet within 2σ of the pattern, and

and analogue of the rolling velocity Ur from before (here to be used as an indicator

of the discrepancy between U and Us) is given by Ur = U −Us . These values are

shown in Figure 7.8. While the data is noisy and potentially unreliable for radii

below ∼ 10σ , the center-of-mass droplet velocity U can be seen to increase linearly

with increasing radius R. This relationship matches our findings from Chapters

5 and 6 and the increase seen for the dry pillared surface in Section 7.3, despite

the introduction of a lubricant that adheres surprisingly strongly to the droplet.

However, the difference in the sliding and center-of-mass velocities, represented

by Ur , continues to grow with increasing droplet size while the sliding velocity

Us mostly plateaus for the range of radii examined, only slightly increasing as R
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Figure 7.7: A schematic of the internal flow within droplets of radii (a) 16σ , (b)
20σ and (c) 24σ are presented. Velocities are collected along the ê‖ direction in
2σ × 2σ ê⊥ − z bins before being averaged and presented. Velocities measured
relative to the surface are shown on the left, while velocities measured relative to
the droplet’s center of mass are shown on the right. In both cases, the lengths of
the velocities are normalised by the magnitude of the largest vector.

increases. This is the opposite of what was observed on dry patterned surfaces,

suggesting that sliding is inhibited to a greater degree on these surfaces than

rolling motion.
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Figure 7.8: The relationship between the center-of-mass droplet velocity U and
its radius R is presented, in addition to the slip velocity Us and an analogue of
the rolling velocity from prior chapters, Ur = U −Us . While Us remains relatively
constant across the range of droplet radii investigated, the droplet’s center-of-
mass velocity U increases in proportion to the droplet radius, suggesting that the
droplet’s rate of rotation continues to climb with increasing droplet size.

7.5 Discussion

The velocity data for droplets on dry pillared surfaces align fairly directly with the

ridged-surface results seen in chapter 5. The U vs R results present the same kind

of linear progression of the droplets’ center-of-mass and sliding velocities, U and

Us , with a plateau and subsequent drop in the rolling velocity Ur . Other features

such as the droplet shape and velocity profile are also directly comparable. It

seems likely that the same argument for contact line friction being the dominant

dissipation mechanism and dictating the motion of these droplets can be made

with similar accuracy. As such it appears that Equation 5.22 should describe the

speeds of small droplets on these dry pillared surfaces.

However, the introduction of a lubricant, as seen in section 7.4, produces results

which differ in key ways from both dry surfaces significantly. The most obvious

difference is the change in hydrophobicity, extending the size of the contact zone to

the point where the contact area radius ` ∼ R. This contact zone is distorted from

the naive expectation of a flat interface, and instead presents a curved surface to
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the lubricant layer. This is likely due to the competition of surface tensions and

the ability of the lubricating film to deform slightly to minimize both the surface

and gravitational potential energy of the system. The effects on both droplet shape

(with increasing impact as the droplet increases in size) and the internal flow were

observed with clarity.

As a consequence, the sliding velocity of droplets on these lubricant-infused

surfaces appears to weakly increase with droplet size (if at all) beyond a threshold

value ofUs ∼ 0.005στ−1, with the contribution of the ‘rolling velocity’Ur apparently

increasing to explain the increase in droplet velocity with droplet size. This

presumably indicates a greater proportion of rotation within the body of the

droplet, as a ‘rolling’ interpretation becomes less and less appropriate as the

droplets puddle with increasing size.

What these observations suggest about the dominant mechanism of dissipation

in these droplets is unclear. Droplet speeds on these lubricated surfaces still

increase with droplet size, and so are not well-described by viscous dissipation

as in the Mahadevan and Pomeau model [34]. The observations above might

be expected if we assume that the droplet acts more like a puddle due to its

attraction to the lubricant and resulting large contact area. In the puddle case,

droplet height would remain relatively constant so that the increase in droplet

mass and connected increase in gravitational driving force are proportional to the

contact area.

The emphasised contact area, combined with the concave shape and finer

distortions due to surface structure, might suggest that interfacial friction should

be the most significant mechanism for dissipation, as interfacial friction scales with

contact area. Indeed, in chapter 5, we noted that the interfacial friction mechanism

is capable of producing a linear relationship between droplet radius and steady

state velocity in the low-slip limit. When interfacial friction dominates in the low

slip limit, the Equation 5.20 reduces to

U =
γ sin (α)

µ

R

b
. (7.4)

By estimating the slip lengths for the data shown in Figure 7.8, we can investigate

whether the low-slip limit might hold. Figure 7.9 shows that the effective slip

length b, calculated using Equation 5.23 so that b = ( UUr
− 1)R, as a function of

radius. The slip lengths seen here are lower than those we saw in Figure 5.11,
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and they don’t increase linearly with R. Although these estimates come with a

reasonable amount of uncertainty, the slip lengths calculated here appear to center

around a constant value of b ∼ 10σ , so that R/b > 1 for the range of droplet

sizes investigated. This suggests that our droplet is moving in a low-slip regime,

and so interfacial friction (associated with Equation 7.4) is likely to be a better

description of droplet motion on these liquid-infused surfaces.

Figure 7.9: Effective slip lengths b are estimated from the drop slip and rolling
velocities (Us and Ur ) seen in Figure 7.8 using Equation 5.23. While the estimate
is variable, b appears to center on a value of b = 10.6σ , indicated by the black line,
that is mostly independent of size.

In figure 7.5, we noticed a raised ring of fluid around three-phase contact line,

due to the competition of surface tensions. It is possible that we might still be

seeing a form of contact line friction within the lubricant ring. This lubricant ring

might be associated with up to three distinct contact lines[187], which might all

play a role in energy dissipation to varying degrees. The appearance of ‘contact

line friction’ may be due to viscous dissipation within the ring of lubricating

film as it is dragged along by the droplet, as has been argued in a recent paper

[188]. It is not clear whether this mechanism would inhibit droplet sliding and

promote rolling-like motion to the extent observed in Section 7.4. Unfortunately,

determining the potential prevalence of this mechanism is a difficult problem, and

it would benefit from additional time being dedicated to detailed exploration.
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7.6 Conclusion

In this chapter, we compared the motion of droplets travelling along dry and

lubricated pillared surfaces. While droplets travelling on dry pillars were very

similar to those that travelled along dry ridges (as seen in chapter 5), in terms of

appearance, internal flow and the observed relationship between droplet velocity

and droplet size, the same could not be said for droplets exposed to the lubricated

variant of the same patterned surface.

Observation of droplets on the lubricated surface showed that the interaction

between the droplet and lubricant was a defining feature of the simulations. The

droplets flattened out to increase the contact area they shared with the lubricant

and adhering strongly to it. The general shape of the droplet and the shared

interface with the lubricant film imitated observations in the literature.

The speed of the droplets was much slower than past chapters for comparable

radii. A significant difference from prior chapters was the constancy of the slip

velocity Us , which plateaued at low radii, while the internal rotation within the

droplet, communicated via the ‘rolling velocity’ Ur , increased with increasing

droplet size. Despite the big difference in how aspects of internal flow changed with

increasing size, both the dry and lubricated pillared surfaces exhibited a linearly-

increasing relationship between the speed and radius of the droplets examined.

These results suggest that viscous dissipation is still not the dominant of

energy dissipation on these lubricant-infused surfaces, despite the slower speeds

and strong adhesion of the droplets to the lubricant film. While it is likely that

droplets on lubricated surfaces dissipate most of their energy through interfacial

friction, it is possible that contact line friction occurs within the raised lubricant

ring surrounding the droplets. Unfortunately, the lack of sphericity of the simulated

droplets implies that the theory developed in earlier chapters may no longer be

appropriate, and more work is required to investigate this outstanding issue.
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Chapter 8

Conclusions

This thesis was introduced by focusing both on the value of patterned surfaces as

a whole, and more specifically on the increasing importance of patterned, high-

slip surfaces. As we expanded on the theory and previous literature relevant to

high slip surfaces, before extending this knowledge to handle droplet motion on

patterned surfaces featuring anisotropic slip and lubrication, we focused ourselves

on approaching two outstanding questions:

• What are the mechanisms that determine the motion of droplets on high-slip

surfaces?

• How does the patterning and composition of the surface influence the motion

of droplets?

To this end, we presented a series of novel results and conclusions in chapters

5, 6 and 7. Chapter 5 identified contact-line friction as the dominant dissipation

mechanism on low-friction surfaces, chapter 6 observed and developed a model

to describe the effect of anisotropic patterning on droplet motion, and chapter 7

observed the effect of surface lubrication on the motion of droplets on patterned

surfaces.

The simulations produced for this thesis employed Molecular Dynamics (MD),

which we discussed in detail in chapter 3. This atomistic approach allowed us

to introduce and study the relevant dissipation mechanisms in an unbiased (and

noncircular) manner, and to handle our three-dimensional anisotropic surfaces

143
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without issue. The simulations required significant equilibriation times before

motion data could be collected, resulting in equilibriation stages of 105 to 106

timesteps for dry patterned surfaces and 107 to 2 × 107 timesteps for lubricated

surfaces, in addition to the 106 to 107 timesteps required for data colection.

Additionally, the use of MD necessitated additional work to determine relevant

fluid parameters. Before performing full simulations of droplets on our high-slip

patterned and liquid-infused surfaces, a variety of fluid and appropriate simulation

parameters needed to be determined using a series of independent simulations

and methods. In Chapter 4, we obtained a value for an appropriate simulation

temperature and demonstrated the liquid-like nature of simulated droplets at this

temperature. We then found values for the fluid density, viscosity and surface

tension.

While determinations of the fluid density, the surface tension and the appro-

priate temperature for our simulations were completed with common methods,

the droplet viscosity required more work. The finite size of our droplets biased

attempts at mean-square-displacement (MSD) measurements, and the supercooled

nature of the droplet made comparisons to bulk analogues difficult. Nevertheless,

a combination of MSD and Green-Kubo techniques was sufficient to identify a

liquid-like window in a post-quench bulk system prior to freezing and extract

relevant viscosities from the fluid.

In Chapter 5, we extended a previous model developed by Mahadevan and

Pomeau [34] in order to handle the steady-state motion of droplets on patterned

surfaces. Expressions for the steady state motion of droplets affected by interfacial

friction and contact line friction were developed, adding to a high-slip extension

of the original, viscous-dissipation-dominated model.

Subsequent molecular dynamics (MD) simulations investigated the scaling of

droplet velocity U relative to the droplet radius R, gravitational acceleration д and

interfacial attraction ϵ on high-slip ridged surfaces. It was only after considering

the scaling results associated with these three relationships that we were confident

in concluding that contact line friction was indeed the dominant mechanism for

energy dissipation for our droplets, and so dictated the ensuing droplet velocities

on these high-slip surfaces.

Building on the results of Chapter 5, we sought to extend these predictions to
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handle droplets driven along arbitrary directions on these ridged surfaces. The

adjustment to handle surface anisotropy was accomplished by introducing tensorial

forms of the contact line friction parameter ζ , in addition to an interfacial friction

tensor k previous identified in the literature as dual to the slip-length tensor b

Consequently, general expressions for the direction of motion and speed of

droplets on these surfaces were developed as a function of the driving angle. Sub-

sequent results justified our tensorial approach by demonstrating that knowledge of

droplet motion along the two primary axes of the surface was sufficient to predict

the motion along intermediate driving directions.

Further still, droplet motion data was applied to determine the relationship

between the contact line friction parameters associated with the orthogonal primary

axes of the surface. This relationship was combined with prior knowledge of

fluid/surface parameters to produce strong predictions of droplet speeds for a

range of droplet sizes, which accurately described the differing effects of various

directions on droplet speed associated with the growing relevance of non-contact

line friction dissipation mechanisms as the droplets grew.

Finally, to investigate the effects of surface lubrication on droplet motion,

we compared the motion of droplets on evacuated and lubricant-infused pillared

surfaces. This provided us with an opportunity to examine the structure of the

lubricant-droplet interface and internal flow of the droplet.

While the existence of the lubricant appeared to slow our droplets, both the

dry and lubricated surfaces exhibited the linear, U ∝ R scaling that we observed in

Chapter 5, suggesting that viscous dissipation was not the dominant mechanism

of energy dissipation in either case. The lubricant-droplet interface appeared quite

corrugated as a consequence of the attraction of the lubricant to both the surface

and the droplet. The attraction between the two fluids suggests that unlike the

dry pattern case, lubricant-infused surface is likely to exhibit interfacial-friction-

dominated motion, although some contact line friction may occur in the lubricant

ring around the droplet.
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Looking Ahead

While we made significant progress in determining the importance of contact line

friction on high-slip surfaces and developed a model capable of handling droplet

motion on anisotropic surfaces, various gaps in our understanding remain. These

gaps promise a wide variety of potential avenues for future research.

Our focus was fixed firmly on low-friction surfaces, and as a consequence

we didn’t consider the effect of adjusting the interaction between the surface and

droplet fluid in detail. By restricting our view to the high-slip limit, we were unable

to cover the transition from low-slip to high-slip. This evolution is interesting in its

own right, and even more so as laboratory designs of patterned surfaces continue

to push the slip-lengths of their designs into this extreme high-slip regime. As

an extension of this thesis, work on this aspect is easily achieved using the same

methodology. The largest hurdle is likely to be the expected adjustment of the

theory, or possibly a wider generalisation, capable of handling the crossover between

the possible dominant modes of dissipation and their various combinations.

As discussed in section 2.1, a wide class of patterned surfaces is being examined

experimentally to perform various functions [35, 168]. Of particular interest are

anisotropic designs promoting highly directed motion of droplets [194]. These

surfaces might be investigated within the same theoretic framework, although the

use of MD to investigate these designs might require more attention to appro-

priately handle the exact detail of these surfaces. A related extension, although

requiring separate development of the relevant theory, could investigate droplet

condensation and thermal transport involving droplets on these patterned surfaces

[38, 40, 41]. These aspects of the more general use of superhydrophobic surfaces

have been neglected in this work, but could be attempted in future investigations.

Liquid-infused superhydrophobic surfaces show tremendous promise and a wide

parameter space to explore, from lubricant/film thickness to the design of the

underlying pattern. It was observed in the course of this thesis that liquid-infused

surfaces are difficult to handle computationally with MD, an opinion that was also

shared privately with the author by other investigators. For example, phenomena

associated with droplets interacting with liquid-infused surfaces, such as the thin-

film lubricant ‘cloak’ that can form on the droplet due to the competition of surface

tensions [193, 195], can be inaccessible with MD methods if the fluids are too

coarsely-grained. A compounding problem is the significant additional computer
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time required to obtain results of comparable quality to dry patterned surfaces,

due to the additional particles in the lubricant, the slower speeds reached by the

droplets and the stronger interaction with the surface increasing the influence

of fluctuations on the motion of the droplets. This combination of observations

suggests that applying MD methods to lubricated surfaces might require more

deliberate planning to systematically map out parameter ranges of interest that

are computationally accessible.

All of these possibilities could use the work detailed in this thesis as a spring-

board towards wider practical applications. To echo the introduction, modifying

surfaces to tailor their various properties is a significant way to align a device with

its intended task. Concerns such as the generation of fresh drinking water [41, 196]

and drag reduction to promote energy-efficient logistics [38, 39] will remain with

us for the foreseeable future. Principles learned through this investigation and the

future work it might support will contribute to a future where surfaces designed

to precisely manipulate fluids are ubiquitous. One can hope that technologies

like these will help us support the well-being of people, and insulate us from the

difficulties our future might pose.
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Appendix A

Energy dissipation

The kinetic energy E of a fluid is given by the integral

E =
1

2

∫
V
ρ®u · ®udV (A.1)

where ρ is the fluid density and |u| represents the fluid’s speed at each point in

space.

Focusing on the kinetic energy per unit volume, e ≡ ∂E
∂V =

1
2ρ®u · ®u, we can

determine the rate of change of this quantity with respect to time using the

material derivative Dt ≡
∂
∂t +

∑
i ui ·

∂
∂xi

as follows:

de

dt
≡ Ûe =

1

2
ρDt (®u · ®u)

=ρ®u · Dt (®u)

=®u ·
(
−∇®p + µ∇2®u + ρ ®д

)
(A.2)

where the final line introduces the Navier-Stokes equations Dt (®u) = −∇®p+µ∇
2®u+ρ ®д

with pressure field p, viscosity µ and external body force ®д. For our droplets, ∇®p

is negligible and so can be ignored.

It can be verified that ®u · ∇2®u ≡ ∇ · (®u · ∇®u) − (∇®u)2, suggesting that the rate of

energy loss per unit volume Ûe is given by

Ûe = µ∇ · (®u · ∇®u) − µ(∇®u)2 + ρ®u · ®д
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The total rate of change of the kinetic energy ÛE is then

ÛE =

∫
V
ÛedV =

∫
µ∇ · (®u · ∇®u)dV −

∫
µ(∇®u)2dV +

∫
ρ®u · ®дdV

=

∫
S
µ ®u · ®n · ∇®udS −

∫
µ(∇®u)2dV +

∫
ρ®u · ®дdV , (A.3)

where the divergence theorem has been applied in the final step to produce an

intergral in terms of the surface S of the fluid volume V and the surface normal ®n.

In the case of our droplet at steady state, the rate of change of the kinetic

energy is ÛE = 0, and fluid flow across the surface of the droplet ®u · ®n = 0, resulting

in

ÛE = 0 = −

∫
µ(∇®u)2dV +

∫
ρ®u · ®дdV (A.4)

The first term gives the energy dissipated within the droplet, and the second term

gives the energy introduced to the system by gravity. The second term can be

directly evaluated to be
∫
ρ®u · ®дdV = ρV ®U · ®д, where ®U is the center-of-mass velocity

of the droplet. For a surface tilted by an angle α from horizontal, where the droplet

travelling down the slope only experiences a driving force of magnitude д sin (α),

the dot product ®U · ®д = дU sin (α) and so we find that for a droplet of radius R, the

energy balance amounts to∫
µ(∇®u)2dV ∼ ρдR3U sin (α) (A.5)
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The Lennard-Jones potential

The simple Lennard-Jones (LJ) interaction potential is often used as an inexpensive

way to calculate interactions between pairs of neutral atoms, molecules or more

coarsely-grained units separated by some distance r , and is given by

U (r ) = 4ϵ

((σ
r

)12
−

(σ
r

)6
)

(B.1)

where ϵ establishes the energy scale of the interaction and σ establishes the rele-

vant length scale. When using the LJ potential to describe interactions between

particles, it is common to use LJ units (formed from ϵ and σ , in addition to the

particle mass m) to describe measured quantities within the system[127]. A list of

frequently-used quantities and their Lennard-Jones equivalent units is provided in

table B.1.

Property Symbol LJ units
Length r σ
Energy E ϵ

Time t τ or
√

mσ2

ϵ

Mass m m or ϵτ 2σ−1

Temperature T ϵk−1
B

Density ρ mσ−3 or ϵτ 2σ−4

Force ρ mστ−2 or ϵσ−1

Surface Tension γ ϵσ−2

Viscosity µ ϵτσ−3

Table B.1: A table of useful quantities and their Lennard-Jones units

The LJ potential incorporates a short-range repulsive 1
r6

term associated with
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Figure B.1: The Lennard-Jones ‘12-6’ potential, with the depth ϵ and position
r = 21/6σ of the potential minimum indicated.

Pauli repulsion and a long-range attractive 1
r12

term associated with Van der Waals

forces - much of the value of this potential lies in the fact that it takes the form of

U ∝ x2−x , which can be computed with ease and allows for the simulation of large

assemblies of particles. However, that simplicity is a double-edged sword. With

only two adjustable parameters (ϵ and σ ), the accuracy to which the LJ potential

describes real interactions is limited. More importantly, the ‘12-6’ scaling of the

potential simply doesn’t replicate the variety of physical interactions and bonds

that exist.

The ultimate question is whether the relevant physics can be successfully

modelled without involving every existing interaction available to the particles, or

whether those mechanisms can be adequately captured by simpler potentials. For

example, while the LJ potential describes interactions in a dilute noble gas fairly

well, if we wanted to introduce accurate Coulombic charge interactions (for polar

substances like water) or passable covalent bonding (for polymer chains), the best

we can manage without introducing additional potentials is to adjust the values

of ϵ and σ to replicate the observed behaviour.
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In the case of water, while the LJ potential doesn’t capture the dipole-like

charge distribution resulting from the O-H bonds for individual molecules, the

net result of this enhanced interaction between water molecules can be incorpo-

rated into the relevant LJ potential if a commitment to resolving the system into

individual molecules is abandoned. Instead, we might consider a ‘coarse-grained’

system with molecules bunched into neutral ‘blobs’ so that the effects of charge

distribution are negligible outside of their effect on the LJ interaction energy ϵ.

Making such a decision depends on the specific aims of the investigation. Recent

examples of investigations of droplet wetting on patterned surfaces can be seen

to use both a simple LJ potential [197] and the more complicated TIP3P model

of water which augments the LJ potential (describing the Van der Waals inter-

action between H2O molecules) with a Coulombic interaction between hydrogen

and oxygen atoms and a bond-angle term[198]. At the micrometer lengthscales of

common surface patterns, course-graining with a suitably-chosen LJ potential is

entirely adequate.

Fortunately for us, the LJ potential is sufficient to replicate and understand

the general motion of Newtonian fluids at the length scales we’re interested in. If

we were seeking to reproduce results for a specific material or understand more

complicated events like phase transitions where other mechanisms become im-

portant, this might not be the case. If and when these approaches fail, the LJ

potential must either be added to or replaced entirely. Of course, we pay for the

improved accuracy of more sophisticated potentials with additional computational

complexity.
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Appendix C

The Langevin thermostat

The Langevin thermostat goes some way towards introducing the loss or addition of

energy to the particle system by interactions with the environment by introducing

force terms for each molecule that mimic the viscous dissipation and thermal kicks

associated with contact with an isotropic solvent held at the temperature specified

prior to the simulation.

In short, the thermostat modifies the equations of motion from m Üx = FC , where

only the conservative forces play a role, to something like m Üx = FC + FD + FT where

dissipative forces FD and ‘thermal kick’ terms FT also play a role. More specifically,

the Langevin modifications result in an expression for the acceleration experienced

by each particle i at time t given by:

mi Üxi = −∇U (xi) − γ Ûxi +
√

2γkbT fi(t) (C.1)

where kB is Boltzmann’s constant, T is the desired temperature specified for the

simulation, and fi(t) represents an instantaneous ‘kick’. The magnitude and

direction of fi(t) is determined by an isotropic Gaussian process with zero-mean,

requiring that

〈fi(t)〉 = 0

〈fi(t)fj(t
′)〉 = δijδ (t − t

′)

The second of these statements describes the unit-variance of the distribution, and

requires that the kicks experienced by different particles, or at different times, are
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uncorrelated.

While the Langevin thermostat is a common and well-understood thermostat

for coarse-grained MD studies, it does not conserve momentum. In the case of

coordinated motion within the system (for example, a frozen solid object sliding

down a slope with every particle moving together), the thermostat is unable to

distinguish this collective motion from the random thermal motion of a gas, and so

the damping term of the thermostat acts to slow this collective motion to force the

kinetic energy of the system in line with the kinetic energy expected of a gas at the

desired temperature. In particular, this lack of momentum conservation makes it

difficult to reasonably calculate transport properties that faithfully resemble those

of the system of interest. As a result, care must be taken to avoid applying the

Langevin thermostat along directions where momentum conservation is critical to

accurately reproducing the phenomena being studied.
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The Dissipative Particle

Dynamics (DPD) thermostat

The Dissipative Particle Dynamics (DPD) approach involves thermostatting pairs

of particles, rather than individual particles. The principle behind this is that

by applying forces of equal magnitude but opposing directions to each pair of

particles, the total momentum of the pair remains unaffected.

The resulting modification to Newton’s second law is very similar to the

Langevin formulation seen in equation C.1. A distinction of interest is that the

dissipation and kick terms are no longer individual to each particle, but now involve

contributions from all neighbours within a certain radius. The DPD equations of

motion are given by:

mi Üxi = −∇U (xi) −
∑
j,i

(
γwD(rij)[ Ûxij · r̂ij] +

√
2γkbTw

R(|rij |)fij(t)
)
r̂ij (D.1)

where rij = xi − xj , r̂ij = rij/|rij | and Ûxij = Ûxi − Ûxj .

The weighting functions, wD and wR, scale the strength of the pairwise inter-

action with interparticle distance. Commonly used cases often follow the form

of:

wD(rij) = [w
R(rij)]

2 =

{
(1 −

ri j
rc
)s , for 0 ≤ rij ≤ rc

0, for rij > rc
(D.2)

The simplest examples use s = {0, 1, 2}[138, 139], where higher values of s emphasise

momentum transfers involving the closest particles. All cases institute a distance
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cut-off for the thermostat interaction.

Similar to the thermal ’kick’ term fi(t) seen in the Langevin thermostat, fij is

determined by an isotropic Gaussian process with zero mean, requiring that

〈fij(t)〉 = 0

〈fij(t)fkl (t
′)〉 = [δikδjl + δilδjk]δ (t − t

′)

Importantly, the apparent forces associated with these contributions are ‘equal

and opposite’ to preserve momentum. The momentum lost by particle i due to

the dissipation term to each neighbour j is determined by the relative velocity Ûxij

between particle i and its neighbours as well as the relative position rij separating

them. As a result, the dot product of these quantities is unaffected by exchanging

indices: Ûxji · rji = (− Ûxij) · (−rij) = Ûxij · rij . The kick term is similarly symmetric

(fij = fji). As a result, the magnitudes of these terms match for the two particles

i and j involved. The subsequent multiplication by r̂ij ultimately ensures that

the DPD thermostat forces on particle i due to j are opposite in direction to

the thermostat forces on j due to i, resulting in no additional momentum being

contributed to the system by the thermostat.

While particle accelerations are slightly slower to calculate while using a DPD

thermostat, due to the additional contributions from neighbouring particles, DPD

preserves the meaningfulness of calculated transport properties. As a result, it

shows its value in situations where transport properties are being calculated in all

three spatial dimensions, making it difficult to apply the Langevin thermostat to

a specific direction without affecting the results.
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Velocity-Verlet integration

The simplest form of Verlet integration can be derived by examining the Taylor

expansions of the position x of a chosen particle a single step in time (∆t) before

and after the current time: [127]

x(t + ∆t) = x(t) + Ûx∆t +
Üx

2
∆t2 +

Ýx

6
+ O(∆t4)

x(t − ∆t) = x(t) − Ûx∆t +
Üx

2
∆t2 −

Ýx

6
+ O(∆t3)

Combining these equations and rearranging for x(t + ∆t) produces:

x(t + ∆t) = 2x(t) − x(t − ∆t) + Üx∆t2 + O(∆t4) (E.1)

In this form, the Verlet algorithm bypasses calculating velocities entirely when

calculating future positions, requiring only two stages: Calculate accelerations from

current positions, and use these accelerations to calculate new positions. While

the local error in position of this approach scales as ∆t4, the cumulative (global)

error only scales as ∆t2. Estimates of the velocity, to determine the particle’s

kinetic energy or otherwise, can be calculated from the particle’s trajectory after

the fact with error scaling as ∆t2:

Ûx(t) =
x(t + ∆t) − x(t − ∆t)

2∆t
+ O(∆t2) (E.2)

A modification of this approach, known as the ‘Velocity Verlet’ algorithm, re-

introduces velocity as a stepping stone of the integration process. The direct
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calculation of this quantity as integration progresses is valuable for the calculation

of system quantities such as the kinetic and total energies, and is marginally more

accurate and convenient than the post hoc calculation featured above.

The Velocity Verlet algorithm begins with the Taylor expansions of the position

discussed earlier, but steps the velocity forward in two half-steps, making use of

the accelerations calculated from both the initial and final positions of the step:

x(t + ∆t) = x(t) + Ûx(t)∆t +
Üx(t)

2
∆t2

Ûx

(
t +

∆t

2

)
= Ûx(t) +

Üx(t)

2
∆t

Üx(t + ∆t) = − ∇U
(
x(t + ∆t)

)
+ Fthermo

Ûx(t + ∆t) = Ûx

(
t +

∆t

2

)
+
Üx(t + ∆t)

2
∆t

This four-step integration scheme was applied to all simulation work completed

for this thesis.
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Post-Processing

F.1 Analysis Process

Analysis begins with the three-dimensional position and velocity data for all solvent

particles in the LAMMPS simulation, recorded during the data-storage timesteps

of the production runs. Each file of data, associated with a particular timestep,

will be referred to as a ’frame’ of the simulated system to be analysed. Other

particle types might be analysed in the same manner if necessary - these will be

discussed in the relevant sections.

The general process for the analysis is to import the data for each frame into

a script which decides which particles constitute the ‘droplet’, then calculates and

records the relevant statistics for the frame and appends the data for the frame

to the relevant containers. As each of the frames are analysed, these containers

fill up, to the point that they hold the computed statistics associated with each

data frame during the course of the simulation.

More specifically, to produce the desired statistics for each frame of data, the

following process is followed:

1. Import the data

2. Use header data to determine current timestep and simulation box dimensions

3. Prepare arrays for particle positions and velocities
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4. To locate the droplet, we:

(a) split the simulation box into ‘blocks’ with side-length equal to a chosen

distance threshold - this guarantees that only particles in neighbouring

blocks can touch each other.

(b) go through each block in turn, computing distances between block parti-

cles and the particles in adjacent blocks and comparing these distances

against the threshold λ. This information is stored in an ‘adjacency

matrix’, where each ‘row, column’ entry i, j = 1 if the particles i and j

touch, and is left equal to 0 otherwise. Given this definition, particles

are considered to touch themselves.

(c) determine which particles are mutually connected and form groups

using a depth-first searching algorithm. The largest of these mutually-

connected groups is the droplet of interest.

(d) produce an abridged particle list which only includes droplet members.

(e) compute all statistics of interest for these droplet members.

This algorithm is implemented entirely in the Julia programming language. As

the significant parts of the analysis process are the ‘Droplet finding’ algorithm

and the droplet statistics calculation stage, these will be discussed below in more

detail.

F.2 Why Julia?

The most important features for an analysis language are speed of execution and

simplicity of implementation. Originally, the required analysis was performed

in MATLAB, a well-known commercial numerical computing environment and

programming language that specialises in matrix manipulation. While MATLAB

as a language is fairly simple to use, and an enormous variety of support exists

for its large international userbase, the time required to process typical simulation

results for this thesis was in excess of the simulation time itself, with three-day

simulations taking up to a week to process.

These time-requirement issues were solved by reconstructing the analysis in

Julia. Julia is a high performance programming language, capable of computation
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and script parsing at speeds approaching those of C, the traditional gold-standard

for efficient computing. Julia is free, and uses similar syntax to Python and

MATLAB, resulting in a low barrier to entry. It is also designed to handle linear

algebra and matrix-heavy computations like MATLAB.

Reconstructing the original program from MATLAB in Julia resulted in halv-

ing the time required to process simulation frames, with ensuing modifications

improving this further.
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Appendix G

Isolating the droplet data

G.1 Defining droplets with a distance threshold

Much of the analysis relies on a determination of which particles belong to the

droplet of interest. What qualities determine whether two particles belong to

the same droplet is largely subjective. For our purposes, a distance threshold

is sufficient to decide that two particles are ’close enough’ to each other to be

considered part of the same body and that they should be ’connected’ by our

algorithm. Each droplet, then, is a set of mutually connected particles, where any

two members of the set might not be directly connected by the distance threshold,

but they might be connected by a mutual neighbour, or by the neighbours of their

neighbours, and so on.

This still requires a choice for the specific value of this threshold, a choice

which demands tuning - a threshold that is too large runs the risk of considering

the entire simulation box to be one big droplet, regardless of how sparse the

system really is. A threshold that is too small risks not connecting anything at

all, defeating the purpose. Further still, we might demand that whatever choice

of threshold we make, the droplets determined by this method should match our

intuition; droplets should not be unnecessarily fragmented, and the surface of each

droplet found via thresholding should coincide with the precipitous drop in fluid

density that we would expect of realistic droplets.

Having said this, the big drop in particle density as we leave the droplet
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suggests that the mean particle separation for droplet particles is significantly

smaller than the separations between droplet and vapor particles, so we should not

expect the determination of the droplet to be particularly sensitive to our choice

of threshold. Initially choosing a threshold based on the expected separation

between neighbouring particles within the droplet is enough. With this in mind, a

threshold λ close to the same position as the minimum of the LJ potential (located

at 6
√

2σ ≈ 1.1225), which we’re using to describe pairwise interactions in these

simulations, is a sensible choice. In practice, this suggests a distance threshold

around 1.2 − 1.5σ .

More exact values can be determined by examining the radial distribution

function (RDF) associated with the droplet. This radial distribution function can

be calculated using droplet particle positions determined by the more naive choice

of threshold value. We can use the position of the trough following the first peak

of the RDF to designate the longest distance associated with nearest neighbour

connections within the droplet, which is the maximum distance we expect all fluid

particles to reasonably stray from their neighbours while they remain in the droplet.

This trough position proves to be the most accurate choice for the threshold.

Unfortunately, the relevant radial distribution function for a given temperature

and particle density is not generally known a priori. As such, it is instead con-

structed from simulated data during trial runs. This data is then used to inform

the choice of threshold for the production runs. The process of determining the

radial distribution function from droplet data is included in Appendix K.

G.2 Droplet Finding

Once the distance threshold has been chosen, a droplet-finding algorithm can be

constructed with this threshold in mind. In particular, a significant amount of

time can be saved during the distance calculations by limiting the calculations to

pairs of particles that might feasibly be touching.

This can be achieved by dividing the simulation box into blocks, where the

sidelength of the block matches or exceeds the selected distance threshold λ. More

specifically, if the simulation box size along the three dimensions is given by the

vector of sidelengths (X ,Y ,Z ), then the number of blocks ni along each of the sides
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Li ∈ {X ,Y ,Z } is given by ni = floor
(
Li
λ

)
, with the sidelength in the same direction

for each block being given by xi = Li/ni .

This choice is important for efficient distance calculations, because it ensures

that only particles in neighbouring blocks could possibly touch each other. Particles

separated by more than a block sidelength are, by definition, further apart from

each other than the distance threshold value λ. For systems with a roughly-uniform

density of particles N /(Πixi), applying this technique means that the number of

distance calculations that need to be performed scales with the density and number

of blocks NΠi
ni
xi

rather than the total number of possible particle pairs N 2. The

linear scaling allows droplet finding to remain feasible as system sizes increase.

Additionally, when determining interparticle distances for members of a given

block, we don’t need to generate comparisons with every neighbouring block.

As we iterate along all blocks within the system, drawing comparisons with all

neighbouring blocks every time results in distance calculations being repeated. As a

result, we choose not to look backwards. More specifically, if our block’s coordinates

are (a,b, c), we only look at blocks with coordinates that are equal to or greater

than any of these values by 1. As such, the blocks selected for comparison have

coordinates given by the possible combinations of ({a,a + 1}, {b,b + 1}, {c, c + 1}).

A two-dimensional analogue for this can be seen in figure G.1(a).

We also have two periodic boundaries along the primary horizontal directions

x̂ and ŷ. As a result, if the coordinates a + 1 or b + 1 of the comparison blocks

exceed the number of blocks in either of the two horizontal dimensions, we ‘wrap’

the values around by instead comparing the particles in the block at (a,b, c) with

the block located at (a + 1modnX ,b, c) or similar. Particle distances have to be

adjusted accordingly - for these across-boundary comparisons, we temporarily add

the simulation box width to each of the particle positions in the ‘wrapped’ box

in that dimension (so adding X to the x̂ entry or Y to the ŷ entry) to produce

the correct distance calculation. The implementation of wrapping at the periodic

boundaries can be seen in figure G.1(b).

With two blocks A and B selected, we calculate the distances between every

particle in A and every particle in B. Pairs of particles that are separated by less

than the threshold distance λ are said to be ‘touching’. We use these comparisons

to fill up entries in an ‘N × N ’ adjacency matrix M, where the entry Mij = 1 if

particle i touches particle j, and is set to 0 otherwise. M is symmetric (Mij = Mji)
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Figure G.1: Given two particles A and B with the velocities vA and vB (shown
on the left-hand side), (a) and (b) show the difference in the forces introduced
by the Langevin and DPD thermostats respectively. The conservative force FC
due to the prevailing potential remains unchanged in both cases. However, for
the Langevin thermostat, the additional thermostat forces treat both particles
independently, with a dissipative force FD opposing the direction of motion, and a
thermal kick FT pointing in a random direction about each particle. In the case of
the DPD thermostat shown in (b), though, the three forces are directed along the
line connecting the two particles to conserve momentum.

as the particles are mutually touching. As a result, it is faster to fill the entries in

the upper triangular portion of the matrix with the strategy mentioned above,then

add the transpose (and potentially the identity too, to guarantee ‘selftouching’)

to account for every connection.

With the adjacency matrix constructed, we perform a breadth-first exploration

of the network, searching for mutually-connected components that we will interpret

as separate droplets. To execute the breadth-first search, we maintain a running

list of which particles we haven’t already ’visited’ during the search. We take the
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particle from the top of the list of ‘unvisited particles’ and retrieve a list of all

particles it touches from the adjacency matrix. Any of these particles that haven’t

been visited before are moved into a separate queue for exploration, and removed

from the ‘unvisited’ list. All of these touching particles are kept in a final vector

representing the ‘current group’ of connected particles. From here, each entry

from the exploration queue is examined in the same way - the list of touching

particles is retrieved from the adjacency matrix, these particles are compared

against the ‘unvisited’ list, unvisited particles are added to the exploration queue

and all touching particles are copied into the ‘current group’. Once there are no

more particles in the exploration queue, the connected tree (the ‘current group’)

is considered to be fully explored, and the list of unique members is returned.

These particles are considered to belong to a single droplet which is subsequently

labelled with a number. The process is then repeat using the top entry of the

remaining unvisited nodes as an exploration ‘seed’. Once the list of unvisited nodes

is exhausted, the search is complete and all droplets within the system have been

identified. A sketch of how the original system (with the distance thresholding

indicated) relates to the connected components generated by this algorithm is

shown in figure G.2

The largest of these groups is our droplet. In principle, we can have multiple

drops in one system and obtain statistics for each of them in term. In the sim-

ulations performed here, we are only interested in the largest droplet, which is

generated at the beginning of the simulation. As such, we ignore all other drops

for the purpose of generating statistics, but a warning is generated if any of the

other droplets identified are appreciably large compared to main droplet. The

threshold mass is ∼ 5% in terms of the mass of the largest droplet. Another

potential concern is whether the main droplet includes a sufficiently large amount

of the total number of particles in the system. This depends on the system size,

vapor density and size of droplet being modelled. In practice, if the droplet mass

is at equilibrium and it hasn’t evaporated away, it is sufficient to calculate the

‘effective’ radius and return it once the system statistics are computed.

Once we have determined and separated our droplet particles from the total list

of fluid particles in the system, we are ready and able to calculate any statistics

of interest about the droplet. These include the center of mass location and

velocity, rotation rate and moments of inertia about a selected axis, velocity

profiles within the droplet, as well as more complicated measurements such as

surface-finding, contact angle calculations, radial distribution functions and mean-
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Figure G.2: A two-dimensional analogue of our system is shown in the top half of
the figure. The grey dots indicate the particle centers, and the circles surrounding
them have a diameter equal to the distance threshold λ. Particles that are closer
than the distance threshold, and so are considered to ‘touch’, are seen here with
overlapping circles. The bottom half of the figure presents the connected compo-
nents derived from this original system - red connecting lines are drawn between
particles that ‘touch’. The largest droplet here involves seven particles.

squared displacement calculations. The exact same approach can also be applied

to the lubricating fluid if desired, to obtain the exact lubricant configuration at

every time without approximating measures or the presence of the vapor. The
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methods of determining these quantities are discussed in other appendices.
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Appendix H

Calculating the relevant statistics

Once the group of particles that forms the droplet of interest is determined, we

are free to calculate any values of interest that are specific to the droplet. A small

list of relevant examples are presented below, along with the calculation methods

used.

Droplet mass, density and radius

Every particle possesses the same LJ mass m within these simulations, so the total

mass of the drop M is given by M = Ndm, where Nd is the droplet member count.

Nd directly informs us of the total mass of the droplet as a result.

The density takes more effort, as we need an estimate of the volume of the

droplet. The simplest approach is to uncover how many unique 1σ3 volumes within

the simulation contain droplet particles. This is performed by iterating through

the list of particles positions, rounding every position down to the nearest integer

value and adding each of these integer triples to a vector if it hasn’t already been

seen. Once all particles positions have been compared against this vector, the

length of the vector is the number of unique 1σ3 volumes and so is labelled V . The

density ρ is thus given by ρ = Nd/V . This calculation becomes more accurate as

the droplet size increases and the surface layer of the drop comprises a smaller

proportion of the total volume.

The effective radius of the drop can also be calculated from the volume V if
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the drop is assumed to be spherical. With this approximation, the radius Re f f is

determined to be Re f f =
3

√
3V
4π . Given the spherical approximation, this calculated

value begins to diverge from the ‘true’ radius of the droplet as it approaches the

capillary length and the drop flattens into a puddle. Re f f remains a reasonable

indicator of the drop’s volume for the sake of comparisons between droplets, but

a poor estimate of the actual radius of the drop.

Center-of-Mass path and velocity

The center-of-mass (COM) path and velocity are the simplest quantities to calcu-

late. Given that the Nd particles constituting the droplet all have the same mass,

we can simply average their positions ®xi and velocities ®vi to determine the COM

position ®X and velocities ®U as follows:

®X =

∑
i ®xi
Nd

®U =

∑
i ®vi
Nd

A point-to-point approximation of the full path taken by each droplet can then be

assembled by connecting the positions from adjacent frames directly.

Droplet rotation

Droplet rotation can be observed on a frame-to-frame basis or on average for the

full period of data collection by multiple methods. For individual frames, where

measuring instantaneous droplet rotation can sometimes useful for identifying slip-

stick motion in droplets, we can calculate the rotational momentum of the droplet.

The rotational momentum is given by

L =
∑
i

m ®vi ×
(
®xi − ®X

)
(H.1)

where ®xi − ®X provides the position of each particle i relative to the center-of-mass

position. While the momentum can be useful to diagnosing droplet motion, it

otherwise doesn’t tell us much of note.

A more visual alternative is to construct a ‘flow map’ of particle motion within

the droplet. The flow map presents the average particle velocity in the plane
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perpendicular to the axis of rotation. This is achieved in the center-of-mass frame,

for a droplet rotating about the y−axis, by projecting all particles from each frame

into the x − z plane, and recording the number of, and the velocities of, particles

located in each 1σ2 bin created by dividing the x and z axes into 1σ increments.

Once the particle position and velocity data, both relative to the center-of-mass

position and velocity, have been recorded in these bins for all frames, the total

velocity sum is divided by the number of particles in that bin to determine the

average flow of particles within each section of the droplet. Bins with fewer than

one particle per frame are discounted to avoid particles entries and departures at

the surface of the droplet from significantly skewing the results. This flow map

presents the internal flow of the drop and, once the center-of-mass velocity is added

to each of the values, can illustrate the relative proportions of sliding and rolling

motion for the droplet.

Velocity profiles and sliding/rolling velocities

Velocity profiles and the sliding and rolling velocities of the droplet all require

that we determine the average velocity of the droplet at various heights from the

surface. For an almost-spherical droplet, we expect the region of dissipation to be

confined to a small volume in the region of the contact area, with the majority

of the drop looking like a rolling ball. As such, we expect the average velocity

parallel to the surface ux (z) at some height z to be linear, with ux (z) = Uslip +
Uroll
R z.

Uslip is the speed of the contact area relative to the surface, and Uroll is the speed

of the outer surface of the droplet relative to the center-of-mass velocity. Under

this paradigm, the center-of-mass velocity U = Uslip +Uroll .

With this in mind, we seek to map out the velocity profile uxz at various heights

throughout the droplet, and from this, calculate the rolling and sliding velocities

Uroll and Uslip.

The simplest way to determine uxz is to iterate from below the minimum z

values to above the maximum z values of particle positions in the droplet in steps

of 1σ , rounded to the nearest integer. For each of these heights, we determine

which particles sit in each horizontal layer between heights z and z + 1. The

velocities of the particles in each layer are then averaged together to produce a

single horizontal velocity for each height. Under the assumption that the shape

of the droplet does not change significantly with time (which can be validated as
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reasonable by further examination of the individual layer masses and horizontal

extent across frames), these average velocities also be averaged across frames to

obtain an overall average velocity profile for each droplet.

Due to the number of particles in each layer, while the velocities of the central

layers of each droplet are well-determined by this method, even for individual

frames, the highest and lowest layers suffer from low numbers of particles and

so cannot be known to a sufficient degree of accuracy for determining the slip

velocity at each individual frame. The determination of the slip velocity Uslip is

also strongly affected by the deformation of the droplet with increasing size - as

the droplet deforms, the top layers of the droplet are unaffected but the bottom

layers are squeezed into the surface, resulting in fluid passing under the center of

rotation of the droplet travelling faster (relative to the center of rotation) than

fluid travelling over the center of rotation to conserve mass. As a result, one

observes that the velocity profile deviates from the linear expectation of ‘spherical’

droplets as the the droplet’s size increases.

As a result, it is easier to calculate the rolling velocity by applying our linear

fit to the top two-thirds of the droplet (where the linear fit continues to work well),

and calculate the sliding velocity Uslip by subtracting Uroll from the center of mass

velocity U , which we know well. Computationally, this is stated as

Uroll = R
〈∂ux
∂z

〉���
z>2R/3

(H.2)

and

Uslip =U −Uroll

=U − R
〈∂ux
∂z

〉���
z>2R/3

(H.3)

This method accounts for some of the deviation between the velocity of the lower

layers of the droplet and the expected linear velocity profile with increasing droplet

size, and allows the determined value of Uslip to stay within ∼ 10% of the ‘true’

value, as determined by hand, for the range of droplet radii tested.
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Other important calculations

Other calculations might be performed within the post-processing stage that are

of relevance to this thesis. These are described in the relevant appendices.

Surface-finding and the use of Taubin’s method to determine contact angles

are described in Appendix I. This method involves temporarily creating a shell

of particles outside of the droplet or lubricant layer, and employing Delaunay

triangulations to observe which fluid members are sufficiently close to the surface

that they are connected to this outer shell. With the surfaces determined, it is

possible to fit circular arcs to segments of this surface by Taubin’s method to

determine the contact angle.

Measuring the ‘mean squared-displacement’ of particles within the droplet or a

comparable bulk fluid in order to determine the viscosity is described in Appendix

J. The results can be compared with Green-Kubo methods implemented within

LAMMPS itself.

Calculating ‘pair correlation functions’ within the droplet, describing the proba-

bility P(r ) that two particles are separated by a distance r , is described in Appendix

K. The PCF can be used to determine whether each drop is liquid or solid at

a given temperature, particularly when determined in conjunction with caloric

curves that map the potential energy with increasing temperature to detect phase

transitions.
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Appendix I

Surface-finding and Taubin’s

Method

In order to establish the contact angle of our droplets, we need to determine the

surface of the droplet, and determine the angle at which this surface meets the

patterning the droplet sits on. As the surface and the contact angle can be difficult

to define if we consider the full, three-dimensional surface of the droplet, we will

focus on a slice of the droplet that captures of the furthest-forward advancing

contact angle and the furthest-back receding contact angle. The outer surface of

this circular slice of particles can be determined, and a circular arc fitted to this

outer surface. The contact angle can be determined from the circular fit, by using

geometry to determine where the circular arc intersects the top of the surface

patterning, and calculating the angle between the tangent of the circle and the

horizontal pattern at this intersection.

The full process for determining the droplet surface is fairly involved. We aim

to find the outer surface of a single vertical slice of the droplet that passes through

the center-of-mass and is spanned by both the velocity vector of the center of mass

and the z-axis. This slice should include both the advancing and receding angles.

The relevant data for this fitting process needs to be appropriately extracted

before it can be used for fitting. A circular surface is identified as follows:

1. Droplet position data is rotated so that the center-of-mass velocity vector

(as projected into the x − y plane) now points towards x axis, with no y-
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component.

2. A 2σ -thick slice of particle positions (1σ in the y direction to each side of

the x −z plane passing through the center of mass) is extracted and recorded

in a separate array

3. The positions in this array are projected into the x − z plane, removing all

y − axis information (this initial set of points is seen in part (a) of figure I.1)

4. The maximum distance between the particle positions and the center of mass

is established, and set equal to rmax

5. A new set of points, placed in a circle about the center-of-mass of the droplet

at a distance of r = 1.1rmax , is constructed outside the droplet. These points

need to be relatively close to each other, and so are placed 1σ apart.

6. We remove as many droplet interior particles as we reasonably can. This

depends on how spherical the droplet it. For our droplets, it is possible to

remove points within r = 0.9rmax of the center-of-mass, as our drops are

basically spherical aside from deformation at their base.

7. A Delaunay triangulation is performed using both the remaining droplet

particle positions and the outer ring of particles as nodes. This construction

results in the generation of a list of edges connecting nodes. These edges

include droplet-interior edges between drop particles, exterior edges between

particles in the external ring, and connections between ring and droplet

particles. A typical result of the triangulation is shown in part (b) of figure

I.1.

8. A list of droplet particles that connect to the exterior ring following the

Delaunay triangulation is compiled - this list gives us the surface particles!

9. To produce the circular fits needed to establish contact angles, we also remove

all surface points that lie above our center of mass, and all points we think

are in contact with the surface patterning. ‘In contact’ is defined here to

mean within 1.5σ of the top set of particle centers constituting the surface

patterns. As the top of layer of ridge particles is located at z = 2σ , and

the top layer of pillar particles is located at z = 2
√

2σ , any particles located

below 3.5σ and 4.3σ are also removed for the ridged and pillared surfaces

respectively.
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10. Suitable circular fits are determined for the front half (xi − 〈x〉 > 0) and rear

half (xi − 〈x〉 < 0) of the droplet separately by optimsing the circle center at

(x0, z0) and radius r0 using Taubin’s method, discussed below.

11. The circular fits are assumed to intersect with the surface pattern at a height

0.5σ above the placement of the top layer of surface particles, at heights of

hpat = 2.5σ and 3.3σ for the ridged and pillared surfaces respectively.

12. By geometry, the contact angle θc is equal to the angle θint (at the point of

intersection between the circular fit and the surface) between the surface

pattern and the line directed towards the center of the fit, plus 90◦. This

interior angle is given by θint = sin−1
(
z0−zp
r0

)
, where zp is the pattern height.

By this method, both the advanced and receding contact angles, θadv and θrec can

be established for the droplet by fitting circles to the forward-most and hindmost

sections of the droplet.

As said earlier, ‘Taubin’s method’[199] is used to determine the circular fits.

Taubin’s method simply established a cost function for the fit, in terms of the

circle center located at (x0, z0) and the circle radius r0. For each data point used

for the fit, the distance ri from the current circular center (x0, z0) to each point i,

located at (xi , zi), is established as

r2
i = (xi − x0)

2 + (zi − z0)
2 (I.1)

Taubin’s method then determines the ‘cost’ C of the fit by relating[200]

C =

∑
i

(
r2
i − r

2
0

)2∑
i r

2
i

(I.2)

and minimises this cost to determine the optimal choice of circle center and radius.

While a simpler ‘least squares’ model which only sums over (r2
i − r

2
0 )

2 could be

considered, this approach (known as a ‘Kasa fit’) is more biased towards small

circles when fitting to data on smaller circular arcs[200]. The Taubin approach is

more robust in these cases.
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Figure I.1: The process of finding the droplet surface is illustrated above. (a)
Particle positions within 1σ of the x − z plane passing through the center of mass
of the droplet are identified and stored. (b) A ring of points is constructed outside
of the droplet slice. Edges are constructed between points using a Delaunay
Triangulation. Only points which are connected to the outside ring by these edges
are kept as the ‘surface’, the others are discarded. (c) Circular fits are generated
for the surface particles using Taubin’s method as a cost function for the fit.
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Mean Squared Displacement

The mean squared-displacement 〈(∆x(t))2〉 of a system is given by the ensemble

average of the square of the displacements xi(t) − xi(0) of the particles involved as

they move away from a given set of starting positions xi(0):

〈(∆x(t))2〉 =
1

N

∑
i

(
xi(t) − xi(0)

)2
(J.1)

The mean squared-displacement of a body of particles can be calculated over

time, given successive records of the identities (IDs) and positions of the relevant

particles. For bulk systems, all particles can be tracked for the entirety of the

simulations. For finite quantities of fluid, any particles that leave the droplet are

no longer considered, and any particles that enter the droplet are ignored. As such,

particles are pruned from the original set of identities and positions the moment

they leave the droplet, and only these surviving particles need to be considered.

To determine the MSD for the system, the axes to be considered when mea-

suring the displacement are established - while all three spatial dimensions should

be considered when determining the displacements for a bulk system, determining

the MSD from rolling droplet data focuses exclusively on a single axis (the y axis)

to avoid errors associated with the rolling motion of the droplet.With the particle

data loaded, the IDs and positions of the initial set of particles relative to the

fluid’s center of mass are sorted in order of ID number and recorded as the set of

prior IDs and original positions. From here, the basic algorithm (for both bulk

and droplet systems) proceeds as follows:
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1. The next frame of data is loaded, and the new set of particle identities and

positions are identified. An empty ‘displacement vector’ list in generated, to

store the displacements along the axes identified earlier.

2. The ID and position lists are sorted in order of particle identity, and the

center-of-mass position of the fluid is subtracted from all particle positions.

3. For each particle in the prior list of particles, its ID number is compared

against the new set of identities from the current frame.

4. If the original particle is found in the new set of ID, its displacement is cal-

culated. For bulk fluids, the new position is first corrected for any boundary

crossings. Next, the particle’s original position is subtracted from the new

position in the current frame of data. The resulting displacement vector is

saved to the displacement vector list with only values consistent with the

earlier specified axes being stored.

5. If the original particle is not found in the new set of IDs, the particle’s ID

and original position information is removed from the ‘prior’ lists so that it

is no longer considered for future frames.

6. Once every particle from the old list is considered, and their displacements

recorded, the values stored in each of the displacement vectors are squared

and summed along the vector to obtain the square of the distance of each

particle from their initial positions.

7. This list of squared distances is then averaged by summing the set of distances

together and dividing by the number of entries.

8. This process is repeated for all subsequent frames.

If particles are able to leave the body of fluid being examined, we are forced to

contend with two unhappy side effects. Firstly, particles that move too fast and

leave quickly are no longer measured, biasing our measured MSD towards lower

values. Secondly, all particles will leave the droplet if we wait long enough, with

the dropping number of considered particles affecting the quality of the averaged

result. Exactly how long this takes depends on particle mobility (affected by

temperature and fluid viscosity) and the radius of the droplet itself.
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Radial Distribution Function

The Radial Distribution Function (RDF) д(r ) establishes the expected density of

particles at a distance r about a randomly selected particle in a material, relative

to the average density of that material. The general principle for computing this

is to take a set of particle locations and determine the distances between each pair

of particles. These distances are binned into a histogram, then normalised by the

number of particles expected in each bin if it was a uniform continuum fluid of

the same average density.

Within our simulations, an RDF can be computed for a frame of data once the

set of particles has been chosen. For a bulk system, the RDF would be determined

for the full set of particles in the simulation. For our droplets, only the particles

belonging to the droplet are included in the set. An upper bound on the expected

maximum distance rmax between particles is also established. For droplets, a

distance equal to rmax = 3R is sufficient for our roughly-spherical droplets. For

bulk simulations performed in a box of sidelength L, the maximum distance to

be considered simply needs to be large enough to observe the disappearance of

variations in the RDF due to the local structure of the material about individual

particles. Given that L � σ , the expected distance between neighbouring particles,

we require 10σ < rmax < L/2 for the bulk system. With this choice, we can only

select particles from a volume of sidelength L−2rmax centered on the middle of the

simulation box if we want to avoid counting particle distances measured across

the boundary, potentially double-counting them and exaggerating the structure of

the fluid.
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We will be computing RDFs exclusively for droplets in this thesis, and so will

focus on the relevant algorithm. The general process of determining the RDF

proceeds as follows:

1. The droplet member particles and the center of mass of the droplet are

established, in addition to the maximum distance between droplet particles,

assumed here to be rmax = 3R.

2. The center of mass position is subtracted from the list of positions, and the

positions of any particles lying across the simulation box boundary (which

are consequently located significantly further than a droplet radius from the

center of mass) are corrected to produce the correct relations between droplet

particles.

3. An empty histogram array is constructed, with the number of elements being

equal to the number of ‘radial distance’ bins being used. In our case, this

number is equal to nbins = ceil (rmax/∆r ), where ∆r is the radial thickness of

each bin. Each entry in this array, located at an index i between 1 and nbins ,

corresponds to the number of interparticle distances found to sit in a range

of [∆r (i − 1),∆ri).

4. Each particle is selected in turn. For each of these particles, the distances

from it to all previously-unselected droplet member are computed. For each

distance, the corresponding histogram bin is incremented. The particle is

then removed from the set of particles used for distance calculations. Once all

N particles have been considered this way, N (N − 1)/2 distance calculations

will have been computed for the full set of unique particle pairs, equal to the

sum of histogram counts.

5. The histogram results are taken and ‘normalised’ by taking into account that,

for a given average density of particles, we expect to find greater numbers of

particles at a distance r from a given particle by virtue of the fact that we

have a greater volume of space to look for particles at this distance. As the

volume of the shell scales as 4πr2dr , we divide the entries in the histogram

by the average droplet density ρ multiplied by the shell volume.

The corrected histogram, given by д(r ) = N (r )/(4ρπr2∆r ), provides the radial

distribution function for the droplet.
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The Expected RDF for a Sphere

Variations in the RDF

The fact that radial distribution functions don’t match the continuum expectation

is unsurprising for atomic materials. For Lennard-Jones fluids, finite temperatures

typically result in an ‘excluded region’ about every particle due to the highly-

repulsive peak in the LJ potential at short distances, leading to short-range peaks

and troughs in the associated RDF. While the resulting density oscillations are

well understood, distinguishing these local-structure variations from the finite

size effects introduced by analysing droplets rather than bulk fluids can require

additional effort.

To assist in this distinction, we can compute the expected result for д(r ) for

the case of an isotropic, continuous fluid confined to a sphere. This model avoids

the additional complication of local structure variations, and allows us to unpick

the two mechanisms affecting the observed RDF: the fluid’s structure and the

finite size of the confinement region.

Derivation of the continuum RDF for spheres

Consider a spherical, isotropic droplet of radius R and uniform bulk density ρav

centered on the origin of a coordinate system. The surface is described by x2 +

y2 +z2 = R2. We will select a particle located along the x axis at a distance p from

the origin. We ask, if we look in a shell of thickness ∆r and radius r about the
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particle located at p, how many other particles do we find?

For r < R−p, we expect to see N (r ) = 4πρavr
2∆r , where ρav is the bulk density.

For r > R −p, the spherical shell being examined only partially intersects with the

droplet. By considering the surface of the ball of radius r about point p, we find

that this shell intersects the droplet surface along a ring located at x =
p2+R2−r2

2p .

Figure L.1: For a selected point p in our large spherical droplet of radius R (in
blue), we can look at the points lying a distance r from p. Some lie outside of
the droplet (in light grey arc), while others lie inside the droplet (black arc). The
distance between the ring of intersection of the surfaces and the droplet diameter
perpendicular to ®p is given by x , which can be determined via geometry.

We can now consider the spherical cap (seen in figure L.1) that constitutes

the proportion of the spherical shell that lies within the droplet. The area of a
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spherical cap of radius r and height h is given by

A = 2πrh

= 2πr (r + x − p) (L.1)

= 2πr

(
R2 − (p − r )2

2p

)
(L.2)

and so for a particle at position p, we expect to see fewer particles than in the

bulk case, so that the number N (r ,p) of particles in the shell is given (for values

of r > R − p) by:

N (r ,p) =
ρavπr

p

(
R2 − (p − r )2

)
∆r (L.3)

Now we need to average this result over all choices of particle p to determine

the expected density of particles separated by a distance r . To do this, we need to

appropriately weight N (r ,p) by the volume of possible positions that correspond to

a particular radial distance p. This weighting function w(p) = 4πp2dp corresponds

to the volume of a spherical shell of thickness ∆p at a distance of p from the center

of the droplet.

The resulting integral for N (r ) can be split into two parts. One handles the

case where r < R − p, and the entirety of the shell lies inside the droplet. The

other handles the case where r > R − p and only part of the shell lies within the

droplet. As such, the expected number of particles found at a distance r from an

arbitrarily selected particle in our droplet is given by

〈N (r )〉∆r =

∫
N (r ,p)w(p)dp∫

w(p)dp
∆r

=
ρav∆r∫ R

0
4πp2dp

(∫ R−r

0
16π2r2p2dp +

∫ R

R−r
4π2rp

(
R2 − (p − r )2

)
dp

)

The denominator of the leading term evaluates to 4π
3 R3, which is the volume of

the spherical droplet. The right-hand term, containing two integrals, takes slightly

more work. The first integral,
∫ R−r

0
16π2r2p2dp, evaluates to 16π2

3 r2(R − r )3. The

second integral produces, with some working:
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∫ R

R−r
4π2rp

(
R2 − (p − r )2

)
dp = 4π2r

(
R2

∫ R

R−r
pdp −

∫ R

R−r
p(p − r )2dp

)
= 2π2r2R2 (2R − r ) − 4π2r2

(
R3 −

14

4
R2r + 4Rr2 −

17

12
r3

)
= 4π2r2

(
3rR2 − 4Rr2 +

17

12
r3

)

With these expressions, 〈N (r )〉∆r becomes:

〈N (r )〉∆r =
4πρavr

2∆r
4π
3 R3

(
4π

3
(R − r )3 + π

(
3R2r − 4Rr2 +

17

12
r3

))
(L.4)

which can be rearranged to become:

〈N (r )〉

4πρavr2
=

(
1 −

r

R

)3
+

9r

4R
− 3

( r
R

)2
+

1

16

( r
R

)3
(L.5)

This can finally be simplified to produce the radial distribution function д(r )

д(r )∆r =
〈N (r )〉

4πρavr2
∆r (L.6)

=

(
1

16

( r
R

)3
−

3r

4R
+ 1

)
∆r (L.7)



Appendix M

Simulation Details

This appendix details the generic simulation details applicable to all droplet motion

simulations presented in this thesis.

To model all relevant interactions, the liquid and surface (along with any

lubricant, if applicable) were modeled using the Lennard-Jones 6-12 potential:

V (r ) = 4ϵ

[(σ
r

)12
−

(σ
r

)6
]
. (M.1)

In what follows, we work in Lennard-Jones units. Every Lennard-Jones interac-

tion in this thesis uses a characteristic distance σ = 1. While the liquid-liquid

interaction strength ϵLL was set to equal 1.75ϵ for all simulations presented here,

the results reported in chapter 5 are presented with all units rescaled so that the

energy unit is equal to the liquid-liquid interaction strength (i.e. so that ϵLL = 1ϵ).

We also used Lennard-Jones potentials to model droplet-substrate interactions.

While the typical interaction strength ϵSL = 0.125ϵ (equal to 0.07ϵLL in rescaled

units), 5 uses values ranging between 0.0875ϵ < ϵSL < 0.25ϵ (0.05ϵLL < ϵSL <

0.14ϵLL). Altering ϵSL affects the observed contact angle and would be expected to

alter the effective slip length of the surface. We find static contact angles between

∼ 140◦ for ϵSL = 0.25ϵ and ∼ 160◦ for ϵSL = 0.0875ϵ, consistent with previous

results [89].

Droplet motion is driven by a small body force д. While this is typically set

equal in magnitude to д = 1× 10−3στ−2 (equal to 5.7× 10−4στ−2
∗ in rescaled units),

191
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values of д ranging between 1×10−4στ−2 < д < 8×10−3στ−2 (5.7×10−5στ−2
∗ < д <

4.6 × 10−3στ−2
∗ in rescaled units) are applied in chapter 5. This force is applied at

an angle of α = 10◦ from the vertical in every simulation, to mimic the effects of

tilting the surface relative to the gravitational direction. This range of parameters

ensures that Weber and Capillary numbers are less than unity in the simulations,

so we expect the droplets to remain quasi-spherical. Visual inspection of droplets,

in additional to quantitative measures such as calculations of rotational inertia of

the droplets over time, confirmed this. The ridged and pillared surfaces used were

first presented in section 4.2 and can be seen in figure 4.1.

In the cases of chapters 5 and 7, the temperature was controlled by a Langevin

thermostat [190] applied to all fluid particles in the direction perpendicular to

the surface normal and the direction of the body force with a set temperature of

1.1 ϵk−1
B (equal to 0.63ϵLLk

−1
B in rescaled units). In chapter 6, the temperature

was controlled by a Dissipative Particle Dynamics (DPD) thermostat [178, 139]

applied to all fluid particles with a set temperature of 1.1 ϵk−1
B (equal to 0.63ϵLLk

−1
B

in rescaled units). For both thermostats, the temperature was chosen to ensure

that the droplet remained liquid for the range of droplet sizes investigated, and

was checked by reference to the radial distribution functions for particles in the

droplet. Vapor was present in equilibrium with the droplets in all cases.

As seen in section 4.5, the surface tension γ was estimated to be ∼1.8 ϵσ−2

(equal to 1.03ϵLLσ
−2 in rescaled units) by examining the relationship between

droplet size and internal energy [201] at a temperature of T = 1.1 ϵk−1
B . Again, our

estimates are of the same order as those reported elsewhere [161]. The particle

density ρ within the droplet was found to be ρ ∼ 1.1σ−3 for all droplet sizes

examined in this thesis. As detailed in section 4.4, we estimated the viscosity µ of

our droplets to be on the order of 10ϵσ−3τ .

Droplets were equilibrated by monitoring temperature and mass prior to the

application of the body force. For production runs, with the body force on, we

monitored the centre-of-mass velocities and droplet masses to ensure the flow

reached steady state.

In the case of chapters 5 and 6, position and velocity data for particles were

collected over 106 time-steps once droplets reached steady state motion. Steady-

state motion was generally arrived between 104 and 106 time steps for the smallest

and largest droplets respectively, for the range of body forces д used in this work.
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In the case of chapter 7, droplets took significantly more time to reach steady-state,

and to move appreciable distances. In these cases, droplets were left to travel for

5 × 106 − 107 timesteps before they were found to reach steady-state. From there,

107 − 2 × 107 timesteps were used to collect motion data.

The droplets were determined to be in the Cassie-Baxter state by computing

the vapor density in regions between the pattern features below the droplet. The

particles in the droplet (as opposed to those in the vapor, were identified in post-

processing using a distance-threshold approach, with all droplet mass, density,

radius and motion statistics being calculated from the distribution of positions

and velocities belonging to the associated particles.
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